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Bob Shaw & Fabian Beltran Model 
the NYC in 3-Rail O-Gauge 

 

 

Bob Shaw tells us that layout changes are 
inevitable .   Page 71. 

Steve Bratina Builds Another ¾”-
Scale Live Steamer 

 

Steve’s Rexall Train Mohawk locomotive is shown 
here with primer applied. Page 91. 

Cover photo is George Reineke’s layout. 

 

 

4th Quarter 2015 
Volume 5  Number 4 NYCSHS Modeler’s E-zine 

The  NYCentral  Modeler  

An added focus for the Society on NYC Modeling 

The  NYCentral  Modeler   focuses  on  providing  information  about  modeling  of  the  railroad   in  
all   scales.   This   issue   features   articles,   photos,   and   reviews   of   NYC-‐‑related   models   and  
layouts.  The  objective  for  the  publication  is  to  help  members  improve  their  ability  to  model  
the  New  York  Central  and  promote  modeling  interests.  Contact  us  about  doing  an  article  for  
us.  mailto:NYCSHS@verizon.net  
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New York Central System Historical Society 

The   New   York   Central   System  
Historical   Society   (NYCSHS)  was  
organized   in   March   1970   by   the  
combined   efforts   of   several  
former   employees   of   the   New  
York   Central   Railroad.   The  
NYCSHS   is   chartered   as   a   non-‐‑
profit  corporation  under  the  laws  
of   the   state   of  Ohio.  The  mission  
of   the   NYCSHS   is   to   perpetuate  
the   legacy   of   the   New   York  
Central   System   and   its  
predecessor   lines   and   subsidiary  
roads  through  the  acquisition  and  
preservation   of   their   various  
histories,   traditions,   documents,  
records,   and   artifacts;   and  
through   the   dissemination   of  
accurate  information   in  a  manner  
that   is   consistent   with   good  
stewardship   and   preservation.    
Your   membership   gets   you   four  
issues  of  the  popularly  acclaimed    

Central  Headlight,   the   official  
publication   of   the  NYCSHS.  
The  Central  Headlight   is  only  
available   to   members,   and  
each   issue   contains  a  wealth  
of   information   each   quarter.  
From   steam   to   diesel   (and  
electric),   from   freight   to  
passenger,   from   branchline  
to   mainline,   the   Central  
Headlight   covers   it   all.   Our  
Annual   Meetings   focus   on  
the   preservation   of   New  
York  Central  railroad  history  
with   informative   speakers,  
presentations,  and  tours.  The  
Society   also   has  many   NYC  
reference   books   and  
drawings   available   for  
purchase.   Membership   is  
open   to   all;   so   don'ʹt   delay;  
join  today!  www.nycshs.net  

  
Board  of  Directors  

Nick  Ariemma,  R.J.  Barrett,  J.  
Epperson,    T.R.  Gerbracht,  
S.H.  Lustig,  D.T.  Mackay,  R.C.  
Schiring,  D.  Simonaitis,  R.L.  
Stoving,  J.C.  Suhs,  M.K.  
Vescelus,  N.F.  Widdifield  
  
Directors  Emeriti:  P.  T.  Carver,  
J.W.  Mills,  J.P.  Quinlivan  
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The  NYCSHS  Modelers  Committee  
We  have  a  NYCSHS  Modelers  Committee  that  now  has  15  members.    We  meet  on  the  phone  about  
once  a  month  to  strategize  about  what  to  do  to  support  NYC  modeling  for  our  members.  
The   members   of   the   committee   are   Noel   Widdifield,   Ron   Parisi,   Brian   Marotta,   Dave   Mackay,  
Ralph  Schiring,  Jeff  English,  Dave  Staplin,  Paul  Pickard,  Lawrence  Faulkner,  Manuel  Duran-‐‑Duran,  
Kyle  Coble,  Dan  Seligmann,  Seth  Lakin,  Larry  Grant,  and  Rich  Stoving.    
We  have  released  over  50  models  at  up  to  20%  off  MSRP  to  our  members  and  have  sold  over  1000  
models  and  taken  pre-‐‑orders  for  another  1000.    We  have  released  several  HO-‐‑scale  models,  one  N-‐‑
scale  model,   and  are   in   the  process  of   finding  more  HO-‐‑,  N-‐‑,  S-‐‑,  and  even  O–scale  models   to  be  
released   in   coming   months.      Watch   our   website   and   Collinwood   Shop   online   store   for   more  
information.    Website:  NYCSHS.org  and  Collinwood  Shop:  NYCSHS.net  
We  have  released  15  new  NYC  models  over  the  last  year,  but  if  you  have  some  ideas  for  us,  contact  
us  at  NYCBigFour@verizon.net  
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Although I tore down my pre-war, 3-rail 
American Flyer layout in favor of modeling 
in HO-scale in 1949, I had the opportunity in 
the mid-to-late 1950s to renew my 
acquaintance with what we then called 
“tinplate” as a part-time employee at Carmen 
Webster’s Model Railroad Equipment Corp. 
on West 45th Street in New York City.  With 
some spare time on a Christmas break from 
college and a strong desire to earn a few 
bucks, I landed a job doing Lionel and 
American Flyer repairs in the back room at 
“Ma” Webster’s famous store.  
Mrs. Webster was a tough cookie.  She had to 
be to survive in what was then almost 
exclusively a man’s world.  But she was fair if 
you didn’t cross her, and I worked for her 
doing repairs for all the hours that I could 
spare during the Christmas seasons of 1955-
1960.  She even kept me on for one whole 
summer to do some custom painting and to 
reorganize the repair facility.  And she gave 
me a healthy discount on anything I wanted 
for my HO layout. 

Very early on I learned that electric trains 
were big business.  There could be no 
tinkering around with little choo-choos like I 
did at home.  You took a job off the repair 
shelf, wrote down the time you started 
working on it and the time you finished.   On 
the back of the repair ticket you wrote an 
account of what you did, and you accounted 
for every part you put into the job.  If you 
were a fast worker, you could afford to make 
an occasional trip to the Coke machine at the 
front of the store.  But you’d take the full 
glass bottle back with you to your bench to 
get started on the next job.  “Get the jobs 
out!”  Mrs. Webster would exhort us as 
Christmas drew nearer.  Customers would 

 

not like to pay for a repair job on December 
26.  

The counter salesmen would always try to 
sell a customer a “Clean and Lube” job on a 
dysfunctional or dirty engine.  It was 
supposed to make the engine look and run 
like new, and in most cases it really did!  I 
recall Mrs. Webster got $12.50 for a Clean 
and Lube, quite a lot of money at a time 
when you could get a great cup of coffee (far 
better than Starbucks, I assure you) at the 
Automat for a nickel, and you could ride the 
subway to almost anywhere it went in the 
city for a dime.  I, and the other guys who 
did Lionel repairs, could do a Clean and 
Lube job in about fifteen minutes.  For most 
of the Lionel steam-style locos, here’s how it 
went: 

After you took off the lead and trailing 
trucks, the removal of three screws and a 
transverse pin would let you separate the 
driving mechanism, complete with the E-unit 
reverser, from the boiler/cab casting.  You’d 
then attach leads to the E-unit handle and the 
hot terminal on the E-unit and place the 
mechanism in a bath of carbon tetrachloride.  
Yes, carbon tet!  Then you’d turn on the 
power and let the mechanism churn away in 
the tet for about half a minute.  You’d then 
pull the mechanism out, leaving it running to 
dry it off.  This sprayed the very toxic tet 
around, so you were mindful to hold one 
hand over the top of your Coke bottle.  When 
the armature bearings started screaming for 
want of lubrication, you removed the leads.   

You inspected the E-unit, and if the drum or 
contacts were dirty or worn, you replaced 
them.  Once you got the knack of it, this took 
less than two minutes, including re-soldering 
the leads, and of course incurred an 
additional charge to the customer.  Similarly, 
you replaced worn third rail shoes or rollers.  
You then unscrewed the brush plate, 
discarded the brushes, cleaned out the brush 
holders with a pipe cleaner, and inserted new 

Clean and Lube 
Rich Stoving, NYCSHS President  
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brushes – another parts charge.  You chucked 
the armature in a drill press and spun it, 
holding a Bright Boy against the commutator 
to “resurface” it. You were very careful not to 
let the spinning commutator nick your 
fingers.   

You then put the mechanism back together, 
lubed it with Lionel Lube and a heavy oil, 
and ran it back and forth on a test track at 
least ten times to be sure that all was well.  
You vigorously brushed the boiler/cab 
casting with a mixture of carbon tet and light 
oil until it looked like new, put the whole 
works back together, and again ran it back 
and forth on the test track a few times to be 
sure that everything was still okay.  You 
wrote down everything you did on the back 
of the repair ticket, listed all the parts you 
used and their retail value, signed off on the 
job, put the engine on the finished shelf, and 
went for another Coke. 

Looking back on my experience, I wonder 
how I survived breathing in all that carbon 
tetrachloride and drinking all that Coke.  But 
I did with no apparent lasting effects, and the 
memories of working for Mrs. Webster are as 
fresh today as they were fifty years ago.  And 
now, when a friend asks me if I can get an 
old Lionel or American Flyer loco running 
again, my experience allows me happily to 
oblige. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

Clean and Lube 
Rich Stoving, NYCSHS President  
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Sitting at my computer on a rainy day, I am 
thinking about all of the NYCS modelers in our 
membership.  Over the last several years I have 
become acquainted with many of you through this 
publication.  All I have met have been avid NYCS 
enthusiasts and represent the future of our Society. 

We have just completed our third survey of 
modelers in the Society, and I am happy to say that 
the response to the survey was the largest so far. 
These surveys provide the directors with a pretty 
good understanding about what you are thinking 
about what the Society is doing to support you. 

We are very pleased to hear that most of you 
support what we have been doing and by now you 
will have received an in-depth MailChimp email 
with a detailed report. 

We have been looking at another railroad historical 
society that has just about disappeared and are 
trying to make sure that doesn’t happen to the 
NYCSHS. 

To avoid this happening to us we need for you to 
continue to help by volunteering to support the 
Society and by writing articles for this publication. 

Continue to stay tuned for new model offerings 
and be sure to take a look at the Collinwood Shop 
and buy some models.  You save money and 
support the Society’s activities by doing that. 

Have a wonderful NYCS modeling winter. 

Don’t forget to send me your articles, comments, 
and/or corrections. NYCBigFour@verizon.net 

Thanks, Noel 

The  NYCentral  Modeler  
This publication of the NYCSHS is for the 
purpose of providing NYCS modeling 
information.  It is a publication by the NYCSHS 
Modeling Committee –- all rights reserved. It 
may be reproduced for personal use only. It is 
not for sale. 

We encourage articles and photos submitted 
for publication.  Materials submitted are 
considered to be gratis and no reimbursement 
will be made to the author(s) or the 
photographer(s) or his/her representative(s).  
The Society reserves the right to reject, for any 
reason, any material submitted. 

We need articles for scales in addition to HO.  
We have published articles in Z-, S-, N-, HO-, 
O-, 1/29-, and 1/32-scales. We do need articles 
in all scales but want more non-HO articles. 

Please contact the editor for submission 
information and guidelines.  We have a style 
guide to be used for articles and will send it to 
any aspiring author.  Photos should be 
submitted at not less than 640 x 480 pixels and 
in JPG, TIFF or PDF format.  Statements and 
opinions made are those of the authors and 
don’t necessarily represent those of the Society. 

We make every effort to ensure all information 
is technically correct but do not guarantee it for 
accuracy.  All articles and photos should be 
sent to: NYCBigFour@verizon.net 

We really want to hear what you think 
concerning this issue and about your modeling 
or collecting. We will help you tell your story.  
 
Be sure to check out NYCSHS on Facebook! 

NYCSHS  Publications  &  Info        NYCSHSFacebook   NYCSHS-Members   
NYCSHS  Central  Headlight:    R.  L.  Stoving  stoving@ptd.net                    NYCSHS  Books:  NYCSHS  Book  Collection  

NYCSHS  Website:  www.nycshs.org                                                                                                  NYCentral  Modeler:  Noel  Widdifield:  NYCBigFour@verizon.net  

NYC  Drawings:  Tom  Gerbracht:  trg6000@roadrunner.com                      NYC  Passenger  Cars:    Dave  Mackay:  mackdave@optimum.net  

  

From the Cab  
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Phil Darkins              Old Dog New Trick = Lord of the Resin                   Page 34 
 

 
 
 
Seth Lakin  NYC’s 50’ PS-1 Boxcars - Part 1 Lot 944-B P&E 4600-4699 Page 56 

 
 
Kyle Coble     NYC&HR’s 35’ Standard Boxcar                       Page 60 

 

 

Steve Brat ina Bui lding a Rexal l  Train Locomot ive in ¾”-Scale            Page 91 
 

 
 
 

Seth Lakin grew up a few blocks away from the crossing of NYC's Water 
Level Route and Michigan Central mainline at Porter, IN. However his 
earliest railroad memories are not of NYC trains but of diesels of the late 
1970s and early 1980s Conrail.  This is Seth’s fourth article for us and he 
starts a two-part series on the 50’ PS-1 boxcars. Seth is on the NYCSHS 
Model Committee and is a prolific modeler.	  

Phil Darkins is a 56-year old New York Central System fan based in Wellington, New 
Zealand – not to be confused with Wellington, Ohio, once the scene of a famous big NYC 
RR mess. Phil is a professional marketer, voice-over specialist, copywriter, actor, vocalist, 
guitarist, songwriter, recording artist and adman. But mostly he’s a loving husband and 
father for wife Natalie, their daughter Lily and his daughter Courtney and son Leighton. 
This is Phil’s second article in the NYCentral Modeler and his first venture into resin 
model building.	  

This is Kyle’s fifth article for the NYCentral Modeler, and he continues his 
interest in the Big Four railroad.  His previous articles were on building a Big 
Four rolling stock and 3-D printing.  With this edition Kyle begins a periodic 
series called “The Early Car Shop” where he will explore the early rolling 
stock of the New York Central and its subsidiaries.  We will be exposed to 
some history and see some of Kyle’s modeling skills. 
 

Steve returns with his third article telling the tale of how he built a 
Rexall locomotive.  Steve models in live-steam, large-scale and he tells 
us how he purchased a ¾”-scale NYC L2 Class Mohawk, got it running 
again, and then thinking about his photos of the Rexall locomotive, he 
decided that it would be a neat engine to build since he had already 
done a NYC Commodore Vanderbilt. 
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Bob Shaw                        NYC Water Level Route – Part 3                 Page 71 

 

  

Fabian Beltran 

Fabian’s model railroading experience spans 50+ years.  His interest started when he 
received a Lionel “Scout” Train Set for Christmas in 1954.  For the next decade, his train 
collection grew every birthday and Christmas.   
 
While he didn’t do serious model railroading in high school, he joined the HO-Scale Ann 
Arbor Model Railroad Club in Ann Arbor, MI, after graduation from college and has been 
an active member since 1970. 
 
Fabian likes to design and build layouts in all scales including a small HO -ayout in his 
home that models an imaginary railroad, the Northport & Lake Erie, based in Leelanau 
County Michigan.  Recently, he enjoyed helping his friend Bob Shaw build his Water Level 
Route, where he applied his railroad and scenery expertise to enhance the layout’s realism.  
  

  
 
 
 
 

Fabian & Bob testing 
new track on Bob’s 
O-scale NYC Water 
Level Route layout. 
	  

A native of Schenectady, NY, Bob’s interest inthe New York Central 
began when he was a boy and continues to be expressed today in 
the O-scale trains he runs, and the layouts he builds.  He enjoys the 
great friendships that were forged as a member of TCA (Train 
Collectors Association) and LOTS (Lionel Operating Train Society).  
He particularly enjoys finding intensely used Lionel engines at 
swap meets and restoring them. Bob and his wife, Wanda, are 
retired and live in southern Michigan.  When not “training”, they 
enjoy “spoiling” their two grandchildren, traveling and getting  

together with friends.  We are pleased that Bob is sharing his layout experience with us, 
along with that of his friend Fabian Beltran, in Article 3 of a series that takes us through the 
process of planning, designing, and building his creative interpretation of the famous NYC 
Water Level Route.  This is Bob’s third article for the NYCentral Modeler.  
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George Reineke          Modeling Cross-River/Lake Transfer Systems          Page 101 

    
 
 
watch him assemble. Bob Smith’s O-scale Northern 4-8-4. His current layouts encompass the entire 
basement of his ranch home in Canandaigua, NY. Visitors can operate any one of his 28 HO-scale 
locomotives or seven O-gauge locomotives on his four independently controlled lines. Besides his 
interest in model railroading, he is a master ship builder. Two of his many ships are on permanent 
display at the Sodus Bay Lighthouse and the Buffalo Naval Museum in upstate New York. His 
granddaughter, Katie Johnstone, has been his railroad photographer. This article was published by 
George as a short booklet for his friends, but he allowed us to publish it in order for it to reach many 
more modelers.  
 

Ronald M. Paris i     NYC Fan and Exce l l en t  Modeler  
 

 
 
He received multiple awards for his talent. He also enjoyed traveling, cooking, and history. 
Ron had the uncanny knack of maintaining lifelong friendships. 
 
Ron was a charter member of the NYCSHS Modelers Committee, headed the technical 
interface for the 19000 NYC caboose model and contributed several outstanding article to the 
NYCentral Modeler over the years. Ron will be missed as a friend and outstanding modeler. 

George Reineke is a retired public school teacher and principal. His formal 
education includes a BA from Hope College, a MEd from Springfield College 
and an MA from Columbia University. He has been building model railroads 
since he was 11. He began small by building freight cars that cost 50 cents 
each, which included stamped, metal truck frames and hook couplers. Years 
later, when his daughters were two and four, they would sit on his lap and  

 

Ronald M. Parisi (68) of Harrisburg, PA, Formally New York City, 
passed away on August 16, 2015.  
 
Ron was highly regarded for his many years as an art director and 
designer in NYC and NJ. Ron was an avid Photographer with 
award winning artwork, which was held in several public and 
private venues with a focus on public awareness of women with 
different abilities. He also had a passion for industrial photography.  
He was a lifelong railroad modeler and his work was recognized 
nationally. 
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N-Scale Locomotives 

Atlas 

 

NYC Baldwin VO-1000 

Features:  
• Now with NCE Decoders! 
• Directional lighting 
• Step guards and exhaust stacks as 

appropriate per railroad 
• Blackened metal wheels 
• Factory-equipped with AccuMate® 

knuckle couplers  
• Slower speed motor for closer to scale 

speeds 

MSRP $114.95/Decoder Equipped $149.95  
Estimated Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2016 

N-Scale Rolling Stock 

Atlas

 

NYC40’ PS-1 Boxcar	  

This run of N 40' PS-1 Boxcars features 6' doors. 
	  
Features:  

• Body Mounted Accumate Couplers 
• Barber S-2A 50-ton Trucks with Metal 

Wheels  
• Separately Applied Ladders 

• Etched Metal Roof Walk 
• 10' or 12' Stiffener Roof per prototype 
• Ajax and Miner Brake Wheels 

MSRP $28.95  Expected Delivery 4th Qtr. 2015	  

HO-Scale Locomotives 

Bachmann 

	  
New York Central® System #5676 - GP7 -DCC	  

Features: 

• DCC-equipped for speed, direction 
and lighting 

• all-wheel drive 
• can motor 
• die-cast chassis 
• E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers 
• Performs best on 18" radius curves 

or greater. 
 MSRP $139.00 Expected Delivery Soon 
 

Athearn/Roundhouse 

 

NYC F7A/B Set 
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Features: 

• Separate F7A and F7A/B set to create an 
A-B-A consist 

• Fully-assembled and ready-to-run out of 
the box 

• Painted and printed for realistic decoration 
• Highly detailed, injection molded body 
• See-through cab and/or portal windows 
• McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers 
• F7A: Single or dual headlight per 

prototype 
• F7A: Separately-applied horns 
• F7A: all-wheel drive with precision gears 

for smooth and quiet operation 
• F7A: Heavy die-cast frame for greater 

traction and more pulling power 
• F7A: All-wheel electrical pickup provides 

reliable current flow 
• F7A: 5-pole skew wound motor with 

precision-machined flywheels and multi-
link drive train for trouble free operation 

• F7B: non-powered 
• Wheels with RP25 contours operate on 

Code 70, 75, 83, 100 rail 
• Window packaging for easy viewing, plus 

interior plastic blister safely holds the 
model for convenient storage 

• Replacement parts available including 
motor brushes 

• Minimum radius: 18” 

MSRP A/B $129.98  A Unit $84.98  Available  

No new model photo available.  This is a representative photo. 

NYC GP-7 

Features:	  
	  	  

• Wire Grab Irons  
• Improved Hood Contours 
• Wire Lift Rings 

• Used in Passenger Service 1950s to 70s 
•  SoundTraxx(R) Tsunami(R) Sound for 

DCC or DC Layouts  
• 14:1 Helical Gears for Ultra-Quiet & 

Smooth Running  
• Easy Multiple Unit Operation  
• LED Constant & Directional Headlights  
• 5-Pole, Skew-Wound, High-Torque, High-

Efficiency Can Motor  
• Proto MAX (TM) Metal Knuckle Couplers  
• Based on units built in August, 1950 in 

dark gray "lightning stripe" scheme with:  
• NEW Canvas Sunshades  
• Long-Hood Forward Operation  
• Brass Wabco E Single Chime Air Horn  
• Cab Wind Deflectors  
• Bolted-Style Handrails  
• Steam Generator with Piping  
• 1600-Gallon Fuel/Water Tank 

 

MSRP A/B $299.98  Expected Delivery Jan 2016 

 
Rapido 

 

	  

ALCo NYC FA-2	  

Features: 

• HO-Scale DC or DC/DCC/SOUND  
• 5-pole, skew-wound motor with excellent slow-

speed performance  
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• Operating number boards, headlights and two-
color class lights  

• Roadname-specific details  
• Dynamic brakes  
• Etched-metal grilles (Farr or chicken wire, as 

appropriate)  
• Full underbody piping and conduit  
• Correct, roadnames-specific FA-2 and FPA-2 

fuel tanks  
• Separate grab irons and handrails installed at 

the factory  
• Heavy, die-cast chassis  
• Full cab interior  
• Accurate sounds recorded from a real Alco 244 

prime mover  
• Factory-installed Macdonald-Cartier couplers 

mounted at the correct height 

The MSRP is $225.00 (DC) and $325.00 
(DC/DCC/Sound). The MSRP in Canada may 
increase slightly depending on the value of the 
Canadian dollar at time of delivery. 

Order deadline is Friday, February 12, 2016. 
Delivery is expected in summer 2016. 

 
HO-Scale Rolling Stock 

Bachmann

NYC 72’ Heavyweight Combine w/ Four Window 
Door	  

Features: 

• Prototype specific details 
• RP25 wheels 
• 4 & 6 wheel die-cast trucks per prototype 
• LED non-flickering lighted interior 
• E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers 
• Undercarriage details 

• Interior details 
• Flush mounted windows 
• Pullman Green and Yellow Lettering  
 
MSRP $105.00 Expected Delivery Now 

	  
NYC 72” Heavyweight Coach 

Features: 

• Prototype specific details 
• RP25 wheels 
• 4 & 6 wheel die-cast trucks per prototype 
• LED non-flickering lighted interior 
• E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers 
• Undercarriage details 
• Interior details 
• Flush mounted windows 
• Pullman Green and Yellow Lettering  
 
MSRP $105.00 Expected Delivery Now 

	  
NYC 80’ Heavyweight Pullman 

Features: 

• Prototype specific details 
• RP25 wheels 
• 4 & 6 wheel die-cast trucks per prototype 
• LED non-flickering lighted interior 
• E-Z Mate® Mark II couplers 
• Undercarriage details 
• Interior details 
• Flush mounted windows 
• Pullman Green and Yellow Lettering  
 
MSRP $105.00 Expected Delivery Near Future 
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Atlas Model Railroad Company 

 

 

 

 

REA Steel Express Reefer 

Atlas has re-issued these two reefers. 

Features:  

• Welded sides 
• 3/3 Improved Dreadnaught Ends 
• Arched Roof 
• Separate ladders and grabs 
• Fully detailed underframe 
• Steam, air & signal hoses 
• Cut levers 
• Equipped with AccuMate® Knuckle 

Couplers 
• Trucks equipped with free-rolling metal 

wheels 
• Accurate painting and lettering  

MSRP $32.95  Estimated Delivery 1st Qtr. 2016 

These were available in the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop, 
but pre-orders are closed.  There may be some available 
later. 

 

NYC (NYRX) DSI 40’ Rebuilt Boxcar – Reefer 

These reefers were rebuilt from NYC Lot 734-B 
boxcars in 1958 and lasted until the mid-1970s.  
There were 100 of these cars rebuilt. 

Features 

·  Quick and easy assembly  
·  Highly detailed body with molded ladders and 
grab irons  
·  One-piece underframe with full brake detail  
·  Quality painting/printing of prototypical paint 
schemes  
 
MSRP $26.95  Expected Delivery 2nd Qtr. 2016 
 
This model has the incorrect end and roof. The model has 
a R-3/4 end and the prototype a 5/5 end. The roof on the 
model is a diagonal panel while the prototype is a 
rectangular panel.  

Bluford Shops 

P&LE Transfer Caboose 

P&LE had a number of these transfer cabooses 
built by Despatch Shops to a New York Central 
design. P&LE was aptly called “The Little Giant” 
due to their heavy freight traffic. Just 266 miles 
long, P&LE required a fleet of 25,000 freight cars to 
keep their customers supplied. That’s 107 cars for 
every mile of mainline! This road name will be 
available in 2 road numbers. 
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Comes with wire grab irons and uncoupling levers, 
metal wheelsets and Kadee Couplers 
 
HO Scale: 34100 Pittsburgh & Lake Erie #556; 34101 
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie #569. 
MSRP  $49.95  Expected Delivery Now 

Intermountain 

 

MCRR Composite Gondola 

 

NYC Composite Gondola 

Features: 

• Accurate painting and lettering 
• Metal Wheelsets 
• Kadee Couplers 
 

MSRP $32.95 Expected Release Jan 2016 

Intermountain/Red Caboose 

 

42’ Fish Belly Side Sill Flat Car 

Features: 

• Accurate painting and lettering 
• Metal Wheelsets 
• Kadee Couplers 

 
MSRP $32.95 Expected Release Feb 2016 
 

 

Walthers Mainline 

 

NYC 40’ Boxcar 

Features: 

• Limited Edition - one time run of these  
• Thousands used in general freight service   

1944 to 1980s  
• See-through running boards  
• 4-4 Improved Dreadnaught ends  
• 6' Youngstown doors  
• Murphy panel roof  
• 10' 6" Interior height  
• AAR (Tab) side sills  
• Correct 33" turned-metal wheelsets  
• Proto MAX(TM) metal knuckle couplers 
 

MSRP $24.98 Expected Deliver Now 
 

Accurail 

 

P&LE Panel-Sid USRA Twin Hopper 

Features: 

• Accurately lettered and numbered 
• Kit requires minor assembly 
• Molded on ladders & grabirons 
• Accumate couplers 
• 3-pack & singles 
• Three road numbers 
• Decal sets and coal loads available 

MSRP 3-pack - $46.98 singles $15.98 Expected 
Delivery Now 
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Available in the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop with unique 
road number.  Sold as single or pairs and decal sets with 
eight unique numbers and coal loads are also available. 
NYCSHS members price is 20% off MSRP. 

HO- & N-Scale Structures 

The N-Scale Architect 

 

B&A SS 65 at Chatham, NY 

Located right across the B&A main from the B&A 
depot.   But it is a B&A tower, not a Harlem 
Division tower.  Harlem trackage ended just to the 
right, before the switch. Harlem ETTs, refer to SS 
65, but with the parenthetical comment, “(B&A).” 

Features: 

• Laser cut micro plywood – some with self-
stick adhesive 

• Laser cut styrene brick & shingle sheets 
(where appropriate) 

• Quick cut glazing sheets 
• Full-color aluminum roofing sheets (where 

appropriate) 
• Resin & white metal detail castings (where 

appropriate) 
• Step-by-step instruction sheets with 

progress photos 

MSRP $79.95 HO-Scale  Expected delivery Now 
MSRP $59.95 N-Scale  Expected delivery Now 
Available in the Collinwood Shop at NYCSHS 
Discount 

This tower was the subject of Dan Seligmann’s article in 
last month’s NYCentral Modeler and Dan provided 
much of the technical support to Russ at The N-Scale 
Architect in conceiving this model. 

http://thenarch.com/ 

HO-Scale Vehicles 

Class Metal Works 

 

1960 Ford F-100 Pickup  NYC MOW 

MSRP $14.00  Expected Delivery Now 

S-Scale Locomotives 

American Models 

 

NYC ALCo RS-11 

Features: 
• Finely cut fans, louvers and other details 
• Heavy die-cast frame with headlight 

assembly 
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• Steel wheels, operating coupler and a three 
position electronic reverse unit on all AC 
hi-rail versions 

• New windows and headlight lenses 
included 

• LED front headlights 
• All wheels powered. Dual units are both 

powered 
• Gription® traction wheels standard 
• A flywheel drive system with sprung 

bearings for better tracking on the rails 
• Limited lifetime warranty 
• Newly designed two and three unit box 

with polyfoams 
• Models are tested and shipped ready to 

run, all railings, fans, louvers, windows 
and headlight lenses are installed 

Note: RS-11s were painted in solid black with larger 
lettering and mostly Cigar Band logos.  The only ones 
painted in Lightning Stripes were road #s 8009- 8014 
that were not delivered to the NYC and eventually sold 
to the Delaware & Hudson.  

From American Models: 

“Thank you Noel.  We knew most of what you said 
about the NYC RS11s. 

However, Atlas and others made them that way and 
customers usually want the lightning strips. 

We have the undec available for those who want to make 
it historically correct. 

Thank you, Ron B” 

MSRP $249.95 Single, $484.95 Dual (AC or DC) 
Expected Delivery Now 

These can be found in the NYCSHS Collinwood 
Shop at NYCSHS Members’ Discount price. 

O-Scale Locomotives 

 

NYC Aerotrain Passenger Set 

Features: 
• Two-Motored Lead Unit 
• 3-Car Consist 
• Operates On O-31 Track 
• Measures: 45 3/4" x 2 1/2" x 3 3/4" 
• Colorful Paint Scheme 
• Metal Chassis 
• Die-Cast Truck Sides 
• Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears 
• (2) Precision Flywheel Equipped Motors 
• Directionally Controlled Headlight 
• Intricately Detailed ABS Bodies 
• Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH 

Increments 
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital 

Command System Featuring: Passenger 
Station Proto-Effects  

Car Features 
• Intricately Detailed Durable ABS Bodies 
• Die-Cast Trucks 
• Deco Scheme 
• Lighted Car Interiors 
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Metal Wheels and Axles  

 
MSRP $429.95  Expected Delivery Oct. 2015 

 

	  

NYC 4-4-0 Empire State Express 
Locomotive 

Features:  

• Die-Cast Boiler and Chassis 
• Die-Cast Tender Body 
• Authentic Paint Scheme 
• Real Tender Coal Load 
• Die-Cast Locomotive Trucks 
• Handpainted Engineer and Fireman 

Figures 
• Metal Handrails, Whistle and Bell 
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• Metal Wheels and Axles 
• Remote Controlled Proto-Coupler 
• Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 
• Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting 
• Constant Voltage LED Headlight 
• Operating LED Firebox Glow 
• Lighted LED Cab Interior 
• Operating Tender LED Back-up Light 
• Powerful Precision Flywheel-Equipped 

Motor 
• Synchronized Puffing ProtoSmoke System 
• Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH 

Increments 
• Wireless Drawbar 
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions 
• Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder 
• Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail Conversion 

Capable  
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital 

Command System Featuring: Quillable 
Whistle With Passenger Station Proto-
Effects  

• Unit Measures: 16" x 3" x 2 "  
• Operates On O-42 Curves  

 
MSRP $799.95  Expected Delivery October 2015 
 

	  

NYC GP-9 

Features:  

• ABS Body 
• Die-Cast Truck Sides, Pilots and Fuel Tank 
• Metal Chassis, Handrails and Horn 
• Moveable Roof Fans 
• Metal Body Side Grilles 
• Handpainted Engineer Cab Figures 
• Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears 
• Remote Controlled Proto-Couplers 
• O-Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 

• Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting 
• Directionally Controlled Constant voltage 

LED Headlights 
• Illuminated LED Number Boards 
• Lighted LED Marker Lights 
• (2) Precision Flywheel-Equipped Motors 
• Operating ProtoSmoke Diesel Exhaust 
• Onboard DCC/DCS Decoder 
• Locomotive Speed Control In Scale MPH 

Increments 
• Proto-Scale 3-2 3-Rail/2-Rail Conversion  
• 1:48 Scale Proportions  
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital 

Command System  
• Operates On O-31 Curves Diesel DCC 

Features 
 
MSRP $479.95  Expected Delivery Dec. 2015 

MTH 

	  

NYC C-Liner A-Unit 

Features: 
• Die-Cast Truck Sides, Pilots and Fuel Tank  
• Metal Chassis, Metal Handrails and 

Decorative Horn  
• Engineer Cab Figures  
• Metal Wheels, Axles and Gears  
• (2) Remote Controlled Proto-Couplers  
• Prototypical Rule 17 Lighting  
• Directionally Controlled Constant voltage 

LED Headlights  
• Lighted Cab Interior  
• Illuminated Number Boards & Markers  
• (2) Precision Flywheel Equipped Motors  
• (2) Operating Smoke Units  
• Onboard DCC Receiver  
• Speed Control In Scale MPH Increments  
• 1:48 Scale Proportions  
• Proto-Sound 3.0 With The Digital 

Command System Featuring: Freight Yard 
Proto-Effects  
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• Unit Measures:14 7/8" x 2 5/8" x 3 3/4"  
• Operates On O-31 Curves  

 
MSRP $479.95 Expected Delivery Oct. 2015 
 

O-Scale Rolling Stock  

MTH 

	  

NYC 3-Car 64’ Woodsided Passenger 
Coach Set 

Features:  

• Detailed, Durable ABS Bodies 
• Detailed Car Undercarriage 
• Metal Wheels and Axles 
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks 
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Needle-Point Axles 
• (2) Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers 
• Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 
• Constant Voltage Overhead LED Interior 

Lighting 
• Separate Metal Handrails 
• Detailed Car Interiors 
• Detailed Brake Wheel 
• 1:48 Scale Proportions  
• Unit Measures:51 5/8 x 2 1/2 x 3 5/8  
• Operates On O-42 Curves  

 
MSRP $279.95  Expected Delivery Oct. 2015 
	  

	  

NYC 5-Car 70’ ABS Ribbed Passenger Set 

Features:  
• ABS Bodies 
• Stamped Metal Floors 
• Detailed Car Undercarriage 
• Metal Wheels and Axles 
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks 

• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Needle-Point Axles 
• 2) Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers 
• Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 
 
 

• Constant Voltage Overhead LED Interior 
Lighting 

• End-of-Car Diaphragms 
• Separate Metal Handrails 
• Detailed Car Interiors 
• Sliding Baggage Car Doors 
• Detailed Brake Wheel 
• 5-Car Sets Feature (1) Baggage, (3) 

Coaches, (1) Observation 
• 1:48 Scale Proportions  
• Unit Measures:95" x 2 7/16" x 3 1/2"  
• Operates On O-42 Curves  

 
MSRP $449.95  Expected Delivery Nov 2015 

	  

NYC 2-Bay Offset Hopper 

Features:  

• Intricately Detailed, Durable ABS Body 
• Metal Wheels and Axles 
• Die-Cast 4-Wheel Trucks 
• Fast-Angle Wheel Sets 
• Needle-Point Axles 
• (2) Operating Die-Cast Metal Couplers 
• Scale Kadee-Compatible Coupler 

Mounting Pads 
• Detailed Brake Wheel 
• Separate Metal Handrails 
• 1:48 Scale Dimensions  
• Unit Measures:9 1/2" x 2 1/2" x 3"  
• Operates On O-31 Curves  
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MSRP $59.95  Expected Delivery Dec. 2015 

Atlas O-Scale 

	  
NYC 40’ Sliding Door Pacemaker Boxcar  

FEATURES: 
• Accurate painting & lettering 
• See-through roof walks 
• Separately applied roof walks, ladder, brake 
wheel & brake lines 
• Metal couplers and sprung die-cast trucks 
• True scale dimensions with accurate details 
• Weighted, detailed underframes 
• 2-rail cars feature scale wheels and body 
mounted scale couplers 
• Minimum diameter curve: 0-31 (3-Rail) 
• Minimum radius curve: 24” (2-Rail) 
Two road numbers are available per road name. 
 

MSRP $62.95 Expected Delivery 3rd Qtr. 2016 

This model will be available for pre-order in the 
NYCSHS Collinwood Shop later this year. 

Menards 

 
 
NYCS Die Cast Boxcar 

Features: 

• Each boxcar is sequentially numbered - No 
two are alike! 

• Compatible with all O scale train tracks 
• Limited edition 
• Navigates 0-27 curves 
• Sliding doors 
• Premium metal trucks and wheels with 

operating couplers 

Dimensions: 10-1/2"L x 2-1/8"D x 3-1/4"H 
Shipping Dimensions: 12.75 x 5.0 x 4.75 
 
MSRP $19.99 Expected Delivery Now 

This appears to be a very toy-like, non- prototypical 
model described as a resin model with “premium” metal 
trucks and couplers.  Menards has several other O-
gauge models for sale. 

 http://www.menards.com/main/home-decor/menards-
collectibles/o-gauge-train-stuff-from-menards/c-
14331.htm?tid=2678040546059575744 

 

Magazines 

 

Classic Toy Trains Sep. 2015 pp. 28 -31 

Gordon I. Peterson, who authored “Port of 
NY & NJ Railroad” in last quarter’s edition 
of the NYCentral Modeler, authored “How 
to Detail Car Interiors” explaining how he 
finishes off the interior of some of his 
MTH O-scale passenger cars.  You can find 
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a lot of good tips about this subject that 
will be useful for any scale. 

He also is the author of “Traveling on the 
Meridian Express RR” about an O-scale 3-
rail layout belonging to a family who loves 
to model trains.  Pp. 34 – 39. 

In the “Product News” section there is a 
photo showing a Lionel #81516 NYC 
Legacy scale FA-2 AA locomotive set on 
page 15 of the publication. 

 

Model Railroader  p. 14 

Our NYC Section House is covered in the 
“Club Offerings” section this month. 

 

 

Model Railroad News p 78 

The NYC Section House is also covered in 
the July issue of this magazine. 
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Cabooses are available for pre-order from the NYCSHS. 
The pre-order price for each caboose is $44.95 and $35.99 for NYCSHS 

members. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must add 8% Ohio sales tax. 

If you want one or several of these, you should order now!! 

Send an email with your name, address, phone number, and email address to: 
NYCSHS@verizon.net 
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Hello Noel, 
 
I hope you are well.  I'm in Maryland as 
well, up in Ellicott City.  We've talked at 
NYC conventions and a couple of NMRA 
activities. 
 
I appreciate your efforts [speaking directly 
to you and broadly to the NYCSHS 
modelers staff] to bring forward an NYC 
H-5 Mike in HO. 
 
While it sure isn't glitzy, I suspect I'll come 
to appreciate these hard-working minions 
of the rails and rue the day I didn't go for 
it, so I would go for at least one and try for 
two. 
 
I wanted to address the concerns about 
Intermountain freight cars Joe expressed in 
the recent issue on page 24.  I don't want 
to get into an unproductive e-
conversation, but in the spirit of providing 
some assurance as a reference; I have 2 
dozen of the N-scale release and about 8 of 
the HO- ones from 2-3 years ago.  I run the 
N-scale one on our large club layouts 
[Baltimore Area N-Trak], packing and 
unpacking them, running for an hour or 
two.  In the 2+ years of use, no problems, 
nothing fell off and I appreciate the use 
Micro-Trains couplers. 
 
Likewise, the HO cars provide trouble-
free, yeoman service on my home layout. 
 
Additionally, I've been pleased with N-
scale Intermountain/Centralia cars.  They 
pose a pretty good resemblance of the 1940 
20th Century [and the other RR's Fleet of 
Modernism] and track well.  Can't wait to 
add Broadway Limited 1946 E7s on point. 

 
Keep up the good work! 
 
Alan M Del Gaudio 
Ellicott City, Maryland 

Alan, 

Thanks for sharing this info with us. I sure 
would be interested in an article from you 
on your modeling or your club running. 

Thanks, Noel 

Noel, 
  
Maybe you can work this into a model 
layout. 
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She was a very old woman and proceeded 
to cross one of the highest bridges in 
Georgia. Only thing standing in her way 
was bridge gang and a tie crane. 

Shel Lustig 
NYCSHS Director 
 
Shel, 
 Wow!! 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
 
I read your article. It was very nice, but I 
found one mistake. 
 
You labeled steam tugboat #13 incorrectly. 
It should be #31.  
 
Take care 
Hitomi Okuno 
Tokyo, Japan 
 
Hitomi, 
 
Thank you for correcting my mistake. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 

Noel, 
 
Well look at all the goodies that come in 
HO, ya gotta give us N-(Nice, Neat, Nifty) 
scalers a few special things.  Look at all the 
cabooses, engines, buildings, and freight 
cars you guys get.  With the laser cut kits it 
is just a matter of adjusting the scale, so 
when are you guys going to think 
smaller?  I presume the orders can be sent 
together.  The ESM cars are about sold out 
everywhere.   
 
Thanks, Ted Finkboohner     
 
PS I'm still holding out for Kato to do the 
Century that would be a companion to the 
Broadway.  The NYC and PRR ordered the 
same basic car on a combined order for the 
sleepers so Kato has a head start.  Then a 
NW2 would be nice.  We all have our 
dreams.  I run on a module group in the 
Bay Area.  Our club ran modules on the N-
Scale convention although I didn't make 
it.  We were the last club highlighted in the 
NSE magazine, the pictures were from the 
annual Planes and Trains at the Hiller 
Aviation Museum.  I'm not quite as 
dedicated as some members who got 
married at the show.  The gift registry was 
at the Train Shop in Santa Clara.  Now that 
is dedicated, but a little over the top. 
 
Ted, 
  
Thank you for your suggestions.  I know 
that we offer more HO-scale models than 
N-scale, but we have ten times the number 
of HO-scale modelers as we do N-scale 
modelers as members. 
  
We have agreements with a number of 
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manufacturers and always are on the look 
out for NYCS models in all scales. 
 Currently we have the following N-scale 
models offered in the Collinwood Shop: 
• Bluford Shops B&A 3-Bay Offset 

Hoppers 
• BLI NYC, B&A, P&E Steel Boxcars 
• Atlas NYC PS-1 Boxcar with 6’ Door 
• Atlas P & E 2-Bay Offset Hoppers 
• Atlas NYC ALCo RS-1 
  
That is a pretty good selection but I wish 
we had more.  The problem is that to 
special order a model from a 
manufacturer, many times you need to 
order large quantities of around 100 
cars.  We just don’t sell that many N-scale 
models.  If we had more N-scale buyers 
we would do more in N-scale. 
   
The same is true for laser cut models.  The 
manufacture of those will not make them 
if we can’t order around 25 and we haven’t 
sold 25 N-scale models of anything.  The 
best we ever have sold with an N-scale 
model is around 10 models. 
  
Perhaps you could encourage some of the 
members of your modular group to join 
the NYCSHS and buy N-scale models 
from us. If we saw an increase in the 
number of N-scale buyers we could offer 
more N-scale models. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
 
I don't know if it would pay or be worth 
the effort to contact the two N-Scale 
magazines or the two multi-scale 
magazines with announcements.  You 

could say that you have the possibility of 
certain models, especially the laser cut in 
N-Scale if you get the required 
reservations by a certain date, suggest at 
least 90 days from submission, a picture 
would be nice.  I've noticed some historical 
groups advertise too, might contact them 
to see if the results they get are worth it. 
 
Ted 

 
We have contacted N-Scale Enthusiast and 
sent them two of our MicroTrain NOR & 
T&OC hoppers.  They are supposed to do 
a product review and an ad for us.  We 
will see.  It has been a couple of months 
since they have corresponded with us. 
 
 I forgot to add the MicroTrain NOR & 
T&OC hoppers to the list of N-scale 
models we have available. 
  
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
 
I was thinking more of the two commercial 
N-Scale magazines.  White River publishes 
Craftsman and Model Railroad News and 
Kalmbach has a club offering column and 
new products list.  If you can get a 
mention it might be a good way to get new 
members.  I know a couple of historical 
societies advertise their products and 
membership in the magazines.  The MoPac 
group sells things on eBay.  Model 
Railroader has their Modeler's 
Marketplace ads, which are phone book 
size.  There is a bit of leadtime, closing 
date for the October issue, which will be 
out in September is July 20.     It is a case of 
letting people know you are out 
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there.   MR used to run a list of historical 
societies, but they haven't done that in 
several years.    
 
Enjoy.  Ted F. 
 
Ted, 
  
We have had reviews and photos of 
several of our products in RMC, MRN and 
MR over the past four months. I work with 
them almost monthly to get our products 
in those magazines and have been very 
successful.  We are primarily interested in 
providing models for our members.  We 
have been getting several orders from non-
members as the result of these reviews. 
  
I wish we were getting more N-scale sales, 
but we are not. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Editor’s Note: According to our latest survey on 
NYCSHS modeling, currently only 8.76% of our 
modeling members model in N-scale. 
 
Hi Noel, 
  
I received my latest edition of the digital 
Central Headlight today. What about PDF’s 
for 2012 and 2013?    An obvious hole in 
my collection . . . 
  
Regards, 
Bill Crocca 
Rochester, NY 
 
Bill, 
  
You can buy them as part of the Central 
Headlight 1970 – 2014 DVD for sale on the 
NYCSHS Collinwood 

Shop. http://www.nycshs.net/Central-
Headlight_c_16.html 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
  
Well I checked out the page you 
sent.  Thanks for doing that.  Since I 
already own all PDF’s except for 2012 & 
2013, $59 seems a bit steep.   Were it that I 
needed most of them, I would then 
certainly buy the DVD.   I guess I’ll think 
about it for a while. 
  
Thanks again, 
Bill 
 
Bill, 
 
Do you own the older version of the 
DVD?  If so you can send it in and we will 
provide the new one for free. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Randy (Hammill/TrueLine Trains), 
  
Any updates on either of these?  We have 
over 900 people awaiting the cabooses and 
most of the them bug me regularly for 
info. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Hi, Noel -  
 
Sorry it's taken so long to get back to you. 
The C-Liners are nearing an actual ship 
date! Darren was in China recently to 
oversee production. I don't have an actual 
ship date yet, but we're very close. 
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After that we're working through 
additional projects, unfortunately one at a 
time. So it's not going very fast. Each one 
is dependent on the cashflow from the 
prior project, and since the cabooses are a 
new project it's much more expensive than 
a re-run. So I know there will be at least 
two other models ahead of them. 
Obviously we're hoping that each one of 
those projects take a matter of months to 
get through production, not the 8-10 
months that the C-Liners have taken.  
 
I would absolutely love to ship the 
cabooses before the Springfield show, but 
it's a bit early to make that prediction. 
 
Hope you're having a great summer! 
 
Randy 
 
Noel, 
 
The paints for the NYC section house are a 
great follow-up item! 
 
On another issue, would the Society 
consider supporting an NYC Alco-GE-IR 
boxcab (kit or RTR)?  It has been some 
time since the MDC Roundhouse kit. 
 
Keep up the great work, 
John Muntean 
Highland Park, IL 
 
John, 
 
We can look into it, but I am not sure they 
will do it for as few models as we could 
promise to buy, but I will put it on the list 
to discuss at the next NYCSHS Modelers 

Committee meeting. 
 Take a look at the one I built in 1/29 scale.

 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
 
John, 
   
We noticed that you attempted to place an 
order in our NYCSHS online store, but 
failed to complete it.  If we can be of help, 
please send us an email or give us a call 
and we will help you complete your order. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
 
Nice talking with you this 
afternoon.  Thanks for checking on my 
incomplete order and all you do for the 
Society.  By the way, the NYC Modeler is 
an excellent product.  I know this takes a 
lot of work, so you need to know it is well 
received. 
 
John Hollner 
Powder Springs, GA 
John, 
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I enjoyed our chat as well.  Thanks for 
being a member and supporting the 
Society with store purchases. 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Editor’s Note:  If you have a problem with our online 
store, send an email or phone us and we will help you 
resolve any issues you are having.  We help many 
members weekly who have problems ordering.  Most of 
our members have no problems, but if you do give us a 
call. 
 
Hi Noel, 
  
Modelers not actually MODELING have 
always been a problem. Let’s face facts: in 
the good old days of Marx and American 
Flyer, nobody really modeled anything 
either. It was only the odd time of the 
1930s-1960s that there was really a golden 
age of people making a lot of stuff from 
scratch; as soon as injection molded plastic 
everything came around, fewer and fewer 
people “rolled their own” (and N-scalers 
have basically never done anything but 
open boxes, except for a very few 
diehards). 
  
That’s why I stress kitbashing and 
simplicity in most of my articles. I’m no 
stranger to VERY intricate modeling, but 
in general there’s no need for it, and that 
sort of highly intense craftsmanship 
generally scares away most people. (Or as 
Frank Hodina said to me, “Nobody can 
model as well as Ted Culotta, so why even 
try?” Frank of course was a partner with 
Martin Lofton with Sunshine Models, and 
is one of the best scratch builders on the 
planet). I’ve attached the most recent 
edition of the NKP modeling magazine to 
show the balance in my approach. My 

boxcar article is fairly detailed but stresses 
that a modeler doesn’t HAVE to do 
everything that I do in order to get a 
decent model rolling. The second article is 
by a friend of mine who does a LOT of 
kitbashing. He’s also legally blind! I use 
him as a “shame factor” in most of my 
hands-on modeling clinics (“If a blind guy 
can do this so can you!”). 
  
  
And I do try to make things as simple as 
possible. As an “early rail” modeler I’ve 
had to roll my own for LOTS of things, 
since the parts supply is starting to dry up 
due to RTR and the PERCEIVED notion 
that everything HAS to be finely detailed, 
and that most modelers don’t have the 
time to do any actual modeling. Here’s a 
quick rundown of things I and my “circle 
of craftsmen” are currently working on 
that have a tie in to the NYC (all HO): 
  
1)    New supplier of styrene T-section 

Bettendorf trucks (They exist, but only 
as part of RTR models. We’re trying to 
change that as one of my friends 
knows a principle owner of the 
manufacturer personally). 

2)    New NYC-specific STYRENE boxcar 
from a major manufacturer (That 
project is six months old; I helped with 
research and pulling archival 
drawings, and the mold cutting is 
underway). 

3)    New NYC circa 1908 composite 
gondola kit in resin, based off a 3D 
printed master (CAD art is about half 
done). 

4)    New NYC circa 1937-1945 NYC offset 
side steel twin hopper, in resin 
(masters exist, as does decal artwork). 
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5)    New NYC decal sets for four 36’ 
double sheathed boxcars, USRA clone 
twin hoppers, and several early 1950s-
era hoppers (ready for sale). 

6)    New NYC-specific depot doors and 
windows, as 3D printed parts (These 
are actually NKP doors & windows, 
but they’re REALLY a LS&MS design. 
Jeffersonville Ohio’s depot has the 
same windows, and I’m working on a 
list of others. These prints exist now, 
and I’m working on a scratchbuilding 
article now. Prints will be available for 
purchase as soon as I figure out the 
best way to bundle the parts). 

7)    New “inward 7/7 Murphy” 
corrugated steel ends for kitbashing 
boxcars. These were THE standard 
steel ends for the NYC, and were used 
on at least 25,000 boxcars (built new 
and rebuilds), and tens of thousands 
more. (These ends are available for 
purchase NOW, and we’re working to 
get more affordable copies made in 
resin.) 

8)    New NYC Consolidation cab as a 
multi-piece resin conversion kit. I 
need them for my own G-6’s and G-
16’s, and they’ll be useful for H-5 and 
various K kitbashes too. There MAY 
be resin sand domes in the works too. 

9)    And finally, the H-5 project. H-5’s 
have been needed for YEARS, since 
they were the third most common 
Mike built (after the USRA lights and 
Harriman Medium engines). Neither 
brass model really stands up well 
against the prototype, and I know of 
several NKP modelers who want 
them. In desperation we’ve worked 
out a full kitbash using the Bachmann 
2-8-0 chassis, a new resin boiler and 

details, and a frame extension.  That 
project is currently on hold pending 
input from BLI. In the mean time, 
talent & time is being diverted to 
doing the same thing for a 
Harriman/IC Mike. (I’ve tried 
Athearn for one of those since it’s a 
good fit for their Western-centric 
models, but they aren’t interested) 

  
All of these items are being researched by 
me, and drawn and produced by VERY 
talented modelers and manufacturers. 
They then all head back my way for actual 
modeling! The list above includes engines, 
freight cars, and structures, or basically 
everything you need for a NYC layout. It 
CAN be done by individual modelers if 
they really want to, but in this day of small 
batch manufacturing and modern 
technology, it’s better to pool resources 
and talent, and then to “educate the 
masses”.   
  
Eventually, I’ll have a few articles for you 
guys as well. I’m getting a new batch of 
those 7/7 ends in a week or two, and will 
be kitbashing a circa 1924-1950 Michigan 
Central 36’ boxcar with one pair; the 
article will head to you guys once done. A 
depot article will follow, using my printed 
windows. Finally, I’m working on 
“something” as a prototype history of ALL 
NYC boxcars built between 1880-1930, 
focusing on wood cars. A rough draft 
focusing on the NKP’s cars was published 
by the NKPHTS last year. Ben Hom and 
Eric Lombard think that I should write a 
book on the topic, but I’m thinking that 
partnering with Kyle Coble for a series of 
in-depth articles might be simpler in the 
long run. We’ll see where that project goes 
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in the next year. 
  
Regards, 
RAY Breyer 
Nickel Plate Historical & Technical 
Society 
	  	  
Ray, 
 
Thanks for the update.  I agree we should 
stay in touch. The conversion kit sounds 
very interesting although we have less and 
less modelers who do anything but take 
them out of the box and run them. And 
thanks for the copy of your magazine. 

 
 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
 
Yeah, I basically do most of the writing 
myself. The NKPHTS originally launched 
the online modeling magazine in late 2010, 
but I contributed the bulk of the articles 
for it (either directly or through arm-
twisting friends), and the e-zine basically 
died in late 2013. I picked it up a year ago 
and am working on my fourth issue now. 
Layout, formatting, most of the writing, 
the schedule, and all of the fishing for 
content is my own work, with basically no 

outside help from the NKPHTS. That IS 
about to change for the better soon 
though, and I’m working on more 
contributors, which is always a challenge. 
The magazine will still see about one 
article an issue from me, but I’m hoping to 
not have to write them all any more! 
(Ultimately I’m hoping for enough 
material to turn it into a quarterly.) 
  
Thanks for your latest copy of the 
NYCentral Modeler. I actually pay attention 
to your announcements for your magazine 
and download them as soon as they’re 
online! I’m hoping to eventually get close 
to where you guys are at now. 
  
Regards, 
Ray 
 
Noel, 
  
I have a few questions regarding the NYC 
caboose kit offering.  I have preordered 
and received one 19000 series caboose.  I 
also have on order, two bay window kits. 
  
1.  There is a recent offering to order the 
cabooses pre-built for $90.  Is that price for 
a kit pre-built, or is it in addition to the 
cost of the kit? 
  
2.  NYC oval decals are going to be made 
available.  Will the decal sets work with 
the 19000 series as well as the bay window 
series?  If they are correct for the 19000 
series, I would like to order three 
sets.  Otherwise, I only need two sets for 
the bay window kits. 
  
3.  Since I have already ordered the bay 
window kits (5/10/15), how does one 
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coordinate purchase of decals should I 
decide to have the kits pre-built?  In other 
words, how would the decals get to the 
builder? 
  
Thanks, 
Gary Chudzinski 
Freemont, OH 
 
Gary, 
 
The $75 is for SRP Backshops to build the 
kits you buy.  It is in addition to the price 
of the kit.  The NYC Ovals are for the Bay 
Window caboose and are supposed to be 
ready by the end of June.  If you purchase 
the build of the kit, then you would need 
to also buy the decals and they would be 
sent to the builder with the kit. 
 
Wheels and couplers are not included but 
if you want the builder to add them, then 
we would work with you and the builder 
to have you pay for the wheels and/or 
couplers at the cost with no markup from 
us or the builder. 
  
It is kind of complicated, but we wanted to 
offer the option. 
Thanks, Noel 
 
Noel, 
  
I thought you might enjoy seeing what I 
have done to create a layout for my circus 
trains. You have to realize I do not have 
the room space available like yours, so this 
is very much condensed. 

 

 

 
John Dick 
Anderson, IN 
We featured John’s extensive circus models in the 1st 
Qtr. 2015 NYCentral Modeler.   
 
Corrections From Last Edition 
In Dan Seilegmann’s article he mentioned 
the drawings he had made of the Tower 65 
in Chatham, NY, and we failed to include 
them in the magazine.  These drawings 
and the technical details Dan provide to 
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Russ at The N-Scale Architect were the basis for the model of that tower being offered for 
sale.  They are included here: 
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New York Central System Historical Society, Inc. 
2016 Convention & Meeting 

Itasca, Illinois  - May 13 – May 15, 2016 
The Westin Chicago Northwest Hotel 

  400 Park Blvd., Itasca, Illinois 60143 

Schedule 
 
Friday, May 13, 2016 

• Registration 
• Speaker Presentations	  
• Self-Guided Activities	  
• Collinwood Shop open 

Saturday, May 14, 2016 
• Bus to Union, Illinois, Illinois Train 

Museum www.irm.org 
• Convention Banquet at Westin Hotel 
• Guest Speaker (To be announced) 
• General Members Meeting 
• Collinwood Shop open following 

Meeting 
Sunday, May 15, 2016 

• Bus to the Museum of Science & 
Industry 

Bus route will pass many long gone NYCS 
sites and drive by the Blue Island & Gibson 
yards 

 
NYCSHS Website: www.NYCSHS.org 
Register in our store: www.NYCSHS.net 
Disclaimer: The schedule & list of speakers and 
layouts is the best that the committee 
understands as of July 16, 2015, and may 
change due to factors beyond its control.	  

Historic Sites  
• Chicago History Museum (Pioneer, Ex-

MC Loco) www.chicagohs.org 
• Chicago Union Station 

http://www.chicagounionstation.com/ 
• Chicago Dearborn Station 
• Northwestern Oglivie Station 
• Willis (Sears) Tower 
• The Chicago Board of Trade 
• Pullman Historic District 

http://www.pullman-museum.org/ 
• Chicago Art Institute 
• Buckingham Fountain 
• Chicago Museum Campus (Field 

Museum, Planetarium, & Aquarium) 
• Architectural Boat Tours 
• Chicago Pizza & Hot Dogs  
Hobby Stores & Layouts 
• Lombard Hobbies, Lombard, IL 
• Des Plaines Hobbies, Des Plaines, IL 
• Golden Spike Train Shop, Burbank, IL 
• Zientek’s Hobby Shop, Chicago, IL 
• Elmhurst Model RR Club (Friday night) 

 

Presenters 
• Ralph Eisenbrandt – “Michigan Central 

Joliet Branch” 
• Darwin Simonaitis - “A Day on the Toledo 

West”  “A Morning at Englewwood 1966” 
• Jim Suhs -  “The Kankakee Belt” 
• Alex Schneider -  “Valley Cars – Pullman 

Plan 3988” 
• Shel Lustig’s -“Experiences NYC Lines 

West” 
• Carl Liba – “Chicago’s Other Central 

Station” 
• Harold Edmonson – John Swajkart – “NYC 

End of Steam” 
• Rich Stoving – “NYC’s 4-6-2 Pacifics” 
• Tom Gerbracht – “General Electric and the 

NYC” 
• Spencer Ziegler – “IHB Diesels” 
• David Staplin – “Converting a Walthers 4-

4-2 Passenger Car” 
• Several Presenters - Modeling the NYC  

Openings are still available.  If you have a 
presentation you would like to give, contact Darwin 
Simonaitis at dfssas@msn.com or Jim Suhs at 
jamessuhs@sbcglobal.net 

Hotel Rooms 
$89 Plus Tax –Convention Rate. Deadline- April 21, 
2016 for Special Rate. Reserve at Westin Chicago 
Northwest Hotel 1-888-627-8510 
http://www.westinchicagonorthwest.com 

noelwiddifield
Typewritten Text
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Please	  Print	  
	  
Name	  of	  Attendee_______________________________________________________________Member	  #_________	  
	  
Name(s)	  of	  Additional	  Attendee(s)_________________________________________________________________	  
	  
Address_______________________________________________________________________________________________	  
	  
City______________________________________________State/Provence_________Zip/Postal	  Code_________	  
	  
Country_____________________________Telephone_____________________Email___________________________	  
	  
Emergency	  Contact	  Name(Other	  than	  traveling	  companions)___________________________________	  
	  
Emergency	  Contact	  Phone	  Number___________________________Relationship_______________________	  
	  
Number	  of	  Attendees________________	  Total	  Amount	  Paid	  $______________________	  
	  
Banquet	  Choices:	  Number	  of	  each	  selection.	  (Must	  add	  up	  to	  the	  number	  of	  registrations.)	  
	  
Sliced	  Beef	  Bordelaise____________Chicken	  Bruschetta_____________	  Vegetarian	  Meal_____________	  
	  

Please	  send	  payment	  &	  registration	  to:	  	  NYCSHS	  
	   	   	   P.O.	  Box	  67	  	  	  	  	  
	   	   	   Wood	  Dale,	  IL	  60191	  
	   	   	   NYCSHS2016@att.net	  
Please	  make	  checks	  payable	  to	  NYCSHS,	  Inc.	  

Registration	  Fee:	  
NYCSHS	   Members	   (Including	   family	   members)	   cost	   is	   $179.00	   each	   for	   all	   activities	  
including	  the	  Saturday	  evening	  banquet.	   	  Non-‐members	  can	  register	  at	  $179.00	  plus	  a	  fee	  
of	  $39.00.	  	  The	  extra	  fee	  covers	  membership	  in	  the	  Society	  for	  one	  year,	  including	  all	  rights	  
and	  benefits,	  along	  with	  one	  year	  of	  the	  Central	  Headlight.	  
	  
Hotel	  Rooms	  have	  been	  made	  available	  at	  the:	  Westin	  Chicago	  Northwest	  Hotel	  
	   	   	   400	  Park	  Blvd	  
	   	   	   Itasca,	  IL	  60143	  
Please	   call	   the	   hotel	   directly	   at	   1-‐888-‐627-‐8510.	   Rooms	   can	   be	   reserved	   at	   the	   Special	  
NYCSHS	  rate	  of	  $89.00	  plus	  11%	  tax.	  You	  must	  mention	  the	  NYCSHS	  Convention	  to	  receive	  
the	  special	  rate.	  	  Early	  reservations	  are	  essential	  and	  are	  only	  available	  until	  April	  21,	  2016.	  	  
The	  special	  rate	  is	  available	  for	  3	  days	  prior	  and	  3	  days	  after	  the	  Convention.	  Reservations	  
will	   be	   filled	   on	   a	   first-‐come-‐first-‐served	   basis.	   Don’t	   delay.	   	   You	   are	   responsible	   for	  
making	  your	  own	  reservations.	  They	  are	  not	  included	  in	  this	  registration.	  
	   	  

New York Central System Historical Society 
2016 Convention & Meeting 

Itasca, Illinois May 13 - May 15, 2015 
Registration Form	  
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      Article by Phil Darkins 
A railroad modeler for over 45 years, New 
Zealand born, bred, and domiciled 
NYCSHS member, Phil Darkins, had never 
built a resin kit. We asked him to track 
progress on his first attempt. Please 
remember that Phil is from New Zealand 
and speaks New Zealand English and we 
will let him tell his story in that language 
using that spelling. 
 

You’re never too old to learn, they say. So, 
when Noel Widdifield suggested an article 
about building a resin kit, it seemed like 
the perfect excuse to step up. Here’s the 
back story. 

DON’T START WITH A STOCK CAR 

Some months ago, I asked for help on the 
NYCSHS Forum. Accurail had just 
released a New York Central stock car. 
Initially I was overjoyed because the few 
stock cars I had were less than satisfactory, 
except for the P2K Mathers. I had bought 
several and even fashioned a fifty-footer 
out of two 40s. Which reminds me, I must 
decal that Century Green car with NISX 
decals I bought from Microscale.  

The Accurail stock car didn’t look like 
prototype photos from my extensive 
NYCS library. So I asked forum members 
to help me find an authentic model. They 
pointed me in the direction of Westerfield 
Models. 

I couldn’t believe my good fortune! So 
that’s why I paid the big bucks to be a 
NYCSHS member? Westerfield was a 
brand I’d never heard of. I certainly wasn’t  

           Photos by Phil 
aware of any such kits available in New 
Zealand. I have made up many dozens of 
highly detailed styrene models from 
Branchline, Intermountain, P2K and Red         
Caboose. I’ve built many that were 
partially or completely whitemetal, but 
I’ve never - ever - built a resin kit.  

Searching the catalogue I discovered what 
you probably already know; t Westerfield 
Models make a wide range of NYCS 
boxcars, gondolas and… stock cars! Boom! 
Problem solved? Not. So. Fast.  

 

One of our NYCSHS members, Brian 
Carlson, offered me advice that went 
something like, “If you’ve never built a 
Westerfield kit, don’t start with a stock 
car.”  

Unfazed, I pursued my quarry with haste 
and soon held in my arms a whole range 
of gondolas, stock, auto and boxcars. Some 
came direct from Westerfield, but just as 
many again were sourced on eBay. 
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HOUSTON, WE HAVE A PROBLEM 

Typical Westerfield flat casting kit contents. 
Note that the video is purchased separately. 

Eagerly opening the first kit, I instantly 
recalled a famous understatement, 
originating from the crippled Apollo XIII 
command module: “Houston, we have a 
problem.” 

This kit was unlike anything I’d seen 
before. Virtually everything 
was…flat…very…very…flat.  

Hmm. Lucky I also ordered the “How to 
Build Our Kits” video, featuring the Bronx 
native - now Tennessean  - himself, Al 
Westerfield, building one of his own and 
explaining his method step by step. 

Being reasonably astute, I quickly realised 
that making one of these kits is not 
dissimilar to becoming a hardcore fan of 
my fellow Kiwi, Peter Jackson’s, movie 
trilogy The Lord of the Rings. “This is going 
to take quite some time,” thought I. See? 
Sharp as a tack. 

Not only that but I duly awoke to the 
reality of having committed to writing this 
article as well! Genius! So, metaphorically 
speaking, not only had I become a relative 
LOTR devotee, I’d also become addicted to 
The Hobbit trilogy to boot. [For the record, 
I’m not a fan of either. Neither have I 
watched any but the first of the LOTR 
trilogy, only because I’m in 
it…somewhere…in head-to-foot chain 
mail…firing imaginary flaming 
arrows…true story.] 

So now that you know how and why this 
article originated, get yourself good and 
comfy ‘cause this is going to take a 
while… 

IT STARTED WITH A K.I.S.S. 

If you’re a resin newbie, like me, amongst 
the first things you’ll notice when opening 
a Westerfield kit is that there is a brief but 
fascinating written and photographic 
history of the prototype, its variants, and 
subsequent modifications. 

I mention this because, right off the bat, 
you have to decide which variant you’re 
going to build, and from which era. If you 
don’t do that, believe me, you could get 
confused, not only by the range of parts 
you don’t use but also by the appropriate 
decals - and specific details - to apply. 

That led to my first greenhorn quandary 
when opening the USRA Steel Box Car kit. 
[Thanks Brian. Remember? “Don’t start 
with a stock car.”] Am I modelling 1922, 
1942, 1967 or any given year in-between?  

Decision: K.I.S.S. As originally delivered. 
And then I just got on with it, and built it 
in a jiffy, not.  
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LORD OF THE RESIN 

I watched the video…and nodded off. It 
was almost 3 hours.  It was LOTR - Lord of 
the Resin. Al’s voice became hypnotic after 
a while…”You will build a Westerfield kit, 
you will build a…” I suppose that helped. 
But seriously, the video is excellent. It gave 
me the confidence to…read the 
instructions…twice…no, three times. And 
then watch the video again.  

UNCONSCIOUS COMPETENCE 

While I’m re-watching the video, I want 
you to think about unconscious 
competence and how we reach it. I’m 
concerned that peeps who are 
unconsciously competent with resin kits 
could already be viewing this piece with 
some skepticism. That’s understandable.  

Once we become unconsciously 
competent, we forget how challenging our 
hobby was when we first started. That’s 
why the word “unconscious” is used to 
describe how adept we become. We do not 
consciously think about what we’re doing. 
We just do it because we can. 

The stages to unconscious competence: 

1. Unconscious incompetence. “Of 
course I can build a resin kit; I’ve 
been building styrene kits all my 
life.” 

2. Conscious incompetence. “Resin is 
not the same as styrene.  Neither is 
it the same as white metal. I have to 
learn new skills.” 

3. Conscious competence. “I’ve 
successfully built a resin kit.” 

4. Unconscious competence.  “Resin 
kits are fun to build.” 

With styrene, there is not anything I can’t 
make and that is because, after 45+ years, 
there is probably no mistake I haven’t 
made, learned from, and moved on. 

With my first resin kit, I didn’t even know 
what I was working with. The material 
seemed similar to styrene but it also had 
metallic properties. I found that tiny files 
often worked better than knives. I learned 
to rub the backs of flat castings on 
sandpaper to remove flash. I discovered 
that resin blunts drill bits. 

So the first conscious step was to remind 
myself that I was not working with 
styrene. This helped a lot because it made 
the process one of discovery when it could 
quite naturally have been frustration. 

Here‘s an example of what happened 
when I unconsciously treated resin like 
styrene. 

 

Unfamiliarity with resin’s brittle nature 
resulted in roof ribs being snapped off. 
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MY MISTAKES LEARNINGS 

Imagine my horror when I noticed that 
after “adzing” the flash from the side of a 
roof section, I had held the part too tight 
and snapped off two of the roof’s cast ribs. 
Ouch! That wasn’t good.  

But then the realisation that resin is, in its 
own way, just as forgiving as styrene, if 
you get your CA & tweezers action just 
right, take your time, and carefully repair 
the damage. See the photos and note the 
tools as suggested by Al himself. Applying 
minimal CA, with a bent pin shaft held in 
a pin vice, saved the day. Phew!   

The right tools and a steady hand resulted in a 
hardly noticeable repair. 

Lesson #1: Resin is brittle. 

Lesson #2: Filing a resin edge is safer than 
adzing with a blade. Where flash is thick 
and resistant, rubbing the back of the 
casting on a piece of 100 grit will reduce its 
thickness making it easier to remove. 

Lesson #3: Even where adzing is advised, 
it’s hazardous because resin flies off in all 
directions. Given that it contains metal, it 
would be wise to wear eye protection. I 
used a magnifying visor throughout. 

It is accepted that resin kits require lots of 
flash removal. 

A comparison of de-flashed parts vs. their as 
delivered appearance. 

I’m not the world’s greatest model maker 
and I’m certainly no pro photographer, 
but I think you can see from the photos 
what the de-flashed parts look like in 
comparison with their “as-delivered” 
partners. As with white metal kits, there is 
considerable flash to be removed. I found 
it satisfying to do it all in one sitting and 
then put all the parts aside in readiness for 
the construction phases. That process also 
allowed my inevitable mistakes (ahem) 
learnings to be “applied” with more than 
enough time for the glue to dry. 
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On the subject of flash, while examining 
the castings under strong magnification, I 
noticed a phenomenon that I’ve never 
encountered before; small gossamer-like 
slivers of flash were attached to the car 
sides. They were quite difficult to remove. 
I had to use the strongest magnification on 
my visor to get a fine hobby knife under 
each sliver and very gently lift and flick.  

I make a point of mentioning this because 
they were not immediately obvious to the 
naked eye and could have possibly marred 
the finish of the car upon painting. 

THE G-STRING - EVERY RESIN 
MODELLER SHOULD HAVE ONE 

In the video, Al Westerfield demonstrates 
his preferred method of applying grab 
irons, which is to drill the holes all the way 
through, position and adjust all of the 
brass grabs, glue them on both sides - with 
just the tiniest touch of CA - set them aside 
to dry, snip off the extended brass rods 
from the interior, and collectively file their 
ends until flush with the interior wall.  

Filing ensures that there is no obstruction 
when joining the car’s ends, sides and 
floor. 

Contradicting this advice, the instructions 
for the model chosen for my “resin debut” 
- USRA Steel Box Car - state that the holes 
need not be drilled all the way through. 
Instead, they advise using a #78 bit to 
merely clean out the cast starter holes, 
then cut the ends of one grab, and test fit it 
until it is approximately four scale inches 
clear of the outermost surface of the 
casting. That grab is then used as a pattern 
for cutting the remaining grabs, the legs of 

which are each inserted into their cast 
holes and dabbed lightly with a touch of 
CA. 

Since this was my first resin kit, I decided 
to do one end Al’s way, and the other 
according to the kit’s instructions. I 
preferred Al’s method. It was far easier, in 
my opinion. I even devised my own 
method of setting the grabs equidistant 
from the car end.  

Short lengths of used guitar string proved 
perfect for setting hand grabs the correct 
distance from the car’s surface. 
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Being a guitarist, I have a regular supply 
of used phosphor bronze strings, which 
are never discarded. I use them for 
gondola scrap loads, aerials, pipes, cables, 
bracing, in fact anything I can apply them 
to. As you can see in the photo, a couple of 
short lengths of bronze wound “G” string 
were perfect for setting the hand grabs. 

Who’d have thought that a G-string would 
find pride of place in a modeller’s toolkit?         

SOUND OFF 

I guess it can never be understated to 
check that all parts are accounted for. It 
was at the next stage that the search for an 
eyebolt (lift ring, if you prefer) and 
retainer valve began in earnest. There 
were lessons to be learnt in each case. 

There was not an eyebolt to be seen, which 
would have left the top of the brake staff 
wavering. Luckily I had purchased several 
USRA Steel Box Car kits. Delay averted. 
But note to self: buy more eyebolts.  

The query: what happened to the 
eyebolts? A trap for young players and 
hard lesson learned: check that all of the 
tiny parts are in their plastic bag before 
opening said item. I may have lost them 
when emptying their bag’s contents onto 
my glass-topped table. I was careful but 
they are tiny.  

Similarly, the search for the retainer valve 
proved a salutary lesson in authentic scale 
modelling. I was looking for a part that 
turned out to be much smaller than my 
previous experiences had led me to 
believe, so my eyes refused to see it! That’s 
the human mind for you. Conditioning 
has a lot to answer for. 

In the manufacturer’s defence, all the 
brake parts are numbered and illustrated 
on the instructions sheet so there really 
was no excuse for my quandary, had I 
properly read every word. 

INVENTIVENESS & EXPERIMENT-
ATION REQUIRED 

Attaching the retainer valve should have 
been a petty straightforward step, I 
thought.  

It wasn’t.  

In keeping with my journey of discovery, 
this seemingly innocuous stage became a 
minor mission of experimentation. 

The initial challenge was the miniscule 
nature of the part. The second was its 
familiar contours being a challenge to hold 
in any of my array of tweezers. I didn’t 
want the part to suddenly flick off onto my 
dark grey carpet, never to be seen again. 
Fingers created a safe cradle but how to 
apply the part to the tiny hole in the car’s 
brake end? 

Instead of taking the prophet to the 
mountain, I tried applying the car end to 
the valve. That very nearly worked but 
then genius overtook the moment and I 
remembered the used G- string.  

Examining the part under heavy 
magnification, I was incredulous at there 
being a cast hole in its end! Well, of course! 
That’s where the valve line fit. But the 
diameter of the wire supplied with the kit 
was too small to form a firm hold on the 
valve. 
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I applied a short piece of G-string to the 
end. Alas, it was too large; .024. So I tried 
an E-string of .012. It was too small and 
had no ability to hold the part. Thus I went 
to a short length of B-string; .016. Voila! 
Not only did it fit, it held the part firmly. 
Phew! 

Fitting the valve was now a relative cinch. 
Once located in the car end, aligning the 
valve perfectly was a tad fiddly but we got 
there. A tiny dab of CA was applied from 
the inside of the car end and that stage 
was complete.  

That little black dot is the retainer valve and 
it has a hole cast in its end! 

It probably goes without saying that a 
illuminating and magnifying visor is a 
must when building these kits. I think 
anyone with less than perfect vision, needs 
one. My eyes gave up on near-focus years 
ago. 

Mounting the brake stand, its supports, 
and end tack boards, was all pretty 
pedestrian. Al covers this stage very well 
in the video, particularly the way he 

splices the styrene stock to correctly size 
the supports. 

Grab irons, tack board, brake stand, supports, 
retainer valve, and eye bolt attached to the B-
end. 

ASSUME MAKES AN ASS OUT OF U 
AND ME 

My newbie status as a resinous virgin was 
spotlighted when reaching the reference to 
“Floor Supports”. I had no idea what such 
an entity was or looked like. The video 
didn’t refer to them because Al was 
building a reefer, which apparently didn’t 
have them. 

I searched in the kit’s parts bag, looking 
for what I assumed would be some kind of 
interior diagonal brace, with no joy. Then, 
consulting the instruction’s photo of the 
underside of a partially completed auto 
car, I noticed what seemed to be a 
diagonal notch at one end, where the sides 
and ends meet. This was the clue that led 
to the “eureka” moment. 

Experimenting with the way the sides, 
ends, and floor met, I saw that there was a 
gap between the ends of the bolsters and 
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chassis cross-members, and the car sides. 
“Am I supposed to file the floor edges 
down?”  I wondered.  Surely not. 

Then the light bulb went on. At the 
project’s dawn, I had de-flashed a couple 
of long, thin lengths of resin that I 
assumed were door-runners of some sort. 
They were bevelled at each end. Aha! 
These were the floor supports; it was these 
that would fill the gap I’d noticed, and it 
was these that had formed the diagonal 
notch that I’d noticed in the photo. 

Floor supports glued to the inside of the car’s 
sides. 

Proof was at hand that assume makes an 
ass out of u and me. Lesson? Make no 
assumptions whilst building a resin kit. 
Moving on… 

This was quickly followed by another 
difficult lesson. 

While searching for the floor supports, I 
had set aside the car ends to dry. When I 
went back to them, I tested the brake stand 
assembly for resilience. Big mistake. All 
three pieces separated and flew off in 
various directions. Another lesson 
regarding working with resin and CA. 

Not being unfamiliar with finding tiny bits 
of white styrene on my office chair mat, it 
wasn’t long before I’d recovered said 
items and refit them. 

The eyebolt which supports the brake staff 
was quite easy to install and align; with 
the help of the 0.012 wire, supplied with 
the kit. It held the eyebolt in line with the 
hole through the brake stand until the CA 
had set. 

PATIENCE - A RESINOUS VIRTUE 

I keep four sprung clothesline pegs in my 
model making toolbox. They came in 
handy as clamps when attaching the floor 
supports to the car sides. One important 
aspect of CA use is the necessity to keep 
parts still while the glue goes to work on 
whatever material is being used; resin, 
styrene, brass or white metal.  

I’ve learned that with resin this seems 
particularly true, so the modeller has to be 
adept at supporting, clamping, or 
otherwise just leaving things be for a 
while. Patience is indeed a virtue when 
working with resin. 

The pegs were particularly useful when 
fitting the floor supports and doors to the 
car sides. A pricier alternative to pegs is to 
use reverse-sprung tweezers or small 
medical scissor-clamps. 

THOU SHALT NOT TEST THY BOND 

Ironically, in keeping with my 
determination to learn as much in as short 
a space of time as humanly possible, I 
inadvertently allocated more time to this 
pursuit. That’s modelling political-speak 
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for, “at about this time I screwed up 
again.” 

Being the irrefutable genius that I am, I 
decided to test the CA bond between the 
car sides, the doors and those mysteriously 
pesky floor supports. PITCHONG! Oh 
dear, how sad, never mind.  

No, I didn’t break any parts; just the 
bonds. [Sigh] In all seriousness, I had to 
laugh. I mean c’mon, we’re on a journey of 
discovery here. Nothing wronged, nothing 
learned. Yes, Modelling Politics is my new 
major. 

TO WASH OR NOT TO WASH? 

I wondered about those failing bonds. I’ve 
not had that issue with CA, when used 
with styrene or white metal, but I have 
encountered it when fitting steel weights - 
be they Branchline nuts or Accurail sheet 
metal - to styrene. For example, I gave up 
using CA with Accurail cars and started 
using double-sided tape; and it works 
well. 

I reasoned that the issue may be caused by 
residue, from mold-release agents, 
preventing the formation of a definite 
bond; the solution to which would suggest 
washing the parts. 

I had read about washing resin, to prepare 
the surfaces for paint, and had also been 
advised to do so by NYCSHS members. 
The reason I didn’t was that, in the 
instructions (which I’d read three times!) it 
says that “paints will adhere extremely 
well to the castings without washing…this 
is not the case with the details added to 
the car,” meaning the styrene detail parts; 
from Detail Associates, Cal-Scale, 

Evergreen, Tichy, and the like. Also, in the 
video, there is no mention of washing 
resin. So, I decided to strictly follow the 
instructions. I mean who was a debutante 
to argue? 

I’ve subsequently re-visited the 
Westerfield website where it most 
definitely urges modellers to wash the 
resin! OMG. I’m confused. Time to take a 
pill and lie down. 

Washed castings drying on a paper towel. 

ADDING TO THE FONT OF 
KNOWLEDGE? 

As an experiment, I decided to deviate 
from the teachings of “Saint Al” and go 
with the advice of my fellow members. 
Washing all resin was duly completed 
before repeating the steps mistakenly 
undone. 

And the verdict? Unfortunately, washing 
the parts made no difference to the 
strength of the reactivated bonds. 
PITCHONG! TWO, the sequel! Oh well, it 
was worth scrutiny.  

So then I considered the issue of bonding 
in general and theorised that a good 
roughing up of the parts’ surfaces could be 
the answer to a stronger joint.  
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Out came a trusty roll of 180-grit, but that 
was too fine. 100-grit did the job nicely. 
Thence to the pegs and reverse sprung 
tweezers, and I gave joining the floor 
supports and car sides a third try.  

“Boom!” as they say on Facebook. The 
bond seemed to be stronger. Was this a 
personal contribution to the font of 
knowledge concerning modelling with 
resin? Doubtful, but the joints seemed to be 
stronger, or was there a metaphorical 
withdrawal of funding for the second 
sequel of PITCHONG? The jury is still out.  

BREAKING WITH TRADITION 

Upon reattaching the doors to the car 
sides, for once, I deviated from Al’s 
tradition of using just a smidgen of CA 
and, applied it with the brush right out of 
the bottle. Just three light smears, top, 
middle, and bottom thirds of each door, 
then clamped them in place to cure. 

Similarly anarchic, when attaching the 
weight to the floor, I was comfortable 
using double-sided Sellotape® instead of 
contact adhesive. It’s never let me down 
with the dozens of styrene kits I’ve built, 
so I gave it a bash here and it worked just 
fine. I use the inch-wide variety, which is 
the right width for most sheet metal car 
weights.  

The instructions make it plain that the car 
is about a half ounce too light, according 
to the NMRA standard, so I added a 
quarter ounce to each end of the floor. I 
like a nicely weighted model and, since I’d 
recently purchased a number of strips of 
quarter-ounce blocks, this project made 
good sense of that purchase. 

I was surprised to see the instructions 
revert to Al’s video method of installing 
hand grabs when it came time to fit them 
to the car sides. I do feel it is the smarter 
and more efficient way to do the job. In 
this case, only minimal filing of remnant 
brass was required because there was less 
likelihood of the protrusions causing any 
obstacle during further construction. 

THE CASE OF THE DISAPPEARING 
EYEBOLTS 

 Preparing the roof end walks’ hand grabs 
reminded me of my earlier folly; losing the 
eye bolts. But then I thought, surely I 
didn’t lose all three of them! I checked the 
kit’s details bag again; none there.  

Then I got down on my knees. No, I hadn’t 
resorted to prayer just yet, although it 
mightn’t be a bad idea before commencing a 
resin kit. Biblically speaking, the patience 
of Job would also be an asset. 

I felt certain that, if I had spilt the eyebolts, 
I’d be able to find at least one of them; 
reasoning that, after years of modelling, 
I’ve become adept at finding even the 
tiniest parts. Not on this occasion 
however. Were they in fact ever in the 
bag? We may never know. 

Anyway, as mentioned earlier, I had lots 
of other kits’ details bags to raid, so it 
wasn’t going to slow down progress. 

The bonus point was awarded when I 
found fitting the end walk hand grabs a 
cinch. The key is to thread the corner grab 
through the eyebolt and insert the eyebolt 
into the end walk first.  
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THE MOMENT OF TRUTH 

Because I already had Kadee #554 trucks 
handy, it was appropriate to drill #45 
holes in the bolsters and then…the 
moment of truth: bringing all of the pre-
prepared parts together to go fully three 
dimensional with this kit. So I took time 
out to trim my fingernails…with my teeth! 

It quickly became evident that I was 
entering brand new modelling territory. 
My first attempt at fixing one of the sides 
to the car floor was less than encouraging. 
I have good hands, they’re steady, my CA 
application skills are pretty much precise 
and delicate, I was able to figure out a way 
of holding the two pieces still, but that 
amounted to not a lot. It was as if no glue 
had been applied at all.  

Now I believe that the old adage, “try try 
again” is baloney on account of one 
definition of insanity being, doing 
something that fails over and over again, 
each time expecting a different outcome. 
So, to my way of thinking, the saying 
should go like this: “If at first you don’t 
succeed, try it another way, or seek more 
information.” 

I tried the previous solution; sanding the 
edge of the floor to rough it up a little. I 
had already sanded the inside surfaces of 
the car sides. No joy. So Googling, 
“working with CA and resin” was my next 
action, because I reasoned that I must be 
doing something fundamentally wrong.  

After reading several contradictory pieces 
online, I found an advice page on the 
Sylvan Scale Models website, which 

turned out to be a Godsend. Yes, this was 
full on turning into a religious experience! 

A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE IS A 
DANGEROUS THING 

I have regularly used CA glue for decades, 
but it wasn’t until now that I realised how 
little I knew about its properties. In short, I 
was unconsciously incompetent.  

Prior to beginning this project, all I knew 
about CA was that it’s virtually instant, 
strong, and makes you feel decidedly 
queasy if you breathe its vapour. 

Since, I have learned the following… 

1. CA has a short shelf life. Once 
opened, it will gradually become 
relatively useless. 

2. Acetone (nail polish remover) 
deactivates it. Broken bonds can be 
cleaned, ready for another try. Just 
make certain the acetone has dried 
before attempting re-bonding. 

3. It resists bonding with itself. If a 
bond fails, clean off the existing CA 
film before trying again; otherwise 
the bond will be weak. 

4. The less you use, the better it 
works. A tiny dot will create the 
most effective bond. 

5. For thin CA to work, it is essential 
that there is firm contact between 
surfaces to be joined. 

6. Thicker solutions of CA - which 
take longer to dry  - make excellent 
filler, and are often used in 
restoration work. 
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REARMED FOR ANOTHER ASSAULT 

Armed with new information, I threw 
away my existing supplies of CA and 
bought fresh tubes. The surfaces of failed 
bonds were gently sanded, washed with 
acetone, and set aside to dry, which didn’t 
take long. All surfaces to be bonded were 
dry-fit against one another to ensure the 
CA had the best chance of bonding. Where 
a tight fit wasn’t apparent, a small file was 
employed to remove any obstacles. 

After near despondency, I got back on the 
horse and tried bringing the pre-prepared 
parts together again. 

I’m not going to say it was easy. It was 
challenging to find just the right way to 
hold the pieces together. Much 
experimentation was required and, when I 
was confident that things were ready for 
gluing, I poured a tiny pool of CA onto my 
glass table top, assumed the appropriate 
“hold”, pulled just the right face, and 
gingerly applied the tiniest drop of fresh 
CA. Boom! Success! 

 

The model goes 3-D at last, with sides & ends 
attached to the floor, and sheet steel weight 
supplemented by adding two half-ounce 
blocks at each end. 

CONSCIENCE COMPETENCE CREPT 
CLOSER 

After so much trial and error, I can’t tell 
you how exhilarating it was to see one side 
attached to the floor! The challenges 
continued as I again experimented with 
how to keep said side attached, while 
wrangling the now 3D structure, in 
readiness to attach the second side and 
then the car ends. 

I would so like to inform you that all went 
without incident, but that, dear reader, 
would be a boldfaced lie. Suffice to say 
that I eventually did get all of the parts in 
place. Conscious competence crept closer, 
ever so slowly. 

Attaching the roof saw me again veer 
away from the instructions. The idea of 
attaching five roof contours to the 
underside of a two-piece roof, with CA, 
filled me with dread. To me, the smarter 
way to install the roof was to first trim the 
contours to fit precisely between the car 
sides, then fix them in place, providing 
supports onto which the two halves of the 
roof could be laid, and fixed with a 
carefully applied bead of contact glue. 

I was glad to see that this method paid a 
handsome dividend. 

Even though contact glue sets relatively 
instantly, I wrapped the structure in 
rubber bands to cure overnight. I was in 
no mood to be taking any risks with this 
set up! 
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Six castings come together to make a box. 

FIDDLING ON THE ROOF 

The next morning I dabbed some contact 
glue on the roof-walk supports, then 
immediately test-fit the roof-walk. This left 
a trace of contact glue on the underside of 
the roof walk, at all of the appropriate 
spots. Then more glue was added at those 
spots and the roof-walk was set aside for 
the obligatory fifteen minutes. 

For peeps unfamiliar with contact glue, 
that’s how long it takes for the solvent to 
evaporate. Then, when you bring the two 
parts of a joint together, they bond 
relatively instantly. 

Initially I was unaware of what a roof-
walk end support was, but with careful 
examination of the parts and photographs 
of partially completed models, I soon 
realised that your average run-of-the-mill 
HO-scale model doesn’t bother with 
anything so detailed. 

Attaching these required a bit of fiddling 
on the roof but was actually 
straightforward. 

 

Fitting Kadee #5 couplers to the car was 
easy. I used contact adhesive on the 
coupler boxes instead of CA.  

A word to my fellow novices: You won’t 
find couplers or trucks in Westerfield kits, 
but they are designed to accept Kadee 
coupler boxes. For this model, #554 
Bettendorf T-Section self-centring trucks 
were chosen. The trucks needed painting 
because they’re black straight out of the 
pack, and the prototype of this car was 
painted 100% freight car brown. 

While positioning one of the coupler 
boxes, a momentary reflection of light 
revealed that one of the end tack boards, 
provided for the “as built” prototype, had 
been mounted with the board joints 
running vertically. I hadn’t previously 
noticed the fine etching on the part, 
defining the joints between boards, so that 
supposed error needed remedying.  

Pulling the tack board off was no problem, 
probably because the CA I’d used during 
the early part of construction was old. The 
part was duly repositioned and, using 
fresh CA, bonded virtually instantly. 

THE GREATER THE AMBIGUITY THE 
GREATER THE PLEASURE 

Milan Kundera, who wrote The Unbearable 
Lightness of Being, is responsible for a 
quotation that draws a correlation 
between ambiguity and pleasure. At the 
next stage of construction - installing brake 
gear on the sub frame - I came across an 
ambiguous reference to a “cantilevered 
brake cylinder mount”. Looking at the 
parts list, I saw that a “Brake cylinder 
support” was included.  
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Unfortunately, the instructions did not 
include captioned illustrations of all parts. 
So, I began to wonder about Kundera’s 
suggestion that ambiguity leads to 
pleasure; particularly from the perspective 
of whose pleasure: the model builder or he 
who wrote the mischievous instructions?  

 CALL IN THE CAVALRY 

By a process of elimination, I discovered a 
tiny part whose purpose was a mystery to 
me, reasoning that, provided the “brake 
cylinder support” had indeed been 
supplied, this must be it. It didn’t fit the 
definition of “cantilevered”, and there was 
certainly no explanation or illustration of 
how the part was to fit on, beside, under, 
or across the brake cylinder. 

After much study of the supplied text, 
photographs, and diagrams, a stalemate 
was reached so it was time to call in the 
cavalry. An e-mail to Andrew Dahm, the 
new owner of Westerfield Models, who 
was preparing to move the company from 
Colorado to Nevada, was hastily 
despatched. 

While waiting for the cavalry to arrive, 
further investigation into several other 
USRA Steel Boxcar kits - that I’d bought 
on eBay - revealed that the instructions for 
Westerfield kits had apparently gone 
through an evolutionary process, as have 
the castings.  

A different - presumably upgraded - set of 
instructions was found, of how the K-
Brake system was assembled, and the 
instructions for the newer stock car kits, 
which had been bought direct from 

Westerfield Models, included a lot more 
photographs of the construction process. 

Alas, I was still in the dark as to how this 
particular assembly was put together. 

TICHY TO THE RESCUE? 

Noticing that the brake gear supplied in 
some of the other kits was different to that 
of the one I was constructing, I took a 
guess that the light grey alternative 
castings might have been supplied by 
Tichy. My guess was correct. Luckily, the 
Tichy website includes downloadable 
instructions for how to put together a 
Tichy USRA Single Sheathed Boxcar kit 
that has K-Brakes! In them, there is 
reference to a “brake cylinder bracket”, 
which is clearly identified. 

This confirmed that my earlier process of 
elimination had probably correctly 
identified the “brake cylinder support”. 
The Tichy instructions gave me at least an 
inkling of where it might be positioned, 
but there was certainly no obvious 
mounting position on the under-floor 
casting. Rather than guess, I decided to 
await expert advice from Andrew. 

Having a virtual ”library” of NYCSHS 
books at my disposal, I consulted both 
volumes of Morning Sun’s NYC Colour 
Guide; the railroad’s own publication, The 
One Hundredth Anniversary of the New York 
Central Railroad, Voyageur Press’ New York 
Central Railroad; Signature Press’s Pullman 
Standard Freight Cars; and others, but it 
wasn’t until I opened The Railroad Press’s 
first volume of Freight Equipment of the New 
York Central that I was able to view a self-
sourced shot of a 1923, K-brake equipped, 
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Big Four variant, of the very freight car I 
was modelling. 

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS 

Two details struck me immediately. The 
first was that the brake cylinder appeared 
to be in a different position, i.e. closer to 
the B-end of the car, than what the model 
portrayed. I had noted earlier that the Cal 
Scale instructions - copied into the kit’s 
instruction sheet - also had the cylinder 
centered more toward the B-end. Not to 
worry. In any case that would be too 
difficult to have remedied because the rest 
of the brake gear would have required 
modification. I was up for the challenge of 
building a resin kit but not quite ready to 
redesign one! 

The second detail that immediately caught 
my eye was the tack board on the Creco 
door of the prototype. Wait for it…yes, the 
boards were joined vertically! I swear there 
is no end of learning in this game! Even 
the latest versions of the Westerfield 
instruction sheets state that mounting the 
tack boards like that is incorrect but the 
camera does not lie! 

For curiosity’s sake, I straight away 
opened the display cabinet in my study 
and grabbed one of the (modernised 
prototype) BLI models of these cars and, 
whaddayaknow, it too had its tack boards 
joined vertically! The things I think I 
know. I had to laugh. 

NEVER FORGET CASO 

Another source of great photos of 
prototypes is Terry Link’s Canada 
Southern website. I found a wonderful B-
end shot of a USRA steel boxcar there. It 

helped immensely when adding the brake 
detail to the model. 

There are a number of helpful photos on 
the CASO site, featuring the USRA steel 
boxcar; most from the Richard Burg 
collection. 

RAPID CUSTOMER SERVICE 

Andrew Dahm is a guy who obviously 
understands the value of rapid customer 
service. I’m on the other side of the world, 
in a different time zone, yet he responded 
almost immediately with a series of 
photographs of not only the process of 
attaching the K-brake gear but also the AB 
option! Big tick right there. All hail the 
global village. 

It was mentioned earlier that the evolution 
of Westerfield Models’ instruction sheets 
had not gone unnoticed, so you should 
also know that the kit being built for this 
article had been purchased second-hand 
on eBay. It was obviously from Al’s era, 
and possibly from a time well before he 
sold the company. 

It turned out that the quandary I’d faced, 
regarding mounting the K-brake cylinder, 
was due to a mismatch between the 
instruction sheet and the brake parts 
supplied with the kit. Andrew’s recent 
photographs revealed that the 
“cantilevered brake cylinder mount” was 
not included in my kit’s sealed bag of 
detail parts.  

There is a range of possible reasons for 
this, but I guess it was a salutary lesson 
regarding buying items second-hand. You 
can’t always be certain of what you’re 
buying and, in the case of model kits, 
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whether the correct parts and instructions 
have all been included. 

Ironically, after all the rigmarole, I ended 
up simply gluing the brake cylinder to the 
central under-floor rib, which is about 
where it would have sat, had the 
appropriate part been available. Fitting the 
piping and levers was all very straight 
forward. In fact it was so easy I have 
decided that, from now on, any styrene 
cars I build are going to have brake pipes 
made from old nickel-silver guitar B-
strings! I used to spend ages trimming tiny 
nibs of sprue off gossamer-like plastic 
brake pipes. Not anymore! 

Underside detail. 

Unfortunately, this particular kit did not 
include a train line. I considered creating 
one but realised that drilling holes through 
the centre sills would only have been 
possible before the car sides were added, 
so that was a missed opportunity. 

Adding the Kadee 554 self-centring T-
section trucks was a cinch, although I 
decided to ditch the metal screws supplied 
- because they were too long - and use 
Kadee Delrin® screws; many of which I 
had collected over years of upgrading 
couplers. They were snipped to length and 
fit the tapped holes perfectly. 

There was a slight adjustment required to 
set the couplers with a Kadee height 
gauge. I used tiny washers for that. 

Preparing the end walks appeared painless 
but proved to be a challenge. Cutting and 
bending the brass strap that supports the 
walks was straightforward, but attaching 
them to the undersides of each walk took 
about six attempts. I still had much to 
learn about CA. 

If you’re used to working in metric, as we 
do downunder, the measurements for the 
brass straps are 2.9 mm to the 90o bend, 
and it’s 16.4 mm from the bend to the roof-
walk end of the strap. 

Practice makes perfect, which is just as 
well because test-fitting the brake staff saw 
the brake stand and its supports fly 
off…again! Of course each time these parts 
were reinstalled I became more adept at 
that particular challenge! I think I may be 
almost unconsciously competent at that 
now. 

Then that pesky retainer valve reared its 
head again. It was time to install the valve 
line, which required deft bending and 
shaping. When I realised that the brass 
wire provided in the kit was curved and 
needed straightening, I passed on that, 
picked out another short length of 
beautifully straight guitar E-string and 
began the process of measuring and 
shaping. It took a few tries, but we got 
there. The cast hole in the tiny retainer 
valve’s end was very helpful.  

As construction and detailing of the car 
drew to a close, and the end walks went 
for their own walk a few times - off the 
roof and onto the floor of my study - I 
realised that I had not yet suffered 
sufficient trial and error. Yeah, right! 
Noticing that the kit didn’t include 
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coupler-release arms, I decided to make 
some. What was I thinking? More B-string 
(0.016 in.) was cut and bent, and I spent a 
good several minutes attempting to get the 
release arms in position and glued. 
Success did eventuate. 

Just then one of the brass grabs, previously 
mounted low on the A-end, was noticed 
swanning around my glass tabletop. [!] It 
seemed there was no end to refitting bits 
and pieces.  

A PLACE FOR PEDANTRY 

Adding diagonal supports to the ends of 
the roof walk saw pedantry rear its head 
in the form of digital callipers. Their 
internal jaws were used to measure the 
gap. It was 4 mm. 

There were only two steps left until 
construction was complete: 

1. Adding the corner steps, which I 
believe are Delrin®. They were tiny 
and required careful trimming from 
their sprue. Fixing was easy. The 
aforementioned bevel on the ends 
of the floor supports allowed the 
corner steps to be glued from inside 
the sub-frame. 

2. The tiny brake wheel is also a 
plastic detail part. Its hole was 
slightly too big for the 0.016 inch 
length of B-string I’d used as the 
brake staff, so a blob of CA was put 
on the end of the staff and the 
wheel was carefully held atop it 
until the glue activated. 

All that remained was to take several 
photos of the finished model. Doing so 
revealed that my first mistake had 
returned to haunt me. One of the repaired 
roof ribs, which had been damaged by my 
clumsy unfamiliarity with resin, had “let 
go”. Hmm. I’ll consider how to repair that. 
The broken piece was now long gone. 

 

The A-end ready for airbrushing. 

  

B-end details on the fully constructed model. 
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B-end details including brass hand grabs, 
brass end-walk straps, styrene diagonal 
supports, Kadee #5 coupler, Kadee #554 
Bettendorf T-Section trucks, plus Delrin® 
brake wheel, retainer valve and corner steps. 
Note also that the retainer valve line, brake 
staff, and coupler lift bar are each fashioned 

from used 0.012 and 0.016 inch phosphor 
bronze guitar strings. 

There are several errors and areas for 
improvement evident, but for a first try, 
I’m pretty much OK with the way my first 
as-built prototypical NYC USRA steel 
boxcar has turned out. I’ve left the end 
tack boards positioned one corrugation too 
high because I’ve decided to wait until it 
drives me completely bonkers before I 
correct them! 

DO WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW AND 
GROW 

Someone once said, “You can’t grow if you 
only ever do what you know.” 

I have also read that self-respect is a by-
product of overcoming adversity. If that is 
true - and I do believe it - then, as a result 
of this experience, my self-respect must 
surely have taken a leap forward. 

Whilst there were many challenges 
involved in this undertaking, and the 
result by no means perfect, I feel that I 
have learned a lot.  My patience has been 
tested, but each time, the commitment to 
experiencing the process as one of 
discovery was well rewarded. 

Will I build all of the resin kits I’ve 
bought? Heck yes! Will I make more 
mistakes? Probably. Will I improve as a 
maker of craftsman kits? I certainly hope so! 
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Construction complete! 

 

 

 

The underside of the constructed model; ready for painting. 

 

 

 

Roof detail. 
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The A-end ready for airbrushing.                               B-end details on the fully constructed model. 

Special thanks to Noel Widdifield and Andrew Dahm who helped drive this project and 
provided support and encouragement whenever required. 

TOOLS AND MATERIALS 

 

Key to photograph of materials used to build the kit featured in this article: 

a. Tweezers: narrow point & flat wide 
mouth. 

b. Thin CA glue aka “superglue”.  

c. Pinvise dedicated to CA 
application. 
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d. Bent de-headed pin shaft; for lightly 
applying CA either by the tip or 
shank. 

e. Example of clamping floor supports 
to interior of car sides. 

f. Small side-cutters; perfect for 
cutting resin & brass. 

g. Pinvise holding #78 bit. Al 
Westerfield suggests having several 
pinvises, each holding a dedicated 
bit size; to save time changing bits. 

h. Toothpick. Invaluable for adjusting 
placement of delicate parts. 

i. Example of doors clamped in place 
for CA to cure. 

j. Single-edged razorblade. Al’s 
cutting tool of choice. 

k. Small bastard file. Perfect for 
trimming flash and resizing resin. 

l. Scalpel  - long, straight edged blade. 
m. Scalpel  - rounded edged blade. 
n. Household sprung-pegs make 

perfect small clamps. 
o. Cutting board. 

Not shown but also required: 

1) Contact glue.  
2) Double-sided Sellotape®. 
3) 100 grit sandpaper for rubbing 

down thicker flash. 
4) If pegs make you baulk, go pro and 

use 4 x reverse-sprung tweezers or 
medical scissor-clamps.  

5) Pencil. HB or softer. For marking 
cuts on brass strap. 

6) Small sheet of glass (For model-
making, I use my glass-topped 
study desk) on which a blob of CA 
is placed to dip the bent pin shaft 
into when applying glue. This saves 
continually opening and closing 
your CA bottle. 

7) HO-scale ruler or equivalent. 
8) #78 drill bit. 
9) #77 drill bit. 
10) #76 drill bit. 
11) #45 drill bit. 
12) Kadee #246 Tap & Drill Set; 

assuming you’re using Kadee or 
similarly attached trucks. 

13) Kadee #554 Bettendorf T-Section 
Self-Centring Trucks. 

14) Kadee #5 or #58 couplers or your 
own choice of knuckles. 

Westerfield Models Today 

Al Westerfield sold his company to 
Andrew Dahm in November 2011. In 
July this year, Andrew’s Westerfield 
Models operation relocated from 
Colorado to just south of Carson City, 
Nevada. 

Andrew is continuing the tradition of 
producing fine resin kits, most of 
which are of prototypes not available 
in any other form. While preparing to 
write this article, Andrew sent me this: 
Message for the NYCSHS… 

“Hi Phil, after your last email, I 
thought I would point out that I make 
the USRA Steel Boxcar for various 
NYC versions. 
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It is available as a flat kit only right 
now as I rebuilt it last year but did not 
notice that Al had modified the sides 
for the Auto Box version.  So I have to 
start over again with the 1-piece body. 

I do have a 1-piece version of the Auto 
Box, which is currently on our Ready to 
Ship list.” 

Al Westerfield himself has recently 
stated, "The new owner of Westerfield 
Models has submitted several kits for 
my inspection. The castings were 
excellent and all the parts, decals and 
instructions were present. I have no 
hesitation in recommending the kits. 
Andrew Dahm is continuing the 
quality you have come to expect from 
the Westerfield line of model railroad 
products." 

You can learn more at 
www.westerfieldmodels.com and, if 
you want to keep an eye on Al 
Westerfield himself, his Facebook page 
is here. 

FOR MY NEXT TRICK 

There’s another thing I don’t know: how to 
use an airbrush. So my next article for the 
NYCSHS could be painting and decorating 
my first ever resin kit. But let’s see how this 
article is received before we up the canter 
to a gallop, shall we? 

 

 

In the next edition, Phil returns to 
finish the car. 

 

Phil comes to grips with a new challenge: 
airbrushing this troublesome - but fun - 
little gem of a model. Not only has 
Darkins never built a resin kit, he’s never 
used an airbrush either! Our next edition 
will feature a detailed expose on a new 
adventure. 

 

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee 
continues to seek feedback on how we are 
doing in supporting NYCSHS modelers.  
The recent survey provided us many 
comments and suggestions, but we are 
always looking to hear from you. 

If you have things to tell us, send us an 
email at NYCSHS@verizon.net.  We want 
to hear from you. 
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      Article by Seth Lakin   Photos by Seth except as noted. 

 

Seth’s finished Lot 944-B Peoria & Eastern 
4627 setting on a siding on a diorama. 

During the post-war boxcar building 
boom, Pullman Standard’s innovative PS-1 
boxcar stands out from others.  With its 
welded sides, horizontal corrugated ends 
and bow-tied roof panels, the PS-1 is easily 
identifiable.  Beginning in 1947, the iconic 
PS-1 boxcar was built by the thousands for 
railroads coast to coast.  Over 77,000 40-
foot and 50,000 50-foot boxcars were built 
before production ended in 1972.  The 
New York Central acquired a total of 5,025 
40-foot PS-1 boxcars in six groups between 
1948 and 1954.  However no 50-foot boxes 
were purchased by the parent road.  The 
reason was New York Central’s Despatch 
Shops in East Rochester, NY was building 
boxcars by the thousands for the NYC and 
its subsidiaries.  However the NYC and its 
subsidiaries did roster two groups of 50-
foot PS-1 boxcars.  The first group of 100 
50-foot PS-1 boxcars was purchased from 
Pullman by NYC subsidiary Peoria & 
Eastern and assigned to lot 944-B.  The 
second group of 400 50-foot PS-1 boxcars 

was rebuilt by NYC’s Beech Grove, IN 
shop from 40-foot PS-1 boxcars and 
assigned to lot 136-B.  In this two part 
series we will look at both groups of 
boxcars and how to model them in HO-
scale.   

 

During what appears to be snow in the air, 
P&E 4630 gets its builder’s photo taken. 
(NYCSHS Collection) 

Upon the Penn Central merger in 1968 the 
cars were not assigned numbers in the PC 
roster.  However, at least two cars, 
possibly more cars were repainted PC 
green with the “worm” logo but remained 
to be lettered Peoria & Eastern.  Photos 
show most individual cars retained the as-
delivered paint well into the late 1970s.  In 
1976, 92 of the cars were conveyed to 
Conrail.  These cars were given numbers 
between CR 161452 to CR 161619.  They 
were dovetailed into open slots in the 
Penn Central 161000-161932 series, which 
were former NYC lot 968-B boxcars.  A 
1983 Conrail class diagram book shows 
that there were still 87 cars on the roster 
but does not distinguish between cars that 
were remained to be lettered for Peoria & 
Eastern or had been assigned to their 
Conrail numbers.  The April 1985 Official 
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Railway Equipment Register shows 28 cars 
still wearing their P&E reporting marks on 
the roster, but the number cars that were 
renumbered into the Conrail series is 
undeterminable. 

 

P&E 4629 rolls through West Colton, CA, Feb. 
27, 1977. (Ron Hawkins Photo) 

Building an accurate model of a lot 994-B 
boxcar is fairly easy.  Kadee kit 4115, 
undecorated 50-foot PS-1 with a 10-foot 
door, is the starting point for the model.  
Some parts have to be change to the kit to 
achieve an accurate P&E model.  The most 
visible changes to the model include 
replacing the door and the under frame.  
Other changes include replacing end and 
side ladders with grab irons, removing the 
over coupler walkway and relocating the 
end tack boards, and changing the trucks.  

The kit comes with a 10-foot Youngstown 
door.  Kadee has the correct Superior door 
for the prototype but does not offer it as a 
separate part.  A phone call to Kadee and I 
was able to purchase the correct 10-foot, 6-
panel Superior door for a reasonable 
amount.  The under frame that comes with 
the kit is a cushioned under frame; 
however the prototype has a non-
cushioned under frame. The non-

cushioned frame needed for the model can 
be sourced from Kadee kits 4105 or 4110.  
However I supposed that a non-cushioned 
frame and floor could be obtained from 
Kadee along with the doors.  Other needed 
parts include Kadee side and end ladders, 
Bettendorf trucks and various Evergreen 
styrene strips.   

With all the parts on hand, let’s get started 
in converting the model.  The rectangular 
holes on the left side of the body for the 
short side ladders were plugged with 
.020”x.040” styrene strip.  Then holes on 
the ends for the long “H” grab iron and 
cross over walkway were plugged with 
.020” styrene rod, while holes for the short 
ladder on the right side of the end, and 
holes for the tack board was plugged with 
.025” styrene rod.  After the glue had 
dried, I trimmed the plugs and sanded 
smooth.  I also sanded off the bolt detail at 
the bottom of the end for the coupler cross 
over walkway. 

 

The end of the car with all the styrene plugs 
protruding from the holes that need to be 
filled. Once the glue dries, the plugs will be 
trimmed and sanded smooth. 
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With all the holes plugged for the old 
parts, it time to start adding the new parts.  
The kit’s brake wheel and associated rods, 
brake step, retaining valve, and high side 
and end ladders were installed in the 
intended holes.  Relocated and new parts 
to the ends include removing the 
mounting pins from the back of the tack 
boards and gluing to the end in the new 
location.  Using Kadee part number 2252 
the end grab irons and small “H” grab 
irons were glued to the end.  For the lower 
grab iron, I trimmed the triangular bracket 
on the left side, so it forms a tall rectangle.  
The mounting pin on the right side of the 
end grab is mounted in the original hole 
for the short side ladder.  Moving to the 
sides, the mounting pins were trimmed 
from the back of Kadee 2251 side ladders 
and glued to the sides.  A coupler lift pin 
bracket was made from a piece of .020 x 
.125 styrene with a .010 x .040 across the 
bottom.  The addition of Kadee 1564 50-
ton Bettendorf trucks fills out the 
modifications.  

 

The end of P&E 4658 shows typical mid-
production PS-1 details such as a welded 
seam between top and bottom end panels, high 
ladders, and six square stiffeners at the roof 
line. ( NYCSHS Collection) 

 

The re-detailed end shows plugged holes and 
replaced details to match the prototype end. 

The model was painted with TruColor 
Paint 43 NYC green, while the roof was 
painted silver.  The car was lettered with 
Mark Vaughan/Wabash Custom Decals 
119 Peoria & Eastern 50-foot boxcars NYC 
era.  The cigar band heralds came from 
Microscale 87-58 set.  Light washes of 
gray, brown and black diluted acrylic craft 
paint fill out the weathering. 

 

Another view of Seth’s finished car. 
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Parts List: 

Kadee 

4115 undecorated 50’ PS-1 with 10’ door 

1564 50-ton Bettendorf truck 

2251 side grab irons  

2252 end grab irons  

No part number: 10-foot 6 panel Superior 
door  

No part number: 50-foot PS-1 non-
cushioned under frame 

 

Evergreen   

102 .010 x .040 styrene strip 

122 .020 x .040 styrene strip 

126 .020 x .125 styrene strip 

218 .020 styrene rod 

219 .025 styrene rod 

TruColor Paint 

43 NYC green 

Mark Vaughan/Wabash Custom Decals  

119 Peoria & Eastern 50-foot boxcars NYC 
era 

Microscale 

87-58 NYC 40 and 50-foot green boxcar 
decals 

 

 

A shot of NYC Hudson making good time with 
lots of smoke showing.  Can anyone tell us 
where this photo was taken? 

NYCSHS@verizon.net 
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New York Central and Hudson River 35’ Standard Boxcar

NYC&HR boxcar 1900 (ACF Industries Photo) 

In this edition I am happy to present the 
New York Central and Hudson River’s 
standard thirty-five foot 60,000 pound 
capacity boxcar first introduced in 1892.  It 
is an essential car to have not just on a 
New York Central and Hudson River 
themed layout, but on any early era 
layout.   

The Car 

Most railroads in 1892 had standard 
boxcars with thirty-four feet lengths, and, 
in fact, it was a few years earlier when the 
N. Y. C. & H. R. had introduced its own 
standard thirty-four foot boxcar to its 
roster.  This new all-wood car was thirty-
five feet long and eight feet, ten inches 
wide over the sills, and it marked a shift 
towards larger cars not just within the N. 

Y. C. & H. R. but with the whole railroad 
industry.   

These cars were used for general freight 
but were designed specifically with grain 
hauling in mind and are listed in 
equipment guides and registers as “Grain 
Line Transit” cars.  In order to reduce 
bulging from grain hauling and damage 
from shifting freight, the framing in the 
ends of the cars were built with larger 
timber framing and side girth beams held 
together at each corner with large corner 
iron plates.  The two large corner irons are 
the spotting feature on this car.  The 
National Car and Locomotive Builder of May 
1894 writing about the New York Central 
and Hudson River’s thirty-five foot car 
said, “The design and construction of this 
car is of a very strong, convenient and 
generally advanced character, and it is not 
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too much to say that it is a fair 
representation of the highest type of 
American freight car construction.”  

One interesting note, while a thirty-five 
foot long car was larger than the thirty-
four foot standard, it was not as large as 
the Pennsylvania railroad’s standard 
boxcar.  Perhaps this was a strategic 
decision on the N.Y.C. & H.R. to keep the 
car’s weight, and therefore train weights 
down knowing that at this time most 
boxcars were not filled to capacity.   

Production 

Order information for the early production 
of these cars is hard to pin down, and I 
have not been able to locate an Official 
Railway Equipment Guide for 1892 but the 
first description of these cars I have found 
is in the January 1892 issue of Locomotive 
Engineering.  (Note: Locomotive Engineering 
had the correct description of the car, but 

the drawings were for N. Y. C. & H. R.’s 
thirty-four foot standard car).  The article 
describes the car and mentions that out of 
the first batch of cars built, fifty of them 
carried the Fox truck with a 5’-2” wheel 
base.  The original order was probably 
much larger than fifty cars indicating a test 
run for these trucks, but by the next year 
and up until at least 1901, the 5’-2” wheel 
base Fox truck was the standard truck for 
this car.  The June 1893 Official Railway 
Equipment Register lists these cars as being 
numbered 55000-55999, but there is no 
quantity shown; however, if each car 
received one number the roster would be 
1,000.  No changes were listed in the ORER 
until three years later in the June 1896 
issue that now listed the car numbers as 
52000-55999, which would indicate 4,000 
cars.  This increase in cars is interesting, as 
the nation was in a severe economic down-
turn from 1893 until 1898.  

 

NYC&HR Boxcar 1900 (ACF Industries Photo) 
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Unfortunately, I was unable to find ORER 
for the years 1898, 1899, or 1900; however, 
sometime between 1897 and 1899 the 
Pullman Company built more of these cars 
with lot numbers 2397 and 2398.  The cars 
were numbered 56000-60599.  For the next 
several years, orders for these cars would 
be placed with the American Car and 
Foundry Company (A. C. & F.) as follows: 
On November 3, 1899, the N.Y.C. & H. R. 
placed an order for 5,000 cars that had 
three different lot numbers as follows: Lot 
804, 1,500 cars built at Chicago, IL, Lot 805, 
1000 cars built at St. Charles, Missouri, Lot 
806, 2,500 cars built at St. Louis MO.  The 
cars ordered in November 1899 received 
the car numbers 60600-65599.  In 
September 1900, the N.Y.C. & H. R. 
ordered 450 cars that were built at Detroit 
MI. These lot number 1,149 cars were 
numbered 65600-66049.  The next order 
came March 20, 1901, for 600 cars, Lot 
1472, built at Buffalo, New York and those 
cars were numbered 66050-66649.  And 
lastly 1,000 cars were ordered from 
Pullman in 1902 as Lot number 5013.  The 
cars were numbered 90000-90999.      

Three Groups 

The basic size of the body stayed the same 
for the next ten years, however, these cars 
can be divided up into three general 
groups based on hardware and floor frame 
changes.  The groups are split as follows: 
Cars numbered 52000-60599, cars 
numbered 60600-66649, and cars 
numbered 90000-90999. The early cars 
numbered 52000 - 60599 had bottom 
corner irons with poling pocket, 
uncoupling lever halfway across end, 
wood bolsters, a long 3’ 3” hand grab on 
the ends, two brakeman hand railings on 

top of the car, grab irons used for the end 
ladder, a large end sill that gave the 
outside sheath a small dip down on the 
ends, double board roofs, and rounded 
corners on the body. 

 

End view of the early body style. Photo was 
taken some time after 1905 when the NYC 
herald was applied. (Kyle Coble Collection) 

Cars 60600-66649 didn’t include the poling 
pocket. They used uncoupling lever across 
the entire end, replaced the wood bolster 
with metal ones, changed the end hand 
grab to 18”, only had one brakeman hand 
rail, replaced the grab iron ladders with 
wood ladders, used smaller end sills, 
employed a Cleveland-Chicago style wood 
roof, and used chamfered corners on the 
body.  Cars numbered 90000-90999 
appeared to be the same body as the 
60600-66649 cars except for two extra truss 
rods that gave the car an 80,000 pound 
capacity.  A few other notes:  the New 
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York Central and Hudson River used both 
New York and Westinghouse air brakes on 
these cars and in 1896 the running boards 
were changed from twenty inches wide to 
twenty-four inches wide and started using 
an uncoupling lever that went all the way 
across the end of the car.  

End view of late body style boxcar. (Historic 
New England Photo) 

Color and Lettering 

Early body style boxcar. (Historic New 
England Photo) 

Color information unfortunately is not 
well documented for these cars.  The cars 
numbered 52000-60599 in builder photos 
show a light colored body with dark 
lettering.   

An 1876 newspaper from Harrisburg PA, 
the Patriot printed an article that describes 
New York Central and Hudson River 
Grain Line cars as the body being “straw” 
color with black lettering, and that is 
probably what the cars in the early 1890s 
were painted.  

Builder’s photo. (1895 Car Builder’s 
Dictionary Photo) 

Early body style with lettering that appeared 
before 1896. (Kyle Coble Collection) 

Articles printed in the railroad journals of 
the time tell us that the trucks and all iron 
parts were painted a gloss black.  Some of 
you may remember a photograph of this 
car that appeared in the 1895 and 1898 Car 
Builder’s Dictionary, which shows the car 
body and iron works painted a light color; 
however, this was probably done only for 
this photograph.  The car pictured in both 
editions is of a car built in 1892 or 1893.  
Cars that were built after 1898 that were 
numbered 60600-66649 and numbered 
90000-90999 were painted a dark color.  I 
haven’t been able to find evidence to tell 
me whether the body color was red or 
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brown; however, a specification record 
originally dated January 1900 and re-dated 
May 1901, written by the New York 
Central and Hudson River railroad’s 
Motive Department for the Pullman 
Company tells us, “All metal parts of the 
truck frames to be given one coat of 
approved red lead paint, or carbon paint, 
and one coat of car body color.  All other 
exposed ironwork of body and trucks 
must receive a coat of Sherwin-Williams 
Company’s black for iron”.  Additionally 
it tells us that the lettering was white.    

These cars carried different lettering over 
its production life as illustrated at the end 
of this article.   Around 1905 the cars 
received the New York Central herald and 

all of the cars were repainted with a dark 
color.  Up until the cars were repainted, it 
would have been perfectly normal to see 
all of the lettering styles with dark and 
light cars together.  Ironically it is this 
diversity that makes modeling before or 
around 1905 fun but also frustrating. 

Renumbering and Modifications  

The cars were renumbered after the 
consolidation in 1914 of the New York 
Central and Hudson River with other 
railroads to form the New York Central 
Railroad Company.  All of these cars still 
in service would eventually receive steel 
under frames, iron grab ladders on the end 
and side of car, extra end strapping, metal 
roofs, and some new doors. 

Car showing lettering and paint after 1905. (University of Pittsburg Photo) 

Cars that were numbered 52000-60599 
were renumbered to 187000-193999.  Cars 
that were originally numbered 60600-
66049 were renumbered to 194600-200049.  
The 1917 valuation report lists 621 of these 
cars with wood under frames and 2787 
with “composite steel” under frames. All 

of the were originally numbered 66050-
66649 were renumbered to 200050-200649.  
The 1917 valuation report lists 80 of these 
cars with wood under frames and 301 with 
“composite steel” under frames.  Cars that 
were originally numbered 90000-90999 
were renumbered to 211000-211999.  The 
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1917 valuation report lists 164 of these cars 
with wood under frames and 774 with 
“composite steel” under frames.” (The 
Valuation Report and N. Y. C. 1924 
Diagram book from which the information 
in the previous paragraph comes from was 
provided to the author by Ray Breyer.) 

Starting in 1892 and over the next ten 
years, there were more than ten thousand 
of these cars built.  In 1917 there were still 
over six thousand on the road.  Eight years 
later in 1925 those numbers had quickly 
dropped to less than 1,000 cars and by 
1930 there were less than 200.  In 1938 
there were still a few cars hanging on, but 
there were only a small handful.    

Modeling 

These cars would be fairly easy to model 
using basic scratch building techniques.  
Fox trucks and decals are available 
commercially.  I have modeled an early 
version and a late version of this car in 
HO-scale.  The body and trucks for both 
cars were drawn in the computer and then 
were printed by Shapeways.  The early 
version with its hardware, lettering, straw 
color, and early style Fox trucks represent 
a car from 1896.  I chose to make my car a 
straw color by mixing four parts Vallejo 
Model Color white to one part Polly Scale 
Reefer yellow.  The decals were done 
using my artwork and Micro-Scale decal 
paper.   

The late car represents a car that was built 
in St. Louis by the American Car & 
Foundry and delivered in April of 1900.  
The decals were done by Rail Graphics 
from my art work.  I chose to paint the car 
MicroLux Railroad Tie Brown. 

Both cars were weathered with chalk.  

The Finished Models  

 

 

 

 

Finally 

This article is the result of hours of 
research through every available resource 
I could think of, and still there are 
questions left unanswered mainly 
regarding body color and hard dates of 
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lettering styles and designs.  I tell you this 
because as a writer for a historical society I 
take the responsibility of reporting correct 
and accurate information seriously.  I am 
disappointed that I can’t nail down some 
of these issues, but the truth is, this is often 
the nature of early era model railroading.  
This is not to say that there is not valuable 
information here for you to accurately 
model a New York Central and Hudson 
River standard thirty-five foot boxcar, but 
to alert you that, you now know what I 
know, and that you will have to decide 
what is right for you.   

 

If anyone has corrections, comments, 
information, or photographs that you 
would like to share regarding these cars, I 
would enjoy hearing from you.  Please 
contact me through the editor. 

 

 

These photos show the real boxcar (upper) and Kyle’s model (Lower). 
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These photos and the ones on the previous page show the excellent results that Kyle obtained with 
his drawing skills and the 3-D printing.  Of course his attention to detail and care in modeling 
resulted in two fine examples of these early NYC & HR boxcars.  Kyle’s continued development of 
these early NYC cars provide some outstanding models of the early days of the railroad that are not 
available anywhere else.  We appreciate Kyle’s technical skills and his devotion to historical 
research that provide us with these examples of the early days of the NYCS. 
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Article by Bob Shaw & Fabian 
Beltran 

Photos by Bob except as noted 

 

A Lionel LegacyTM Mohawk passes over a 
double crossover along the NYC Water Route 
on Bob Shaw’s O-scale layout.   

In contrast to publications that present a 
comprehensive view of model railroad 
layout design and construction, this article 
recaps the process used to build my latest 
O-gauge layout, along with tips gained 
from constructing previous ones during 
the past 30 years.  Hopefully, sharing my 
successes and mistakes will help make 
your layout building experience more 
enjoyable.  I would like to thank my friend 
Fabian Beltran for his great ideas and 
applying his layout knowledge and for 
scenery skills to help me convert an idea 
into a smooth running railroad.  

Mohawks were a common sight along the 

NYC Water Level Route. According to 
Railroad Magazine, #2797 was a L2A built by 
ALCO between 1925 and 1926.  Its drivers 
measured 69 inches and it tipped the scale at 
363,400 pounds. 

 
NYC Timetable from December 5, 1948 offered 
travelers an exciting journey home along The 
Scenic Water Level Route for the holidays. 
 
This is Part 3 in our layout series that 
discusses changing layout plans during 
construction to improve operation, along 
with track laying tips.  Please feel free to 
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bypass a section if you’re already familiar 
with a particular tip.  Before we begin, 
here’s a short recap of the previous two 
articles as background.   

 
Background - The NYC Began in My 
Backyard  

 
Article One explained I was born in 
Schenectady, NY, and the NYC was 
“born” in my “backyard” as the Mohawk 
& Hudson RR when chartered in 1826.  On 
September 24, 1831 - the Opening Day of 
the M&H - the famous DeWitt Clinton 
pulled three cars between Albany and 
Schenectady, NY in a record time of 47 
minutes versus taking an entire day to 
traverse the distance on the Erie Canal. 
The M&H became the Albany & 
Schenectady RR on April 19, 1847 before 
being incorporated into the NYC in 1853 
when Erastus Corning merged 10 railroads 
across New York State to form the New 
York Central System between Albany and 
Buffalo. 

 
On September 24, 1831 - the Opening Day of 
the Mohawk & Hudson RR - the Dewitt 
Clinton pulled three cars between Albany and 
Schenectady, NY in a record time of 47 
minutes, signaling the beginning of the end for 
the Erie Canal.   

Schenectady, home of General Electric and 
ALCO is the city that proudly proclaimed 
it “Lights and Hauls the World” during its 
boom years. 

 
This postcard shows the American 
Locomotive Company in the early 1900s, 
which was located near the Erie Canal in 
downtown Schenectady, NY. 
 
The ALCO plant produced more than 
75,000 locomotives including many 
famous New York Central steam engines 
such as the Dreyfuss Hudson that was the 
star of the 1939 World’s Fair. 

 
The streamlined Dreyfuss Hudson was built 
by ALCO for speed and good looks.  It helped 
place the Twentieth Century Limited on the 
short list of elite passenger travel.  
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My interest in the NYC was fostered by 
seeing “lightning stripe” engines in the 
ALCO production yard and by frequent 
train trips to Buffalo, NY to see my dad’s 
family or excursions to New York City 
through the picturesque Hudson River 
Valley.  These memories sparked the idea 
to build a layout that was a creative 
“interpretation” of this famous route.   
 
Background - Narrowing Down the 
Options  

 
I chose to model the mid-1940s through 
the early 1950s as both steam and diesel 
were operational then.  For my NYC 
layout, I referred to layouts in publications 
and on-line, and incorporated ideas from 
various layouts into a new layout that 
satisfied all of the Priories in Table 1. 

 
Because I chose “track and operation” as a 
priority over “scenic reality”, much of my 
layout doesn’t model actual NYC routes.  
However, the backdrop creatively 
represents the Water Level Route by 
incorporating the Hudson River Valley, 
Bear Mountain Bridge and Catskill 
Mountains, along with typical towns, 

villages and farms found across New York 
state.   
 
Background - CAD Software Helps Turn 
Your Ideas into Reality  
 

 
To convert these ideas into an O-gauge 
layout, I found “RR-Track”TM to be an 
excellent software program, as it lets you 
create your own layout track-section by 
track-section on a grid that approximates 
the available space allocated to your 
layout. For example, I was fortunate to 
have 35.75 x 14 feet available for my NYC 
layout, which converted into a grid and 
layout. 

 
RR-Track lets you see your layout in a variety 
of views, such as this one that shows an 
earlier layout design on a grid with 12-inch 
squares.   
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This software permits you to visualize 
your layout in “Terrain” and “3-D” views.  

 
RR Track Layout - Terrain View on Computer 
Monitor 

 
I like the RR Track 3-D View best as it 
provides a perspective of the final layout,t so 
you can finetune the ideal placement of 
buildings, accessories and other items prior to 
construction.   
 
Background - Bench Work and Backdrop 
Configuration  
 
Modular construction was used for the 
benchwork.  A series of 4’ x 8’, and 2’ x 8’, 
tables, plus some custom sections, were 
used to create a 35.75’ x 14.0’  
configuration. (For benchwork and 

backdrop construction details, please see 
Article One of this series in the 3rd Quarter 
2014 Edition of NYC Modeler.  For layout 
wiring tips, please see Article Two in the 
4th Quarter 2014 Edition.) 

 
A series of ‘4 x 8’ and 2’ x 8’ tables join with 
custom sections to create layout benchwork 
that’s strong, level, and practically seamless!   
 
Layout Changes Are Inevitable 
 
After months of fine tuning my layout 
with numerous RR Track CAD design 
models, a walk-in configuration was 
chosen for the NYC Water Route layout. 
While this plan was designed for easy 
access, long track runs and broad curves, 
turntable, roundhouse and yard 
operations and numerous sidings, the 
imagination in a plan often needs to be 
changed when being converted into reality 
during construction.   

 
The walk-in center section of the layout can be 
seen in this end-view image. 
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Most layout changes focused on making more room for buildings, smoothing track flow, 
and extending sidings, or making them double-ended for easier train access.  These changes 
can be seen in a side-by-side comparison of the Original Plan and the Revised Plan. 
Original Plan:  Limited room for buildings, complex track routes and short or unconnected sidings. 

 
 

 

Revised Plan: More room for buildings, smoother track flow, and extended sidings can be seen in 
this Revised CAD Layout Plan.    
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• In the revised plane on the left side, 
note that sidings 1, 2, 3 and 5 were 
reconfigured for smoother 
operation and/or extended into 
double-ended sidings. 

   
• Sidings 4 were lengthened to 

accommodate additional 
accessories and buildings, such as a 
maintenance shed 13 and single-
stall engine house 14, which was 
relocated from next to the 
roundhouse, as it blocked the view 
of trains entering or leaving the 
roundhouse. 

 
• Looking at the center section of the 

layout shows that switch 6 was 
relocated to the upper part of the 
loop, and a double-track curved 
siding was added to reach a large, 
two-stall engine house 15, which 
was relocated from the right front 
side in the Original Plan to make 
room for additional buildings.   
 

• Note, the three sidings 7A, and two 
sidings 7B, were also eliminated to 
make room for a city by freeing-up 
the middle of the left and right side 
loops.  

 
The right side of the layout changed 
significantly, too:  
 

• S-curve 8 was replaced with 
straight track on the elevated loop.  
Track below the elevated loop was 
reconfigured by replacing 
redundant Loop 9A in the original 

plan with wye 9B in the revised 
version, which creates independent 
loop 10 while connecting the right 
and left sides.  

• A Lionel Bascule Bridge 11 was 
relocated, so it crosses over a 
recessed stream next to the truss 
bridges that will support the 
elevated loop.    

 
One major revision called for relocating a 
Lionel Bascule Bridge to span a stream 
next to truss bridges (under construction) 
that will support an elevated loop. 
 
• Finally, three girder bridges 12 are 

being installed to cross a stream 
that will flow through this area.   

 

For added interest, 
three girder bridges 
are being installed 
across a stream (under 
construction) near the 
two-stall engine 
house.	  
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• Additional girder bridges span the 
other end of the stream near the 
Hellgate Bridge. 

 
When connected, the other end of the stream 
shown in the last image will flow under two 
girder bridges and a massive Hellgate Bridge.   

 
Track Tip 1 - Choose Track and Switches 
that Appeal to You 
 
Many O-scale track options are available 
today.  Choosing track that’s right for you 
depends on the size of your layout, the 
track and switch look that you like best, 
and a number of other factors that are the 
subject of dozens of books devoted to track 
selection and configuration.  Purchasing 
and studying a few of these before 
designing your layout is a good idea, as is 
discussing the “pros” and “cons” of track 
that your friends installed on their layouts.   
 
I use GarGraves “phantom” track with a 
black center rail because it resembles real 
track, and I had boxes of 37.25-inch 
straight sections on-hand, along with “pre-
formed” curved sections. Because bending 
GarGraves straight track to a consistent 
radius is time consuming, I opted to buy 
pre-formed curved sections that form 54-, 

63-, 72-, 80- and 89-inch diameter curves.  
Additional curved track sections by Ross 
Custom Switches were available from a 
previous layout including pieces that form 
54-, 64-, 72- and 80-inch diameter curves. I 
found    Pre-formed curves improve the 
appearance and operating performance of 
my layout. 

 
Using pre-formed curved track sections 
insures consistent size loops and smooth 
operation.  From top to bottom, Ross Custom 
Switches 80- and 72- with Gargraves 63- and 
54-diameter sections below. 
Track Tip 2 - Label Each Curved Track 
Section Before Installation  
 
Because many articles and approaches 
exist regarding laying track, I’ll present a 
short overview of the process used on my 
layout, along with some tips that were 
learned along the way.   
 
One tip is to label each curved track 
section with the name of the manufacturer 
and the diameter using a china marker, 
which can be rubbed off after installation.  
For example, this curved is GarGraves 
with a 63-inch diameter.  Labeling each 
pre-formed curved track section allows me 
to quickly identify GarGraves and Ross 
Custom Switches track, along with its 
diameter.  While some curved track has 
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the diameter printed on the back, writing 
it on the front lets me identify each section 
at a glance, which speeds-up installation.  
This is particularly helpful when building 
transition curves that combine different 
diameter track. 

 
Because it’s often difficult to tell the diameter 
of one size pre-formed curved track section 
from another, I use a china marker to write 
the manufacturer and track diameter on each 
section, such as 63-inch diameter Gargraves.  
After installation, it’s easy to rub-off the 
china marker information. 
 
This is one of the most important tips that 
I learned over the years. Whenever 
possible, use the largest diameter curves 
and switches for mainline track that will fit 
into your configuration. The result is 
smoother running long passenger cars and 
locomotives with long wheel 
arrangements.  Broad curves look more 
realistic, provide a long path for trains to 
travel, and dramatically lessen the chance 
of derailments.  Of course, your available 
space will determine the maximum size 
curves you can use on your layout.       
 
Most mainline curves on my layout have 
an 80- or 72-inch diameter, while switches 
are 72-inch  or have an 11-degree angle 

that permits a train to pass effortlessly 
from one track to another. 

 
Whenever possible, use the largest diameter 
curves and switches for mainline track that 
will fit your layout, such as this 72-inch curve.   

 
Most switches on my layout have a 72-inch 
outer diameter, or an 11-degree angle that 
permits trains to effortlessly pass from one 
track to another.   
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Available space required using several curved 
switches with a 72-inch outer and 54-inch 
inner diameter, which is the smallest on the 
layout.   
 
Track Tip 4 - Cut Access Hatches to 
Reach All Parts of the Layout    
 

When planning my layout, I placed a 
number of lift-up access hatches on the 
tabletops to permit easy access to all track 
for installation, maintenance, cleaning, and 
righting derailments.  Most people can 
reach 30-inches when standing on the 
floor, and 36-inches or more when 
standing on a short bench. I built one 
using plywood pieces that were left over 
after making the layout tables.  It measures 
36” x 12” x 9.5” high. 

 
This photo shows Bob’s friend Fabian 
standing in an open hatch adjusting a derailed 
car.    

 
 
Bob built a small plywood bench to increase 
table reach to 36 inches or more, as 
demonstrated by his friend Fabian.     
 
Access hatches can be cut into the tabletop 
so they lift out, or are left open, depending 
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on your plan.  While buildings can be 
placed on an access hatch and easily lifted 
when opening the hatch, track should not 
be laid over them.    

 
While track shouldn’t be installed over lift-
out hatches, placing and securing light 
buildings on them works well as everything 
can be lifted-out as a unit.   (That must be Bob 
under there.) 
   
Track Tip 5 - Place Unconnected Track on 
Your Table Top First   
 
This sounds intuitive.  However, starting 
to connect track based on a plan often 
leads to having to disassemble it when the 
reality of seeing track on the actual layout 
doesn’t match your plan, or your “vision”.  
After your plan is completed and printed, 
simply lay the track sections on the 
tabletop.  You don’t have to connect them 
together, just lay them on top of each other 
at the ends to see how they look and fit 
your plan.  I made a number of track 
modifications after doing this.  
  

 
When your design is completed, lay track on 
the layout top to get a general idea of how it 
matches your plan. 
 
Track Tip 6 - Scribe Curve Centerline 
Arcs and Snap Track Centerlines   

Once you’re satisfied with how the final 
layout looks when it’s placed on your 
tabletop, remove a curved section and 
scribe the curve’s arc using a yardstick 
with different radii marked on it.  For 
example, to scribe an 80-inch diameter 
curve, the yardstick would be marked at 
40-inches.  Then drill a small hole at the 
40-inch mark that’s large enough to hold a 
pencil point when it’s inserted into the 
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hole.  Next, anchor the other end of the 
yardstick with a nail so the arc intersects 
with the straight track line and draw the 
arc.  (Note: the diameter of the arc is the 
centerline of the curve where the center 
rail is located.)  After all lines are scribed, 
curved track can be precisely laid using 
the arc centerline as a guide. 

 
After you’re satisfied with the track 
configuration, remove a section of curved 
pieces and scribe the curve’s arc using a 
yardstick and pencil as a compass. 

 
Once curves are scribed, lay curved track using 
the centerline as a guide.  
 
After scribing curve diameters, these 
centerlines need to be connected to 
straight section centerlines.  Use a straight 
edge and marker for short runs, and snap 
a chalk line for long runs. Working on one 
section of curves and associated straight 
track at a time lets you systematically 
complete each section before moving on to 

the next one.  Now it’s time to lay and glue 
the cork roadbed along the centerlines. 

 
Snapping a caulk line is an easy way to create 
centerlines for straight track.   

Track Tip 7 - Use This Easy Way to Glue 
Roadbed  
 
For roadbed materials, I purchased six 
cases of Midwest Products “O” cork 
roadbed, a case of Liquid Nails® Interior 
Projects Construction Adhesive, and two 
caulk guns.  I recommend buying caulk 
guns with a stop lever on them to avoid 
having to deal with excess glue during, 
and after, application. 
 
A case of “O” cork roadbed contains 25 
pieces, which are 2 5/8” x 36” long.  Each 
piece has beveled edges and is scored 
down the middle so it can be easily 
separated into to two halves.  The first step 
is to paint each piece.  Inexpensive spray 
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primer can be used, although rolling on a 
thin coat of grey latex paint is faster.   
 
After the paint dries, separate each piece 
into two halves.  (Note that there is a 
smooth edge and a rough edge on each 
half.  Place the smooth side so it faces the 
outside to enhance the overall look of your 
roadbed.)   

 
Liquid Nails® Adhesive secures cork roadbed 
to the layout top.  Purchasing a caulk gun 
with stop lever minimizes cleanup of excess 
adhesive. 
 
Next, apply adhesive by squeezing it out 
of the caulk gun in a single strip, stop the 
flow from the “gun”, and evenly spread 
the adhesive with a small piece of scrap 
roadbed cork or wood  

 

Place the glued roadbed strip on the table 
top using the inked or chalked center line 
as a guide and press it down with a rubber 
roller to insure a tight bond. 

 
After applying adhesive to a cork roadbed 
strip, place it on the layout top using the 
inked or chalk centerline as a guide. 

 
Running a rubber roller over a cork strip after 
applying adhesive ensures a strong bond. 
 
Then secure the cork strip in place with 
#19 half-inch wire nails. Rather than 
pounding them in all the way, simply 
pound them in to a depth that secures the 
cork roadbed in place until the glue dries, 
when they can be easily removed with 

The bead of 
adhesive 
should be 
spread evenly 
over the back 
of the cork 
roadbed using 
a scrap piece of 
cork or a stick.	  
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pliers.  Once one half of the cork strip 
dries, apply glue to the second half, snug it 
up against the glued section, roll it and 
secure it with small nails. 
   

 
 
 
 
Curves usually require shorter pieces of 
cork roadbed to span the diameter, and 
additional nails to hold them in place 
during drying.  Be sure to stagger the 
seams of the cork roadbed for a more 
realistic look.   
 
Cork roadbed under switches can be 
configured by cutting the cork and gluing 
it into place as shown in the image above. 
 

 
 

Cork sheets measuring 36” x 12” were 
used for three track mainlines and sidings 
located along the back of the layout in 
front of the backdrop. I beveled the edges 
of the cork with a rasp plane before rolling 
on a coat of grey paint.  Centerlines were 
snapped onto the cork with chalk, and 
then inked for greater visibility, as a guide 
for laying track.   

 
Cork sheets measuring 36” x 12” were painted 
gray and used for roadbed for three mainlines 
and sidings in front of the backdrop 
 
Because building a layout can take 
months, and even years, it’s a good idea to 
lay mainline track first in a configuration 
that permits train operation.  While 
operation might be limited to a loop or 
two, being able to enjoy running trains 
during the process is gratifying, and 

After applying 
adhesive and 
rolling cork 
roadbed strips, 
secure them 
with half-inch, 
#19 wire nails 
that are 
driven-in half 
way for easy 
removal when 
the adhesive 
dries.	  

Cork roadbed under switch 
machines can be configured 
by cutting cork strips and 
gluing into place so they fit 
the contour of the switch.  	  
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reassuring that all of the work you’ll put 
into completing the full-scale layout is 
worth the time and effort. 
 
After the roadbed adhesive is dry, the next 
process begins by laying track using the 
centerline of the cork as a guide.  I found 
that the most useful tool for keeping track 
sections straight is to rest them against a 
six foot metal level that was used 
extensively when building the layout 
bench work and leveling the tops. 

  
Holding track against the edge of a six-foot 
level assures the track remained straight when 
drilling holes and screwing it to the roadbed.  
            
Hold the heavy level against the edges of 
straight track ties when drilling track 
screw holes, and fastening the screws to 
maintain alignment.  To speed the process, 
I used two cordless drills. 

 
To speed track installation, I used two 
cordless drills holding a bit to drill a pilot 
hole in track ties and a Phillips head bit to 
screw the tie to the table. 
 

One holds a drill that makes a pilot hole  
through the track tie and roadbed into the 
table, while the other holds a Phillips head 
bit used to drive black Gargraves Track 
Screws into the tabletop.   

 
To avoid splitting a track tie, drill a pilot 
through the tie and cork roadbed into the 
layout tabletop. 

 
Phillips head Gargraves track screws are used 
to secure track throughout the layout.  They’re 
hardly noticeable as they blend well with the 
track tie color. 
 
To avoid splitting the wood track rail 
when driving a screw, only drive it in 
about three-quarters of the way with the 
cordless drill and finish screwing it tight 
with a manual Phillips head screwdriver.  
While some modelers suggest 
countersinking screw holes in the ties, ties 
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can split easily during the process.  
Furthermore, I found the color of the 
Gargraves screws closely matched ties so 
they were hardly noticeable.   
 
Track Tip 9 - Install “Invisible” Track 
Feeders 

A great way to improve the appearance of 
GarGraves or Ross Custom Switches track 
is to install invisible power feeders under 
the track. The idea isn’t new, but worth 
reviewing as the result is excellent.   

 

Installing invisible power feeders is a great 
way to improve the appearance of GarGraves 
and Ross Custom Switches track. 

I started by gluing cork roadbed to the 
layout top, and used staples to keep it in 
place until the glue dried.  Then I drilled 
two half-inch holes in the roadbed using a 
jig. Holes in the jig align with the center 
track rail and outer track rail. Using the jig 
with pre-drilled holes helps ensure 
consistent placement of the holes.  Using a 
larger board for the jig allows me to press 
firmly on the board when drilling, which 

flattens the cork, to produce a relatively 
clean hole.   

 
First, Bob made a jig with pre-drilled holes. It 
helped him drill two half-inch holes in the 
roadbed with consistent alignment.   

 
Holes align with the center track rail and 
outer track rail.  Using a large board for the 
jig allowed him to press firmly on the board 
when drilling to maintain alignment. 
 
I used 16-gauge, two-conductor wire to 
make the power feeders. The two ring 
connectors are pushed through the holes 
from the bottom, with the red wire going 
through the center hole and black wire 
going through the top hole. 
 
After sliding the ties on the GarGraves 
track apart, the ring connectors are pushed 
into the slot in the bottom of each rail … 
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the red wire ring slips into center rail, 
while black wire ring slips into top outer 
rail.   

 
Two-conductor, 16-gauge wire is used to make 
the power feeder.  The two ring connectors are 
pushed through holes from the bottom.  The 
red wire runs though the center hole, and the 
black wire runs through the top outer-rail 
hole.   

 
Ring connectors are pushed into the slot in the 
bottom of each GarGraves rail…the red wire 
ring slips into the center rail, while black wire 
ring slips into the top outer rail.   

The rails will hold the ring connectors 
firmly in place when the ties are 
sandwiched back together to secure them.  
The result is feeders that are almost 
invisible, as can be seen below.  Note the 
jumper wire that connects the two outer 
rails.  These are placed approximately 
every three feet along the track to maintain 
continuity between the two outer rails. 

 
The feeders become almost invisible when 
connected this way. 
 
The two spade connectors are connected to 
the positive and negative terminals on the 
wiring block below the layout. The red 
wire connects to the A terminal (positive), 
while the black wire connects to the 
negative ground bar to complete the 
circuit through the power bus loop.  It 
runs from the transformer positive and 
negative terminals to power blocks located 
every 8’ to 10’ around the perimeter of the 
layout.  This permits short runs when 
connecting track anywhere on the layout. 
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The red and black feeder wires in the photo on 
the last page are shown here connecting, and 
the two yellow spade connectors are attached 
to the wiring block below the layout.  They 
can be seen on the left side of this image 
encased in blue insulation.  The red wire 
connects to the A terminal (positive), and the 
black wire connects to the ground bar 
(negative). 
 
Track Tip 10 - Install Sidings for 
Operating Flexibility and Visual Interest    
 
If you’re interested in realistic, multi-train 
operation, having a number of well 
thought-out sidings will give you many 
places for train passing/parking, building 
consists, conducting industrial business, 
and operating lots of operating Lionel that 
are an important feature of my layout. The 
placement of 15 layout sidings and seven 
switched sections for turntable and round 
house operation is shown in the next 
graphic.  When possible, adding long, 
double-ended passing sidings, along with 
industrial stub sidings, will give you the 
most operating flexibility and visual 
interest.   

 
This CAD drawing shows the placement of 15 
layout sidings, and seven switched track 
sections for turntable and roundhouse 
operation 
 
To cut sidings and other track to length, I 
use a Dremel® tool with a cutting disc. Be 
sure to remove burrs from track ends with 
a fine file for assembling.  Purchasing a 
Dremel tool chuck saves time when 
changing tools versus having to use a 
slotted wrench to tighten the attachment.  

 
A Dremel® tool with a cutting disc makes 
short work of cutting track to length to fit the 
layout configuration. 
 
Track Tip 11 - Insulate Sidings and Track 
Sections with Trimmer Cord 
 
Because sidings need to be turned “on” 
and “off” to isolate them from other track, 
the center rail of each siding needs to be 
insulated.  The “X”s in the CAD drawing 
on the last page show the location where 
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non-conductive pins are inserted to isolate 
the track.  Plastic or nylon pins can be 
purchased from track manufacturers.  
However, I saved a few dollars by using 
nylon grass trimmer cord to insulate and 
isolate track. 

 
Cutting nylon trimmer cord into short pieces 
and using it to insulate rails is a simple way 
to isolate sidings and other layout areas.  
 
First, use scissors to cut a piece of cord to a 
length of 0.75-inches.  Be sure to make a 
diagonal cut on the cord, so it has a point.  
Make a point on the other end and use 
pliers to insert the insulator into the hole 
in the center rail. 

 
Trimmer cord was used to insulate the center 
rail in this track section.  Be sure to leave a 
small gap between each rail to electrically 
isolate the two rails.   

Then join the two pieces of track together 
being careful to leave a small gap between 
each center rail to be sure it’s isolated. 
 
Track Tip 12 - Add Block Signals and 
Other Trackside Items  
 
Block signals, semaphores, crossing gates, 
and other trackside items make your 
layout more realistic and enjoyable to 
operate.  On my layout, I’ve been 
installing block signals on every switch. 

 
Block signals are installed on every switch to 
indicate if it’s in the straight or curved 
position.  While not prototypical, I can see the 
position of every switch at a glance. 
 
They are operated by a Z-Stuff DZ1008 
relay connected to a Z-Stuff DZ1000 switch 
machine and a Lionel SC-2 TMCC 
controller, shown during the test phase 
before final installation and in the wiring 
diagram. 
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Seen during the test phase, wiring for each 
block signal consists of a Z-Stuff® DZ 1008 
relay connected to a Z-Stuff DZ 1000 switch 
machine and a Lionel SC-2 TMCC® controller.  
 

 
CAD Wiring Diagram of a Z-Stuff DZ 1000 
switch machine and DZ 1008 relay connected 
to a Lionel 153 block signal and SC-2 TMCC 
controller unit. 
 
The result is total remote control of all 
switches and their corresponding block 
signals.  Because I wanted to be able to see 
the position of each switch at a glance, 
each block signal is wired to show “green” 
when the switch is in the straight position, 
and “red” when set in the curved position.  
While this isn’t prototypical, it works well 
on my large layout.  Semaphores, crossing 
gates, and other trackside items will be 
added later.    
   

Track Tip 13 - Elevated Track Adds 
Interest        
 
Watching trains climb an elevated track 
adds interest as it breaks-up the mono-
dimensional look of flat track operation.  
Building a gradual grade that’s less than 
two-percent is the most important aspect 
of constructing an elevated track. The 
image below shows the gradual grade and 
track that’s being laid along the 35-foot 
backdrop.  When completed, the elevated 
track will climb to a 72-inch diameter loop 
that’s 7.50 inches above the mainline 
below.  Details will be presented in a 
future article as construction progresses.        

 
The gradual climb of future elevated track can 
be seen along the backdrop.  It will connect 
with a track loop that will cross several truss 
bridges before heading back down the incline 
through a switch.   
 
Thanks for your interest in this article.  
Article Four will continue to cover 
construction of my NYC Water Level 
Route layout including building a simple 
lift-out bridge, wiring a double-crossover, 
and other ideas that you might want to 
incorporate into your layout.  
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A Lionel 4-6-4 Hudson with Williams 
aluminum cars speeds passengers and mail to 
their destinations along Bob Shaw’s Water 
Level Route layout.  According to Steam 
Locomotives.com, the NYC purchased 275 
Hudsons for their system and subsidiaries, 
receiving delivery of the first one in February 
14, 1927.  ALCO built all but 10 of these 
locomotives, which were designed to pull 16 to 
18 passenger cars at record-setting speeds 
between New York and Chicago.  
   
Details 

RR-Track and RR-Track logo are 
trademarks of R&S Enterprises … 
info@rrtrack.com  

Lionel and TMCC are registered 
trademarks of Lionel, LLC 

Legacy is trademark of Lionel, LLC 
Liquid Nails Adhesive is a registered 

trademark of PPG 
Dremel Tool is a registered trademark of 

Robert Bosch Tool Corp. 
Z-Stuff is a trademark of Z-Stuff for Trains  
	  

 
 
 

Modeling the NYCS 
How do you model the NYCS?  In what 
scale to you model our favorite railroad?  
Do you have a finished layout or do you 
collect for your hobby?  Do you like to buy 
your models ready to run or do you 
kitbash or scratchbuild?  Do you model by 
yourself or do you enjoy having other 
modelers come to your house or do you 
belong to a club? 
 
We would enjoy knowing more about you 
and your modeling.  We can only do that if 
you get in touch with us and offer to do an 
article and send photos so we can share 
your modeling with our readers.  We 
reach over 1500 modelers with each issue 
and we want them to know about you. 
 
Send us an email at NYCSHS@verizon.net 
so we can share your modeling 
experiences. 
 

 
This is a shot of the scratchbuilt 6-stall 
roundhouse on Noel Widdifield’s 1/29-scale 
layout.  We would love to have your layout or 
models featured in our publication.  It only 
takes an email to get started.  We provide lots 
of help.  Join the many who have been featured 
in the NYCentral Modeler. 
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Article by Steve Bratina Photos by Steve
Why would one want to model the 
locomotive used on the Rexall Train? 
Maybe because I didn’t want to wait any 
longer for the jacket to be rolled by the 
local metal shop. This sounds like a lame 
excuse, but it is actually true. 

 

Rexall locomotive at West Albany in 1936. 
(Photo provided by Steve.) 

I had purchased a fairly decent ¾”-scale 
live steam model of a New York Central 
L2 Class Mohawk several years ago and 
after doing some repair work and 
changing it over to burn alcohol, it ended 
up being a very good running locomotive. 
Over time, a problem developed in that 
the paint that I had applied had begun to 
flake off. The engine really started to look 
bad, so after the steaming season of 2012, I 
decided I would tear the engine back 
down, do a bit more rebuilding on it, and 
apply a new jacket that was more 
prototypical looking. By this I mean that it 
would have the proper tapers and all the 
doo dads like wash out plugs, steps, and 
so on. I would also build a new cab, too. 
The engine was stripped right down to the 
frame and the rebuild began.  
 

The mechanical work went along rather 
smoothly and after a few months, the 
engine was running on air. The feedwater 
piping was altered slightly, so I could run 
the lines through the dummy coldwater 
pump on the fireman’s side. I built a pump 
that looked pretty close to what was there, 
but it was only really an elbow for the 
feedwater return to the valve in the cab.  
After some other work on the boiler and 
fittings, it was time to make the new 
jacket. I wanted to use a little heavier sheet 
metal that I could use as a good base for 
the running boards and other detail. The 
problem with this was that rolling the 
jacket sections was beyond my 
capabilities. I tried a small section, but the 
breaks created in the metal during 
bending were not going to make for a 
good job. I decided that the best route to 
take would be to take my drawings to the 
local metal shop and have them roll it. 
They said they could do it, but they were 
busy and it might take a few weeks. Long 
story short, they never called, and they 
also never got around to doing the job. 
While I was waiting, I kept looking 
through some of my New York Central 
material for pictures of the 2998. This was 
the engine I would try to copy. I also kept 
looking at the few pictures of the Rexall 
locomotive thinking that this would be a 
neat engine to model since I had already 
done the Commodore Vanderbilt.  
 
Time kept slipping away waiting for the 
jacket that never came, so one day I 
decided to do a 180 and build the 
streamlined version of the 2873. The 
problem now was that I had only a very 
few pictures of the engine to get details off 
of. After some searching on the web, I 
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found out that the Terminal Railroad 
Association had done an article on the 
Rexall Train in their fall 2000 issue. I 
ordered the magazine and while waiting 
for it to come, I took the HO side elevation 
view of the Commodore Vanderbilt from 
the 1934 Model Craftsman magazine and 
had it blown up to ¾” scale at the local 
printing shop. I then cut the print right 
after the third driver and using existing 
dimensions from other sources, 
lengthened the print to the proper size. In 
the blank section that was created, I drew 
the fourth driver in and also drew in the 
missing parts of the shrouding. I also 
blanked out the two-axle rear trucks and 
drew in a single axle in the right position. I 
now had a basic drawing to use. The 
article from the TRRA arrived and with 
the photos and info in the article, I was 
now ready to go ahead with the project. 

Full size print enlarged from modified HO-
scale plans in 1934 Model Craftsman 
magazine. 

The engine followed closely to the 
shrouding used on the Commodore 
Vanderbilt but this time, I would build a 
much better covering that was screwed 
together instead of soldered and would be 
of a better thickness of material. It would 
also be all sheet metal instead of a mix of 

steel, copper, and brass. Again, I used no 
actual dimensions from any prints but 
would create my own using pictures and 
scaling from them using dimensions of 
certain parts as a guide. The basic framing 
of the engine would be wood like in the 
previous model, and as such, there would 
be no access to the smokebox. This was no 
problem as the engine was alcohol fired. 
As with the Commodore Vanderbilt, the 
crosswise curvature of the top of the 
shroud was eyed to look compatible with 
the few front shots taken of the actual 
engine while on display. The formers were 
cut from ¾” plywood using a cardboard 
template and the sections were made for 
specific areas along the boiler as the 
running board makes two height changes 
along the length of the engine. The 
sections were spaced and held in place 
using doweling again as was done with 
the CV. 

This is a side view of the wooden supporting 
frame. 

The sloping nose frame was also made 
from plywood and the slope of the nose 
was matched with the Model Craftsman 
side view drawing. I certainly wish that I 
had known about this drawing when I was 
doing the Commodore Vanderbilt, as the 
nose on this engine is a bit too steep now 
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that I look at it. Looks good during night 
runs though!  
 
Once the wood frame was to my liking, I 
began on the metal shrouding. Since the 
curve along the top of the boiler was not as 
tight as on the actual boiler, I was able to 
form these pieces without break marks. 
The top casing was done first from the 
front of the engine to the cab. 

 

This photo shows a good view of jacketing. 
(Already painted in this view). 

Next, I tackled the nose section. The 
curved pieces were no problem, but the 
convex shoulders were a bit of a challenge. 
I have a house with no front railing so 
pounding the metal on the wood ball was 
out. Also, the heavier metal used would be 
rather difficult to do. I ended up using a 5” 
piece of pipe to do the work. I placed a 
square section of sheet over the opening of 
the pipe and working from the center out, 
beating the sheet metal with a small ball 
peen hammer, I formed the convex shape I 
needed. Using cardboard to make a 
template, the curved sheet metal was 
marked out and cut with tin snips. 

 

Completed & painted nose section.)

View of completed jacket and nose section 
already painted. 

Looking closely at some of the pictures of 
the engine, there were a few rivets 
showing on the side sheets, so I embossed 
them in with my rivet punch. Again, these 
were placed where they looked like they 
should be. The running boards were 
straight forward only this time I included 
opening doors over the valve gear, so I 
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could lubricate the parts. There were no 
such doors on the actual engine of this 
style, but a little artistic licence was 
needed for servicing.  The sides and 
running boards were joined with 0-90 
screws and formed angle pieces and the 
whole unit was fastened to the wood 
frame using tiny wood screws just like on 
the model of the Commodore Vanderbilt. 
Next, it was on to the cab. 
 
The cab was fabricated using pictures of 
L2 Mohawks for dimensions. This was 
because the sides, front, and back of the 
cab were not really changed that much 
from the un-streamlined engines. Only the 
cab roof was modified to fit the top of the 
streamlining better. The unit was again 
held together with 0-90 screws and was 
also fastened to the rest of the engine with 
the same.  

Fabricated cab in primer paint. 

At this point, the shrouding was complete. 
It was time to prime the engine and get 
ready for painting. This was where I was 
glad I did the Rexall engine because it 
would be there to remind me where I 
could go for aspirin with the headaches 
that were about to begin! 
 

 

Nose section in primer. 

The T.R.R.A. article made mention that the 
engine was painted Royal Blue with white 
sides and a black top. The article then 
mentioned later that the lettering on the 
side was thought to have been red but 
some remember it as being orange. Red, 
white and blue. Good colors for an 
American locomotive. I do all of my 
painting outside during good weather so 
at that time, we had some hot but not too 
humid days for me to paint. The loco was 
primed and then allowed to sit for a week. 
Next the white was applied and again the 
engine sat for a week. Next we masked the 
white and applied the blue. A week later, 
the engine was masked for the application 
of the black. The paint that I used was a 
shaker can of automotive lacquer from the 
local auto store. As mentioned in the 
T.R.R.A. and other articles, there is no 
color picture of the engine or train so I 
went with what was readily available. This 
would make touch ups a breeze. I am 
fairly certain however that I got the white 
dead on! 
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Jacket after the application of gloss black 
paint. 

While the painting was going on for 
several weeks, I started to work on the 
lettering for the side of the engine. The 
local hobby shop had decal sheets for 
printing up your own stuff so that is what 
I used. Using a tiny side view of the 
locomotive from the article, I blew this up 
to size for this engine. It of course was 
rather blurry, but it gave me a guide with 
which to start. There were REXALL 
signature letters available from some 
sources, but this was not what was painted 
on the engine by the West Albany Shops. 

 

Improper Rexall lettering. 

The “R” was slightly different and the “x” 
had square ends on it. 

 

Actual lettering on engine. 

 

Blown up view of lettering used to make decal 
transfer. 

Also the “e” and “a” were different, so I 
would need to draw this freehand and try 
to get it as close as possible. I used an 
overhead machine and clear overhead 
sheets to trace the Rexall drawn on paper 
to the clear plastic sheet. For color, I used 
red Sharpie pens. I would have a good 
start on the lettering then would make a 
mistake and start again. I made lots of 
mistakes or didn’t like the way a letter 
looked so I went through, a lot of 
overheads until I got one that looked close. 
 
I then used our copier to transfer the 
lettering to the decal sheet, but the red 
looked a bit funny. I now had to work 
with the copier until I got a red I liked. I 
made up my decal set and was ready to 
apply it to the engine. I cut the decal to 
size and placed it into the tray of water 
and then ZZZZZIIIIIIPPPP! All the letters 
bled off. I forgot to use sealer on the decal. 
Back to the copier for another set. This 
time I sprayed the decal with the sealer 
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and was good to go. I applied the letters 
and after a couple of days, coated the 
engine with clear lacquer to seal the deal. 
The engine looked pretty good now. My 
wife thought the red was a bit much but 
thought it was a good color combination. I 
was happy and ready to move on to the 
next part until........the New York Central 
System Historical Society got my attention. 
 
I don’t remember exactly how it came 
about but I ended up receiving an article 
by Carl Kantola, which mentioned that the 
lettering was the same blue as on the 
engine. This article was done previous to 
the T.R.R.A. 2000 article so I thought it 
might be wrong. Lesson learned? NEVER 
DOUBT THE NEW YORK CENTRAL 
SYSTEM HISTORICAL SOCIETY! The 
lettering had to come off. The sides were 
removed from the engine and the decal 
stripped off. Next I had to repair the paint 
since the clear coat left a ridge where the 
decal was. Now I had to make a blue THE 
REXALL TRAIN decal but the problem 
now was trying to exactly match the blue 
letters with the blue on the engine. I tried 
several different printing solutions, but the 
blue was off enough to notice. It got so 
frustrating at time I thought I should 
repaint the engine into black, white, and 
grey just like in the pictures but that 
would only work in a black and white 
world. My wife was quite sympathetic and 
helped with suggestions. I think she was 
the one who said to take it to the local sign 
shop. 

That is what I ended up doing. There they 
had many shades of blue vinyl from which 
to choose. Once the closest one was 
selected they made a scan of the letters 
and were even able to fix up the alignment 
and a slight goof before printing the vinyl 

decals. It came out just fine. I taped the 
letters to the side of the engine as they 
suggested for alignment purposes, and 
then peeled the back and slowly applied 
the lettering. Each word, “THE”, 
“REXALL”, and “TRAIN”, were done 
separately. Once finished, I stood back and 
marvelled at the REXALL creation. It was 
about then that I noticed that the word 
spacing on one side was 1/8” off. Holy 
Cow! Well, it was going to have to stay 
that way since these vinyl letters are on for 
good and you can’t see both sides at the 
same time anyway. I gave a clear coat to 
the sides and reapplied them to the 
engine. 

 

 

The locomotive is nearing completion with 
most of the paint and lettering in place. 

I then later found out that the color for the 
front plate was wrong, too. Instead of red, 
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it should have been the same blue as the 
engine. This info came from an article by 
Adrian Buyse. The plate was removed and 
the background painted blue.   

Looking good for now, but a surprise about 
the font logo was awaiting me. 

Oops!! Wrong color front plate! 

So at this point in time, the engine WAS 
now done and the tender is next to build. I 
had a good start on it and planned to have 
it ready for paint so I could take the engine 
to the New Jersey Live Steamers meet at 
the end of the month.  

 
Aluminum fabricated tender frame. 

Tender sides cut and ready to apply rivets. 

Forming the top curve on the tender. 

Close up of embossed rivets on the tender. 

In researching this locomotive, most of the 
information was through pictures. While 
they gave no indication of the color, it 
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showed the sheet metal work on the 
engine and some rivet detail. When it 
came to the final color, this was where the 
challenge occurred. The TRRA article 
mentioning about the red or orange color 
of the lettering ended up being 
misleading. After contacting the magazine, 
they changed direction and now go with 
the blue lettering. I wonder what 
happened to the people they asked 
originally about the color. The Kantola 
article also had a mistake. He mentioned 
that the only identification that the engine 
carried showing it as a New York Central 
engine was a small NYC and number on 
the rear of the cab. In actual fact, the side 
of the tender had New York Central on it. I 
now think that the Commodore Vanderbilt 
may have been painted black with white 
lettering but quickly changed over to the 
grey and silver. The early pictures gave me 
this impression but there is no way I am 
going to repaint that engine again!    
 
Well, that is the tale of the Rexall 
locomotive. It was quite a trying project 
but it was also a very satisfying project up 
to this point. It had many trying times but 
I think everything will come out OK. I 
think the best way to end this story would 
be to quote a famous American. 
 
“And now you know.....the rest of the 
story. Good Day!”   

 

 

Photo on the left is of the Rexall Mohawk 
after streamlining at West Albany Shop in 
1936. 

Photo above is a front view of the Rexall 
Mohawk 2873 showing air scoops in back of 
the side steps and at the stack. (Both photos 
from the Carl F. Kantola Collection, 
NYCSHS) 

Editor’s note: Every photo that we could find on 
the Rexall Mohawk was in black and white, so we 
were unable to help Steve with his questions about 
the color of the NYC oval on the front of this loco. 

 

Last issues mystery photo was of a snow melter and 
it was correctly identified by member, Hannu 
Luukannel, of Helsinki, Finland. 
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Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop 
As a NYCSHS member you enjoy a 20% discount on many of the items in the store.  We offer 
a wide-selection of models, engineering drawing CDs & DVDs, movie DVDs, NYCSHS 
calendars, a large collection of books on the NYCS, hats, T-shirts, sweatshirts, jackets, polo 
shirts, dress shirts, towels, blankets, plaques, patches, mousepads, cups, and art prints -- all 
with the NYC logo. 

Our model selection includes NYCS locos, rolling stock, and buildings, and they all are at 
20% off MSRP.  For some of the locos this means a savings of more than $50 each. 

To take advantage of this 20% savings, you must join today.  Memberships start at only $39 
per year and bring many benefits in addition to the 20% savings in the “Collinwood Shop”. 
Join using the application on page 100 or Click here to join at the “Collinwood Shop”. 
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     Article by George Reineke      Photos by Mike O’Brien & 
Katie Johnstone except as noted.

Movement of Freight 

At the end of the 19th century and the 
beginning of the 20th century, the city of 
New York was experiencing rapid 
industrial, commercial, and economic 
growth. With its natural deep-water 
harbors, strategic location, and diverse 
manufacturing, the city soon became an 
important center for import and export 
activity. 
 
The movement of freight by rail became an 
integral part of this growth. For those 
freight trains arriving from the South or 
West, the Hudson River presented a 
formidable barrier, unlike those trains 
entering the city from New England and 
Long Island.   During the early days there 
were no railroad bridges or tunnels 
connecting New York City with the Jersey 
side of the river.   Tunnels were later 
constructed under the river for passenger 
trains, but because of growing rail 
congestion and clearance restrictions, 
freight trains were prohibited, thus 
denying freight access to the city. 
 
Car Floats and Float Bridges 
                                                 
Recognizing this river obstacle, competing 
railroads arriving in New Jersey began to 
float their freight cars across the river on 
barges. This was the beginning of the rail 
and marine industry.  This land/water 
connection now provided the major 
eastern railroads access to their customers 
on the other side of the river.   
 

As this cross-river transfer system grew, 
the major railroads constructed and 
maintained their own dockside terminal 
and had agreements with short line 
terminal railroads that provided the 
switching chores and the loading and 
unloading of car floats.  The Brooklyn 
Eastern District Terminal (B.E.D.T.) and 
the New York Dock Railway (N.Y.D.) are 
two of several independent waterfront 
railroads.  

 
In this 1950s photo the float bridges at the 60th 
Street terminal are seen from the river.  
Station floats, with platforms between the 
tracks, are moored at float bridges 2 & 3 and a 
tug appears to be moving an interchange float 
to bridge 4.  (Photo by Ed Nowak, NYCSHS 
Collection.) 

 

George’s model of the B.E.D.T. dockside 
switcher is shown positioning a NYC boxcar 
in the dock area of his layout. 
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The New York Central and Hudson River 
Railroad (becoming the New York Central 
System in 1935) was the only railroad that 
had direct access to New York City.  In 
1871, the N.Y.C.&H. Railroad followed the 
Hudson River south from Albany on the 
east side of the river. By negotiating track 
arrangements with the New York Harlem 
Railroad, it gained access to Manhattan, 
without crossing the Hudson River. 
 
To compete with the New York Central 
and Hudson Railroad that followed the 
Hudson River south from Albany on its 
east side, a competing route was 
organized and completed in 1884.  This 
new railroad, the New York, West Shore 
and Buffalo (N.Y.W.S.&B.), followed the 
Hudson River north on its west bank from 
Jersey City to Albany and eventually west 
to Buffalo.  The competition was short 
lived.  Bankruptcy proceedings soon 
followed and in 1885 a court 
reorganizational plan granted the New 
York Central and Hudson Railroad sole 
ownership to the former N.Y.W.S.&B. 
Railroad.  Given a new name in 1889, the 
West Shore Railroad was then leased by its 
new owner and became known as the 
River Division. 
 
Because the West Shore Railroad followed 
the river on its west side, there was no 
access to New York City.  To gain entry to 
the city and compete with other railroads, 
the West Shore Railroad established a river 
transfer facility and marine department at 
Weehawken, which was located just north 
of its southern terminal, Jersey City. The 
West Shore terminal now had an entry 
into New York City.  By the year 1921, the 
river division’s water front terminal at 

Weehawken included 26 piers and became 
one of the busiest in the country.     
 

On January 10, 1947, leaking chemicals from a 
freight car on a waterfront siding found its 
way to the water and ignited.  This caused 
three million dollars in damage to the pier and 
its storage facilities.  (Photo provided by 
George.) 
 
Each mainline railroad on the New Jersey 
side of the river owned or leased their own 
marine fleet and waterfront facilities, 
which included: car float barges, tug boats, 
ferry boats, lighters, terminals, station 
floats, piers, storage sheds, and 
maintenance equipment.    

 

NYC tugboat guiding a NYC barge across the 
Hudson River. (Ed Nowak photo, NYCSHS 
Collection) 
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A captain of the New York Central Tugboat 
Number 34 has complete control of his modern 
(at the time) tugboat. (Tugboat plan and 
photo from NYCSHS Collection.) 
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It required fine-tuned navigational skills 
and an alert crew to ferry freight cars 
across the busy Hudson River. Captains 
had their hands full as they maneuvered 
their boats in the crowded waterfront 
areas.  

 
Aerial view of waterfront shows NYC marine 
equipment. (Photo NYCSHS Collection) 

While living in northern New Jersey, I 
frequently crossed the Hudson River by 
car ferry from Weehawken to Manhattan.  
During this time I had the opportunity to 
leisurely observe the busy, diverse river 
traffic, and waterfront facilities on both 
sides of the river.  Memories of these 
scenes were the basis for adding live river 
activities to my layout. 

Hudson River car ferry crossing from 
Weehawken to Manhattan. (Photo provided 
by Ed.) 

Car Floats 
 
The bread and butter of the marine fleet 
were the car floats.  The length of a car 
float was longer than a football field and 
its load capacity depended on its length.  
A 360-foot float had a car carrying capacity 
of 15.  A 290-foot float had an 11-car 
capacity. The carload is doubled when a 
tugboat is lashed between two floats.   Car 
float barges are now being designed to 
carry 30 cars.   
 
A ship’s bow is designed to cut through 
the water with least resistance.  Barges are 
designed to carry heavy loads on the 
water.  The car float is a barge with rails 
on its flat deck with a blunt bow and no 
super structure above its deck.  It does not 
have its own propulsion system but must 
be towed, pushed, or lashed to a tugboat.  
Car floats have 2, 3, or 4 parallel tracks on 
their deck with rail bumpers at the end of 
each track to prevent cars from 
accidentally being pushed overboard.  As 
the tug maneuvers the float to the float 
bridge apron, both barge and bridge rails 
will be firmly joined together after they 
have been aligned.           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              One of George’s model car floats. 
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Loading a car float at Port Newark, NJ, 
October 19, 1964. (Photo NYCSHS 
Collection.) 

A variation of the standard car float is 
called a station float.  It has a center-
loading platform with a single track on 
each side and a flat roof that extends over 
the full length of the platform.  
Dockworkers using hand trucks 
transferred the merchandise day and night 
to delivery trucks, waiting on the pier.  

 

Carfloat 15 is being pulled away from Barclay 
Street Pier station on Manhattan by tug No. 3. 
This is an example of a station float. (Photo 
from NYC Publicity Department, NYCSHS 
Collection.) 

Float Bridges 
 

There were two types of float bridges. The 
first was operated by powerful electric 
motors whose cables raised and lowered 
the bridge apron to compensate for the 

tide level changes. Precautions had to be 
considered when loading and unloading 
the floats.  Because of the weight of the 
locomotive, an out of service gondola car 
called a reach or idle car, was pushed on to 
the float bridge ahead of the engine, thus 
keeping the weight of the engine off the 
electrically powered hinged apron.         
 
  Also, those transfer terminals that were 
electrified had no way of extending 
electrical power to the float.  By having an 
idle car being pushed on the float ahead of 
the locomotive, the need for electrical 
power was eliminated.   
 

These photos show more examples of how 
George has modeled this unique part of the 
NYCS history.  You can see that his attention 
to detail is excellent.  He models both the 
railroad and the ships and barges in great 
fidelity.  
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After the railroad police and clerks 
checked the freight car seals, and waybill 
numbers, the float bridge operator would 
signal the waiting yard crew to bring the 
locomotive and the idle car to the bridge 
and begin the unloading process.  The 
other type of float bridge was built on 
hinged pontoons, which would rise and 
fall with the tide. 
                                                                          
When the car float rails were aligned with 
the rails on the bridge apron, the chock 
and chain crew secured the float to the 
bridge by attaching steel hooks on a winch 
line.  Powerful electric motors then pulled 
the float tightly against the apron.                                                                       
 
Now the chains and chocks were removed 
from under the freight car wheels.  These 
safety devices prevented the cars from 
shifting during their trip across the river.  
To keep the float aligned with the float 
bridge apron, heavy steel toggle bars were 
slid into channels on the float.  This 
procedure was called pinning the float. 
After the float was secured, the cars were 
taken off.  
 
The switchmen who worked the floats and 
rail yards developed hand signals that 
were a unique communication system.   
Spectators came down to the yards on a 
Sunday afternoon to watch the antics of 
their favorite switchmen.  Those men who 
really put on a spectacular performance 
were given a standing ovation.  At night 
the switchmen developed lantern 
communication, which was a very colorful 
exhibition.  These men would seldom 
speak during a day’s work.  Hand and 
lantern communication was all that was 

needed. It was said that it was good 
entertainment. 
 
There have been some tense moments at 
the terminals over the years.  In addition 
to the Weehawken pier fire in 1947, the 
2012 Hurricane Sandy wreaked havoc on 
the eastern seaboard and caused 
considerable damage to the Weehawken 
waterfront properties and marine 
equipment, including a sunken car float.  
When 2 Southern Railway RS-3’s were 
acquired by the New York Dock railway, 
they soon developed a reputation for 
frequent derailments.   
 
Narrow and confined space between 
industrial buildings, sharp curves, and 
many crossovers contributed to these yard 
operational problems.  

 
This map of the 60th St. terminal was part of 
Map #4 of the 1953 edition of "Port Series No. 
5" issued by the Army Corps of Engineers. The 
elevated highway passes over the yard. Just 
above the word "MILLER" was the former 
location of Grain Elevator A; that bulkhead is 
now used to transfer bulk cement from covered 
hoppers to barges. It illustrates the tight radii 
curves and the minimal distances between 
buildings.  (NYCSHS Collection.) 
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Loading and unloading car floats during 
the day or night required the engine crew 
and switchmen to be extremely alert. 
 
There have been mishaps when hand and 
lantern signals have been missed or 
misinterpreted. After several freight cars 
were pushed off the end of the float into 
the murky dockside water, a big hook was 
dispatched to the scene to fish the cars out.  
An open switch caused some excitement 
on the loading dock of a local factory that 
manufactured aluminum pots and pans. 

These photos illustrate the problems of the 
tight spaces in this kind of railroading, even 
on a model railroad. (Photo by George.) 
 
New and improved highway systems, 
bridges, tunnels, and area airports 
provided faster and cheaper customer 
delivery service on both sides of the river.  

Steam powered tugboats with their raised 
pilothouses and tall, slender stacks, 
steaming to their next assignment, were 
being replaced by low-stacked diesel tugs 
with radar and fire- fighting equipment on 
their wheelhouse roofs.  Heard no more 
were steam whistles indicating the 
captain’s intentions.  

 
Tug No. 34, one of the two 1926 diesel tugs, is 
moving the New York Central Oil Barge No.2 
in July 1934. The New York Central was an 
early convert to oil for generating steam for 
its tugboat engines, so it owned several of 
these very low profile oil barges. They came in 
handy when diesel tugs were acquired. (Photo 
NYCSHS collection.) 
 
Also, gone were the double deck 
commuter ferryboats, Hudson River day 
line cruise ships, and the majestic sight of 
the luxury ocean liners Normandy and 
Queen Mary at their Manhattan piers.  

 
Inland Waterways 
 
The Hudson River was to the Eastern 
states as the Great Lakes were to the 
Midwestern states. General cargo, such as 
manufactured and processed goods were 
shipped in the east by freight trains, while 
bulk materials such as coal, grain, and iron 
ore were shipped on the Great Lakes by 
lake freighters.   
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The steel mills and automobile factories 
had to be supplied with large amounts of 
coal and iron ore. The food processing 
industries and breweries located on the 
shores of the Great Lakes required grain, 
oats, and barley. The power plants that 
supplied electrical power to their many 
lakeshore customers required coal. 
Railroads and lake freighters shared 
equally in the delivery of these essential 
bulk materials.   
 
The R.J. Hackett was the first lake freighter 
built in 1869. The 211-foot hull with a 32-
foot beam was made of wood and 
designed to move bulk cargo on the lakes 
and connecting canal locks. In 1881, a 
second deckhouse was added, giving the 
lake freighter its modern day appearance. 
The ship caught fire and sank at Green Bay 
in 1905. Soon iron hulls replaced wood 
hulls, and in 1886 the first steel hulled ore 
carrier, the Spokane, was built.  
 
By 1906 the length of an ore carrier had 
increased to 600 feet.  The Stewart J. Cort 
was the first 1000-foot freighter built.  
Today, shipyards are now building lake 
freighters longer than 1000 feet with 
beams more than 100 feet.  
 
Modern lakers can attain a speed of 20 
mph, and their capacity has now increased 
from 3,000 tons to 26,000 tons.  

 
 

 

 

 
The mission of the lake freighter has not 

changed over the years, but its design has.  
Unusual bulk carriers called whalebacks plied 
the lakes during the 1800s and 1890s.  They 
resembled large inflated life rafts that carried 
grain and ore. (Photo provided by George.) 
 
Dockside Transfer Systems and Facilities 

 
Loading and unloading a lake freighter 
has an interesting history. Men pushing 
ore laden wheelbarrows and dumping the 
ore into the hold of the ship loaded the 
first ore carrier ships.  An improved 
loading system soon followed by having 
the loaded wheelbarrows wheeled along a 
platform next to the ship, and its contents 
were dumped into the hold.   To unload 
the ore, the ore was shoveled into buckets 
and hoisted by ropes to the deck above 
and dumped in piles on shore. Ore docks 
are now equipped with automatic 
conveyor belts and can load a ship in four 
hours. Self-unloading freighters can 
unload a ship in six hours.  

Steamer Willis L. King alongside the Hulett 
unloaders at Ashtabula Harbor, OH. This 
boat was scrapped at Ashtabulain in 1984. 
(Photo NYCSHS Collection.) 
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Designed and built in 1898, the Hulett is a 
large, intimidating, electrically operated  
double-clawed clamshell bucket.   The 
huge jaws and its control cab were 
attached to a steel tower-like vertical arm 
that descended into the ship’s hold and 
grabed 12 to 20 tons of ore in one bite. The 
Hulett’s directional limitations and 
inability to reach across a lake freighter’s 
100-foot beam required a bulldozer to be 
lowered into the hold. Pushing the ore into 
easily accessible piles helped load.   
                                                                   
After the bucket had been loaded, the 
operator in an enclosed cab (above the 
jaws) then rode the bucket up through the 
open hatch.  The supporting arm rides on 
rails parallel to the ship.   After being 
raised above deck, the ore is released into 
chutes that will direct the ore into waiting 
rail cars, or to be transferred to large pits 
behind the ore dock.  
 

These photos show good views of how the 
Hulett loaders worked. (Photo provided by 
George.) 

Because of the high operational, repair, 
and replacement cost, the Hulett unloader 
is being replaced by clamshell and 
conveyor equipment.  Both unloading 

systems have proven to be a more reliable 
and a more efficient way to unload ore, 
coal, crushed limestone, and other bulk 
materials. In addition, they are less 
expensive to build, maintain, and operate 
than the massive Hulett. 
 

Several Huletts are lined up at the edge of the 
pier to hasten the unloading process. (Photo 
provided by George.) 

 
Ore Docks 

 
Ore docks are huge structures. Some ore 
docks are 80 feet high and a ½ mile long. 
Because of modern technology and more 
efficient loading and unloading lake 
freighters, high ore docks that depend on 
gravity are being phased out.      

                                                                                                                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another photo of some of George’s modeling. 
He loves building ships. 
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A locomotive from a foreign road pushes 
loaded ore cars up on the loading platform on 
George’s layout. 
 
Loaded ore cars are pushed to the top of 
the multi-track unloading platform and 
positioned over openings between the 
rails. With the ship’s hatches open, ore is 
carried by chutes that are lowered into 
place from the ore dock’s pockets.  
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

The ore is then transferred into the hold by 
gravity, day and night on George’s layout. 
 
Another important bulk commodity being 
transported by trains and ships is coal. 
One method of unloading coal at dockside 
facilities can be seen in Toledo, OH. This 
impressive operation lifts each loaded car 
100 feet in the air and then turns it upside 
down.  Its load is then emptied by gravity 
into chutes, which then direct the flow into 
the ship’s hold.   

A different car unloading operation is 
used at the Presque Isle unloading pier.  A 
coal car and its car rider, with both his 
hands firmly on the brake wheel, wait 
their turn to be hauled up the steep incline 
to the dumper.  A between-the-rails power 
carriage called a “barney” pushes the car 
to the dumper. After the car has been 
unloaded, it is then released and allowed 
to roll back down the incline by gravity 
where it will be switched to the empty car 
yard.  After the ship has been loaded, its 
cargo will be delivered to heavy industrial 
cities and power plants that require large 
quantities of coal. 

 
Grain Elevators 

 
Although grain elevators were part of the 
New York harbor scene, they also played 
an important role in the storage and 
transfer systems along the shores of the 
Great Lakes.  The city of Milwaukee is 
famous for its breweries and depends on 
frequent deliveries of grain. The grain is 
stored in huge grain elevators that are 
visible for many miles. To unload the 
grain in a ship’s hold, an endless chain of 
small buckets (within a pipe) scoops up 
the grain and carries it up to the open deck 
hatch to be stored or delivered.  To load a 
lake freighter, grain is moved within these 
tall elevators by a conveyor system.   

After the freighter has been positioned, 
and its hatches removed, the grain from 
the elevator bins is shot down through 
chutes into the holds through pipes that 
resemble hollow legs.  Attached to these 
pipes are cables that guide them into the 
hatches.   Men, stationed in the hold, 
spread and level the incoming grain to 
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maintain an even trim.  Government 
inspectors constantly take samples of the 
grain being loaded into the holds of the 
lake freighters. 

George models grain elevators (constructed 
from mailing tubes by George) positioned 
along the wharf next to his model of a laker. 

21st Century Technology 

Today, powerful steam locomotives no 
longer haul mile-long freight trains with 
their engine crews giving a friendly wave 
to the kids on the side of the tracks.  In its 
place, are high speed, intermodal unit 
trains that are being hauled by two, three, 
or four ultra-low emission diesels. Truck 
trailers are securely anchored to their 
flatcar decks. When their destination is 
reached by rail, they will be off-loaded at 
the transfer terminal.  They will then be 
attached to their tractors to continue their 
journey by highway.  
 
Containers arriving by rail are transferred, 
restacked, and lashed to the deck of an 
ocean going freighter upon their arrival at 
the port terminal 
 
The caboose is now replaced by a clearly 
visible red flag firmly attached to the last 

freight car. It now replaces the red markers 
that had hung at the rear of the caboose. 
The mobile telephone is replacing the 
brakemen’s hand motions and lantern 
signals that were passed along man to 
man. 

            
George has a very large collection of modern 
railroad cars and ships that represent how 
cargo is shipped by rail and sea today. 
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Being transported on car floats today are a 
variety of boxcars, tank cars, covered 
hoppers, and rebuilt subway cars being 
returned from the car shops.  New subway 
cars also get a free ride on the float as they 
are being delivered to the New York City 
Transit Authority.  Waterfront locomotives 
can be seen hitching a ride to their next 
terminal assignment.    
     
The age of computers and modern 
technology has had a profound influence 
on the freight distribution industries 
throughout the country.  The railroads and 
marine fleets are more efficient, cost 
effective, and safer than ever as they 
continue to serve this country with fast, 
direct and dependable freight service. 
 

Credits: 

Train Layout Photographers:  Mike 
O’Brien and Katie Johnstone 

Ship Models and Train Layout: George E. 
Reineke 
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Special Offer on Two Great Books 

If you love steam (and electrics)… 
Reduced from $98.00 to $49.00 for both 

                           
  You simply must have…Steam Locomotives of 

the New York Central Lines, Volumes 1 & 2 by 
William D. Edson and H. L. Vail, Jr. assisted by 
Edward L. May.  The ultimate authority on steam 
and electric locomotives for the DeWitt Clinton 
of 1831 to P&LE 9406 of 1948.  These books 
represent a lifetime of research for each of the 
compilers and are a fitting memorial, not only to 
the legacy of the New York Central Lines but 
also to the authors’ untiring efforts to preserve 
that legacy for all of us.  These are a very limited 
edition and only a few remain.  They will not be 
printed again.  Don’t miss this rare opportunity to 
save on this valuable resource.  

Order from our store: (www.NYCSHS.net) 
with PayPal, credit card, check, or money 
order.  Or you can send a check to: NYCSHS, 
P. O. Box 130, Gates Mills, OH 44040-0130. 

Volume 1: New York Central & Hudson 
River, Boston & Albany. This 310-page, hard 
cover volume includes: 320 photos, 184 
drawings and maps. Only $30 plus postage.  
Ohio residents include $2.40 state sales tax 
for a single volume. (*Non-US postage 
charged at actual cost.) 

Volume 2: Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 
Lake Erie & Western, Indiana Harbor Belt, 
Chicago River & Indiana Chicago Junction, 
Ohio Central Lines, Big Four, Michigan 
Central, and Pittsburgh & Lake Erie. This 
volume includes: 428 pages, hard cover, and 
672 illustrations.  Only $30 plus postage. 
Ohio residents include $2.40 state sales tax 
for a single volume. (*Non-US postage 
charged at actual cost.)  Order from our 
store: (www.NYCSHS.net) 

	  
OR GET BOTH VOLUMES FOR ONLY $49.00! 

(PLUS POSTAGE – OHIO RESIDENTS ADD $3.92 SALES TAX) 

NYCSHS	  Steam	  Locomotive	  Books	  
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Pete LaGuardia’s NYC’s Western Illinois Division (WID) 

   
Pete had submitted an article called “Cheap Talk” for us to use, but Model Railroader picked it up 
to publish so Pete sent us some photos of his layout to use instead. On the left we see how he 
controls a double slip switch using a rotary switch.  On the right shows his controls for turnouts 
using toggle switches and LEDs to show the route selected. (Matt Thompson Photos) 

 
 

 

Pete LaGuardia and Matt Thompson have layouts set in the 1950s. They conduct operating sessions 
using Time Table and Train Order procedures. In this photo you see Pete’s 18 stall roundhouse where 
locomotives are serviced. This facility also includes accommodations for crews to stay overnight. 
(Matt Thompson Photo) 
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More Photos of Pete’s Layout 

  
Pete uses a PST Model 3 Turntable Controller and the pictured diagram represents the roundhouse 
stall number and location.  The operator dials that number and the turntable index system takes care 
of the rest. (left) Crotona Yard is the main Yard on the railroad where East and West Trains Arrive 
for classification. (right) (Matt Thompson Photos) 

	   	  
In this photo you see Pete LaGuardia (right), Phil Raymond (left), Tom Potthdast (at desk) are using 
the PBX Phone System he describes in the soon to be published Model Railroader article. The HO-
scale New York Central’s Western Illinois Division (WID), is set in 1953, Operates from Kansas 
City, Omaha, and Des Moines on the west, through Moberly, MO) and Hannibal, MO, to Danville, 
IL and Indianapolis, IN on the east. Modeled activities include a large yard and engine facility both 
steam and diesel. He has an 18-stall roundhouse with programmable indexing. Modeling includes a 
meatpacking plant, paper mill, city scenery, and a harbor with car float. (Matt Thompson Photo) 
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Seth Lakin Returns with Part 2 of his “NYC 50’ PS-1 Boxcars, Lot 136-B 

 
Seth returns to take a look at the 400 of these boxcars that were rebuilt in the NYC’s own shops for 
40’ cars.  Seth will show us how he modeled them in HO-scale.  

 
Brad Andonian is Spending a Lot of His Time Painting and Lettering His 

Rolling Stock 

 
Brad shows us one of his finished products.  He is painting and lettering his brass models and has 
promised us an article soon.  Maybe we will see it in the Jan. 1 edition. (Brad Andonian Photo) 
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Lars-Erik Sodenkamp Models the NYC in the Netherlands 

 
 

Lars-Erik is chairman of the PH&LF Railroad Association in The Netherlands, a modular North 
American N-scale club, www.phlfrra.com.  He lives next to Haarlem. He claims that the Dutch town, 
Haarlem, Netherlands is named after the Harlem, NY one.  Hopefully, we will soon see an article 
about Lars-Erik’s N-Scale modeling. 

 
Dave Mackay, NYCSHS Director, will tell us about “Developing a Model for 

the NYCSHS Model Program”.

 
Shown here is SS 6 in Jordan, NY on the Syracuse Division, several hundred miles from SS DU tower 
on the River Division. (Al Withiam photo, NYCSHS Collection) Dave will allow us to follow along 
as he continues to develop a model of one of the NYC Lines East Brick towers for the Society. 
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NYCentral Modeler – “Mystery Photo” 

 
 
Tell us what piece of equipment is in this drawing. Send your answers to NYCSHS@verizon.net 
 

Dave Staplin Shares his Knowledge and Modeling Skills for NYCS 
Passenger Cars. 

 
One of Dave’s models of the second section of the 20th Century Limited photographed a few years 
ago on Henry Probst’s layout.  Note the drumhead. In the next edition, Dave will provide us with an 
article on his passenger car modeling.  (Dave Staplin Photo) 
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Vintage NYCS Advertisements & Posters 

           

These ads and posters were used by the NYC to let people know about their excellent service to 
passengers. Many manufacturers of railroad equipment also used the NYC in their ads during this 
period. 

 

 These two ads are from the Mike Vescelus Collection taken from Four Track News. 
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I will continue this section to show what is now available in the Collinwood Shop.  Click 
here to go to the store.  You can see that we have added a large number of new models since 
the last issue. There are also still a few of your favorites left from those we listed before. 
Watch for upcoming new models. 

HO-Scale USRA 46" Mill Gondola 
(NYC/PMK&Y/P&LE) 

 

Westerfield Models Resin Kit 
Westerfield Stock # 8102 

 

Non-members price is $37.00. NYCSHS Members Price $33.00. 

Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Order yours today. Ready For Shipment. 

Click Here to Order 
 

HO-Scale Early LCL Container, Carload 
for USRA 46" Mill Gondola 

Final	  Thoughts	  
By	  Noel	  Widdifield	  
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(NYC/PMK&Y/P&LE) 
Two Sizes 

	   	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Long	  Container	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Single	  Container	  

Long Container - Non-members price is $25.00. NYCSHS Members Price $22.50. 
Single Container - Non-members price is $8.00. NYCSHS Members Price $7.20.  

 
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Click Here to Order 
Rapido HO-Scale NYC ALCo FA-2 (DC or DDC/Sound) 

 

NYC ALCo FA-2 (DC or DDC) 

Single DC version: Non-members price is $225.00 NYCSHS Members Price $180.00 and that 
is 20% off MSRP. Single DCC/Sound version: Non-members price is $325.00 NYCSHS 
Members Price $260.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.   

 Only $25.00 Deposit holds any of these models for you.  
 Order Deadline is Feb. 12, 2016 
Delivery expected Summer 2016 

Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.  
Click Here to Order 
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Rapido HO-Scale NYC Budd RDC (DC or DDC/Sound) 

 

NYC Budd RDC (DC or DCC/Sound) 

DC Version: Non-members price is $225.00 NYCSHS Members Price $180.00 and that is 20% 
off MSRP. DCC/Sound Version: Non-members price is $325.00 NYCSHS Members Price 
$260.00 and that is 20% off MSRP.   

Only $25 Deposit holds this model for you.   
 Order Deadline is Feb. 12, 2016 
Delivery expected Summer 2016 

 
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Click Here to Order  

Pair or Single Accurail HO-Scale P&LE Panel-Side USRA Twin Hopper 

	  

	  
NYCSHS	  Exclusive	  Road	  #	  37940	  	  	  

Decals	  available	  with	  other	  exclusive	  road	  numbers.	  
Available	  now!!	  

	  
Pair - Non-members price is $31.96. NYCSHS Members Price $25.57 and that is 20% off 
MSRP for members.  Single - Non-members price is $15.98. NYCSHS Members Price $12.78 
and that is 20% off MSRP for members. 	  

Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 
This scheme is correct for a time frame in the late 30s & into the 40s.  Cars repainted after WW II 

would have been oxide red; most freight cars in the steam era were repainted about every decade, often 
even less (especially for hoppers exposed to the acidity of coal).   Click Here to Order.	  
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Atlas NYRX HO-Scale 40' Plug Door Reefer 

 
 

Road #s 2501, 2525, & 2554 -  Atlas #s 20 003 501, 502, 503 

Must be pre-order by Dec. 2015.  Expected delivery 2nd Qtr. 2016 

Pair - Non-members price is $53.90. NYCSHS Members Price $41.00, and that is more than 
20% off MSRP for members.  Single - Non-members price is $26.95. NYCSHS Members Price 
$21.56, and that is more than 20% off MSRP for members.  
 
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 
Place a pre-order today with a $5.00 deposit to hold yours. (We show free shipping on this 
pre-order, but shipping charges will be added to your final order.) 
This model has the incorrect end and roof. The model has a R-3/4 end and the prototype a 5/5 end. The 

roof on the model is a diagonal panel while the prototype is a rectangular panel.                                  
Click Here to Order. 

HO-Scale B&A Tower SS 65 at Chatham, NY 

	  

HO-scale Non-members price is $79.95. NYCSHS Members Price $59.95 and that is 25%off. 	  
N-scale Non-members price is $59.95. NYCSHS Members Price $44.96 and that is 25%off. 	  

Ready to Ship. 	  
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.	  	  
This  Laser cut craftsman model tower was the subject of Dan Seligmann’s article in last month’s 
NYCentral Modeler and Dan provided much of the technical support to Russ at The N-Scale 
Architect in conceiving this model.  Click Here to Order.	  
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Bowser HO-Scale Baldwin S-12 Traditional Line (Cigar Band)       

 
 

	  

Baldwin S-12 Traditional Line (Cigar Band)  
Road	  Numbers:	  8100	  &	  8112	  

NYCSHS Price $86.25, and that is 25% off MSRP.  
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.	  

Order yours today. Click Here to Order. 
 

 
American Scale Models S-Scale	  

ALCo RS-11 
(AC or DC Version) (Singles or Pairs) 

 
American Models S-scale NYC ALCo RS-11 

Order Now for Immediate Delivery.	  

Singles - Non-members price is $234.95 for DC version.  NYCSHS Members Price $199.70. 
Singles - Non-members price is $249.95 for AC version.  NYCSHS Members Price $212.45. 
Pairs - Non-members price is $459.95 for DC version.  NYCSHS Members Price $390.96.  
Pairs - Non-members price is $484.95 for AC version.  NYCSHS Members Price $412.20. 

Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 
Note:	  RS-‐11s	  were	  painted	  in	  solid	  black	  with	  larger	  lettering	  and	  mostly	  Cigar	  Band	  logos.	  	  The	  

only	  ones	  painted	  in	  Lightning	  Stripes	  were	  road	  #s	  8009	  -‐	  8014	  that	  were	  not	  delivered	  to	  the	  NYC	  
and	  eventually	  sold	  to	  the	  Delaware	  &	  Hudson.	  	  Click Here to Order. 
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NYCS Dark & Light Green Structure Acrylic Paints 
(1 & 2 oz. Bottles)	  

	  

These paints are formulated from commercial acrylic resins and modifiers to ease 
application using fine artist brushes. 
	  
One oz. Bottle - Non-members price is $5.00. NYCSHS Members Price $4.00 and that is 20% 
off MSRP for members.  
Two oz. Bottle - Non-members price is $9.00. NYCSHS Members Price $7.00 and that is 20% 
off MSRP for members.   	  
Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. Click Here to Order.	  

Cincinnati Northern & Toledo & Ohio Central Hoppers in HO- & N- Scale 

 

Micro-Trains N-Scale NOR & T&OC 55-Ton Hoppers	  

(4-Pack) (Black) (Very	  Limited	  Custom	  Run)	  

Road Numbers NOR S-1053 & S-1062 T&OC 28354 & 28348 

Non-members price is $104.95 . NYCSHS Members Price $83.96, and that is 20% off 
MSRP.  Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.	  

Order yours today. Ready For Shipment. 
Click Here to Order. 
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Accurail HO-Scale NOR & T&OC 55-Ton Hoppers 
(Pair) (Black) 	  

	  

    
Non-members price is $31.98 . NYCSHS Members Price $25.00 and that is 20% off 
MSRP.  Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.	  

Order yours today. Available now. 
Click Here to Order. 

 

 

The	  MSRP	  for	  these	  kits	  is	  $59.95	  but	  are	  offered	  to	  NYCSHS	  members	  for	  20%	  off	  at	  $47.96	  plus	  
shipping	  and	  handling	  costs.	  	  Ohio	  residents	  must	  pay	  8%	  Ohio	  sales	  tax. 

Buy one or more of these to build while you wait on the TruLine Trains Ready to Run 
Scribed Side Cabooses.  Order today. 

Click Here to Order. 
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Bluford Shops Boston & Albany N-Scale Hopper 

 

These NYCSHS Exclusive hoppers are available for pre-order for an upcoming release. This 
is our first N-scale NYCSHS exclusive offering and pre-orders of these will determine if we 
continue to offer N-scale exclusive models. Only $5.00 down for each hopper two-pack to 
reserve these.  Price for a pair is $42 for non-members and $37.62 for NYCSHS members. 
Delivery Oct 2015. Click Here to Order. 

 

N-‐Scale	  Peoria	  &	  Eastern	  2-‐Bay	  Offset	  Hopper	  

  

Road numbers 2802 & 2831 for single cars.  Road numbers 2808, 2816, & 2843 for 3-pack. 

Single car non-members price is $18.95. NYCSHS Members Price $15.16, and that is 20% off 
MSRP. 
Three-pack, non-members price is $56.85. NYCSHS Members Price $45.48 and that is 20% off 
MSRP.  Shipping is extra, and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax.  

 Delivery 3rd Quarter 2015.   Click here to order yours today.  
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WrightTrak	  HO-‐Scale	  Bay	  Window	  Caboose	  

	   	  
 

WrightTrak NYC Bay Window Caboose Resin Kits 
Non-members price is $54.95. NYCSHS Members Price $46.70 and that is 15% off MSRP for 
members.  Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio sales tax. 

Click here to order yours today.   In stock now. 

 
Atlas HO-Scale NYC 50' Double Door Boxcar 

Accurail HO-Scale 40’ Steel Boxcar - NYCSHS 2015 Convention Car 

 
Car numbers in are image different from model. Non-members price is $16.98 each or $33.96 
for a pair.	  NYCSHS Members Price $13.58 and that is 20% off MSRP. NYCSHS Members 
Price for a pair is $26.00 and that is more than 23% off MSRP.  Decal sets available to 
renumber your 2nd, 3rd or 4th car. Shipping is extra and Ohio residents must pay 8% Ohio 
sales tax.	  

Click here to order yours today.   In stock now. 
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Broadway Limited Paragon 3 HO-Scale Commodore Vanderbilt 
Hudson 

 
Non-members price is $499.99. NYCSHS Members Price $399.99 and that is 20% off MSRP 

for members. Deposit of $25.00 holds your model. 
Order yours today for delivery in Mid-2016. 

Orders close November 2015 

Click here to order yours today. 

 
NYCSHS Exclusive Models 

    

HO-Scale NYC 19000 Caboose 
(TrueLine Trains) Pre-order only. Email NYCSHS@verizon.net 

 
We are still waiting on these.  True Line Trains continues to tell us they will be coming, 
but cannot tell us when. We continue to ask your patience as we await this beautiful and 
unique NYCS cabooses.  They will be worth the wait.   You can always see the latest 
status of these models and all of the models we are offering by going to our website and 
looking under the “Modeling Resources” tab and the pulldown menu there to “Model 
Shipping Schedule”.  http://nycshs.org/model-shipping-schedule/ 
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HO-Scale NYC Lines East Brick Tower 

 
Pre-order only. 

 
It appears that the manufacturer we arranged with to have these produced is no longer 
responding to our requests for information.  At this time we are in the process of 
negotiating with another manufacturer to produce these towers.  We expect to have more 
information about this shortly. 

To pre-order send an email to  NYCSHS@verizon.net 
 
 
 

 
 
 
If you haven’t looked at our online NYCSHS Collinwood Shop lately, you have missed out 
on a very large collection of prototypically correct NYCS locomotive and rolling stock 
models. All are offered to members at between 10% and 25% discount off MSRP.   
 
You have repeatedly asked us to bring you NYCS models in N-, HO-, S- and O-scales and 
we have responded with an excellent selection on all of these scales you have asked for.  We 
will continue to provide you with outstanding models at excellent prices. 
 
If you have ordered some models and are waiting for delivery, check out the delivery 
schedule at http://nycshs.org/for-the-modeler/model-shipping-schedule/  We keep that 
schedule as up-to-date as possible.  If you would like to see what all is being offered, click 
here for the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop. Lots of other NYCS goodies are also available there. 
 
Visit the NYCSHS Collinwood Shop for a wide-range of models 
and NYCS apparel and memorabilia.  www.NYCSHS.net 
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Some More Thoughts About NYCSHS Model Offerings 

I continue to receive information about some of the models that we have offered over the last 
year and have yet to be produced by the manufacturers who are offering them. 
  
We also offer some models that are contemplated for release in late 2016.  We have begun to 
only require deposits on those models that are scheduled for production more than six 
months from the offer date.  That allows us to reserve these models, so we can offer them to 
you at the discounted prices and protect ourselves from ordering models that we will not be 
able to sell.  We hope this strikes a compromise between holding your money for models for 
a long period of time and protecting ourselves from obtaining models we cannot sell. 
 
We at the NYCSHS continue to monitor the production schedule for all of the products we 
offer.  We do our best to continually check the delivery dates for those products and post 
that information on our website on the “Modeling Resources” dropdown “Model Shipping 
Schedule” tab. http://nycshs.org/for-the-modeler/model-shipping-schedule/ 
 
As you can see in our Collinwood Shop http://www.nycshs.net/, we offer a very large 
selection of NYCS models at excellent discounts to members.  We also regularly offer unique 
models that cannot be obtained elsewhere.  We are dedicated to providing the most 
authentic NYCS models available and to providing them in a timely manner after orders are 
placed, but we have no control over the final production of any of the models offered. We do 
apologize for the inconvenience and frustration these delays may have caused and hope you 
will continue to support the Society. 
 
We pledge to do our best to deliver the orders to you as soon as we receive them from the 
manufacturer.  Please continue to support the Society by ordering the NYCS models, and we 
ask for you to be patient with us as we try to provide them to you as quickly as they are 
produced. Remember that when you purchase a model from the Society, you save money 
and you contribute to the running of the Society. The purchases from the store supplement 
the dues and keep the Society from having to raise the dues to support our continued 
operation. 

The NYCSHS Modelers Committee 

 
The Collinwood Shop has been a tremendous success for the Society.  We have been able to 
offer many different NYCS related things for sale to our members.  There is a wide selection 
of clothing, books, DVDs, drawings, calendars, memorabilia, and models available.  The 
sales from all of these offerings have allowed the Society to avoid raising the membership 
dues. The costs continue to grow for all of the things we are providing to members.  You are 
urged to take the time to review all of the things offered for sale.  Remember that every 
dollar you spend in the store goes directly to pay for the benefits you enjoy.   
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If you have read this edition of the NYCentral Modeler, you can’t help 
but be impressed by the fine modelers out there in our membership.  
You also should have been impressed with all of the things we are 
doing to help you model the NYCS.  We have been publishing great 
articles from many of you in all scales.  We note that several other 
Historical Societies’ modeling magazines have gone out of 
production from lack of member articles.  Don’t let that happen to 
us. 

We really do need your help to keep all of the momentum going in the 
Society.  A lot of work is being done to improve our support to 
members.  We need articles and photos for this magazine. We need 
some people to work with us on the Membership Committee.  We 
could use more help in the NYCSHS archives, backup people for the 
website and the Collinwood Shop, and someone with some financial 
knowledge to help out our Treasurer. 

We all are busy, but it only takes a few hours a month to help us out.  
We have gotten a few new volunteers now working with us.  They 
believe that the Society is a priority for them. How about you?  Why 
not join the fun and excitement of involvement in something that is 
really worthwhile.  Just do it!!!  NYCSHS@verizon.net 

Watch the website, www.nycshs.org, for more information and 
updates. For questions and inquiries, contact Noel Widdifield at 
NYCBigFour@verizon.net. 

As we head into the fall modeling season, the NYCHS would very 
much like to include an article by you in the next issue that will be 
released in the 1st Qtr. 2016 edition.  You should be doing a lot more 
with your layout or modeling as we return to winter. If you will be 
building things for your railroad or running your trains, this would be 
a good time to take some photos and do an article for us.  We really 
would love to hear about your modeling or see your layout. We offer a 
good opportunity to showcase your talents or collection. Even if you 
don’t feel you can write an article, just send us some photos of your 
layout.  We need them for all of our publications, but to make the next 
one, send them to us by November 15, 2015.  NYCSHS@verizon.net 

Do you love the NYC? How about helping the 
NYCSHS preserve the memory.  Do your part. 

   Preview Of 1st 
Quarter 2016 

issue 
 

Phil Darkins returns to 
tell us about learning to 
use an airbrush to paint 

his first resin kit. 

Two of our modeling committee, 
Dave Mackay & Dave Staplin, have 
promised articles in the next edition. 

We are looking for New Zealander’s,  
Phil Darkins, follow-on article about 
building resin models in “Old Dog, 
New Trick = The Lord of The Resin 

– Part 2”. 
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Look for more on 
the Harmon Coal  
Chute by Manuel 
Duran-Duran and 

the model by Larry 
Faulkner in the 1st 
Qtr. 2016 edition. 
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